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ABSTRACT 

Major technological changes, over the past two decades but especially since the use of 

the World Wide Web and Internet became widespread have presented libraries with new 

challenges. In the academic envirotllnent libraries have responded by reassessing 

services and priorities. Some changes which have occurred include reader education 

classes on use of the Internet and World Wide Web which have become widespread and 

acadeniic libraries have beconle instrumental in filtering online information and 

providing Web guides. 

This thesis investigates the information-seeking behaviour oFuniversity academics i n  

this 'new' environment using a constructivist perspective. Acade~liics employed a1 a 

medium-sized university in Wagga Wagga, a rural town will1 a population oC 60,000 

people in New South Wales, Auslralia were inlerviewcd. Two key aims of l l~e rescarch 

were 

to explore the information-seeking behaviour of university acadeniics in a changing 

technological environment, and 

to identify the role ~notivators and de~notivators (which energiselde-energise 

infortilation-seeking behaviour) played in influencing this behaviont: 

Technology was found to be an underlying and persuasive force, which influenced 

source selection, image creation and affective response. 

It was also found that the information-seeking behaviour of academics was slrongly 

influenced by experience with sources of information such as colleagues, databases, 

libraries and the World Wide Web. Each experience with a source had the potential to 

create new personal constn~cts about that source. Tlie affective realm, inlages of 

libraries and librarians and source characteristics were all-important influences in the 

formation of personal constructs. In a constant cycle, personal constructs were for~ned 

and re-formed and resulted in ~i~otivators/den~otivators (which encrgisc/de-energise 

infortnation-seeking behaviour) attached to use oTsources. Strongly influenciilg source 



selection in information seeking were the interplay of n~otivators/demotivators attached 

to sources. 

If personal constructs are examined in ihe context of motivating and demotivating 

influences information professiol~als may be closer to understanding why users behave 

the way they do and be in a position to improve the service provided by libraries lo their 

users. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

human use of information and inlbrmation systems is qualitative, not 
monolithic. ..Information is not seen as something that describes a given 
reality in an absolute and potentially accurate way, which can't be 
transmitted from source to receiver through channels, which can be 
counted by external standards and pigeon-holed for all time. Rathcr, 
information is conslr~rcted. The act of constrocting and the act of using 
that which is constructed, is a qualitative act. It varies in kinds (Dervin 
1992, p. 81). 

This thesis investigates the inl'ormi~tion-seeking beliaviour of academics a1 a mecli~~rn- 

sized university in Wagga Wagga, e rilri~l town with a population of 60,000 people in 

New South Wales, Australitl. A co~is t~~~~ct ivis t  perspective is tulteti in tlie st~ltly which 

relates the experience of acaclemics in  seclting ir~formation to their rescascli ant1 

teaching. Within this perspective, personal constrilcts were forriietl ancl re-formccl and 

result in motivators/demotivators which energiselcle-e~iergise information-scelting 

beliaviour. The ways in wliicli thesc molivatorsltle~notivators are linlcetl, firstly, to 

sources (e.g., colleagues, libraries, pe~.sonal libraries, databases), secondly, to ilnagcs of 

librarians ancl libraries and, thirdly, to affcct (that is thc emotions, feelings, attitudes, 

personalities we have) are cliscussetl. CIiaracte~.istics of sources as perceivecl anellor 

expe~.iencecl by tlie acaclemic are examined in  l e~ .~ns  of what motivates or tlemotivi~tes 

information-seelti~ig beliaviour. Simila1.1y i~ii;lges of library ancl librarian are consitlercd 

in terms of their role in motivatinglde~iiotivating information-seelting beliaviour. Affect, 

discussed below a~icl in latel. chapters, plays a centsal role in i~ifl~~encing source selection 

and images (mental representations) held ol' liblxries and librarians. Through conccpls 

such as self-esteem and attilurles towarcls technology, geographical ant1 intellectual 

isolation, information overloatl and browsing, i~l'fect can be seen to play il pivotal role in 

shaping tlie paths that information seelting will tnlte. The part played by technology as 

an underlying and persuasive force which influences soiu.ce selection, image creation 

and affective response, and, in turn, ~notivators/tle~notivt~tors is considered ~lirougliout 



this thesis. For informatio~i-seeking beliaviou~. to comlnence an information need has to 

be aclivated ancl an information question identi fiecl. 

Aims and objectives of the s tudy 

The research had two lcey iliins: 

to explore Llle information-seelcing beliaviour of ~~niversity academics in a changing 

technological environment, and 

to identify the role motivators and demotivators playcd in influencing Lliis 

behaviour. 

The objectives of the st~~cly are: 

I. to iclentify [lie information needs of acaclemics ill Chasles S1~11.l U~liversily. 

2,  to exl~lore the role of personal constructs i n  inolivating information-sceking 

behaviour. 

3, to identify [lie nssociatecl ~no~ivato~~s/clemotivi~Lors that acacle~iiics k~cc  in tl~eir 

infor~nation seeking. 

4, to iclentify the role of affect in inotivaling i~~forrnation-seeki~ig behaviour. 

5, to explore Ilow users' choices of information sources and services may be 

infli~encecl by motivators/dernotivi~tors associ:tlecl with (heir personal constructs. 

6, to identify the personal constructs of academics at Charles SturL University, in 

relation to libraries. 

7. to identify what new patterns of informatio~l seeking are emerging given the 

avi~ilability of new forms of technological access lo information sources and 

services. 

8. to identify if changes have occurrecl in  the pas1 played by the invisible college. 

9. Lo investigale what can be clone to ovcrcomc the clcmotivntors f~~cccl by academics 

and to assist them in their informalion seclting. 

Significance of t h e  s t u d y  

Past experience is very inuch 21 determinant of F L I ~ L I ~ ~  action; an individual constructs 

and reconstructs events, hapl~enings, feelings, ;~nd attitudes. An inclividual 'cannot 

interpret his experiences ancl obse~.valions, he cannot de'ioe the situalion i n  which he 



finds himself, ancl lie cannot malce any plans Tor even thc next minutes w~tliout 

consi~lting his own stock of ltnowledgc' (Wagner 1970, cited in T. D. Wilson 1994, p. 

32). 

Academics studied in this research were strongly influenced by their past experience i n  

determining what sources, including institutions and people, they were going to use to 

seek information for their research ancl teaching. Linlted to these sources were particular 

personal constructs, encompassing ~notivutors/cle~notivators tliilt affec(ed their use. If the 

factors that motivate and demotivi~te tlie choice and use of information sources ale 

better understood, information professionals may be in a position to target more 

effectively those areas of information service provision that encourage, interrupt, inhibit 

or prevent the successf~~l satisfaction of inlbrmation need or co~npletion of tlie 

infornialio~i seelting. 

The mpid rate of tcch~iological change over tlie past ten years has createtl a clifl:icull 

situation for many acade~nics in seelting inl'ormalion for their research ancl teaching. As 

the Internet has increasingly infiltrated every aspect ol'tlieir academic lives, and 

institutions such as libraries have become much more technologically foc~~sed, ncw 

wilys of seelting inrorrnation have had to be learnt. This 11~1s glnccd a riumbcr of 

pressures on acacle~nics to learn or to be left behind. 111 many cases their existing 

personal constructs about the informiltion-seel~i~ig process have been challenged anel 

reformulated. This thesis has been writLen in a climate of change, where the role or 

institutions, such as libraries, tlic Internet and the invisible college in tlie daily lives of 

acacle~nics has become less certain. It is not surprising, tliereforc, that tcclinology has 

been seen to play a significant role i n  influencing an academic's personal constructs 

about the sources and institutions anel pcople with whom they tical. Tlic role of 'affect' 

has also been fo~~ncl to be significant in  this sorncwliat confronting periocl of moving 

from a relatively establisliecl way of cloing things to one where new ways asc being 

thrust forward, none of which has been iclentifiecl as a clcas pathway to follow. 

The pl~blic image of a service-oriented institution anel its services is constructed over a 

period of time. This image influences the ways in which i t  is used, for instance wliethc~~ 

or not it will be ~~secl to resolve a problem, 01. to seek information. An indiviclui~l's 

personill constructs in relation lo service-oricntecl institi~tions silcli as libr:u.ics, or nn 

image of libraries in iln individual's mincl, may influence use. Adclitionally the non-use 

of libraries may or may not be linlcecl to previous use. It matters little whether tlie 



perceptions regarding such institutions are true or not, and whether they represent 

reality or not. It is perception which influences action. Personal conslructs are built up 

over time and are in a state of constant change us new experiences reconslruct exisling 

constructs. These are influenced by many things, including childlioocl and adult 

experiences, beliefs, attitudes and feelings. Understanding more about how these 

constructs are formed in relation to tlie sources of information that an academic ]nay use 

in their daily information seelting for resei~rch and teaching may result in 

recommenclations to improve the interaction. 

In summary, within the major focus of the infor~nnlion-seeking behaviour of acaclemics 

this researcher is interested in how ilcacle~nics go about finding informiltion for research 

and teaching and why they malce certain choices as Lo which source to use or not to use. 

By knowing thc reasons behind tlieir choices of sources we are i n  a better posilion lo 

investigate the influences which may impede information seeking, or influence 

positively information-seeking behaviour of academics, or causc a reform~~lation of an 

original information need. Not all acaclemics are library users a~itl there may be many 

reasons why tlieir information seelting docs not involvc tlie use of a library. 

Infortnation,  i t l fortnat ion needs, i n f o r m a t i o n  seeking and i n f o r m a t i o n -  

seelung behaviour 

These key terms represent tlie centlxl subject theme of this research and are disc~~ssecl i n  

some detail in Chapter 2. Definitional cliI"l"icu1ties surrouncl the terms info~.~nalion anel 

information neecls. In this thesis a broacl, all-encompassing definition of inf01.1nalion is 

i~dopted, where information is everything the inclividual consiclers Lo be inrorriialion. 

Source (of informirtion) is consitlercd i n  the broacl sense of tlie word. It can cmblxcc 

things such as the invisible college (intel.actio11 with colleagues), databilses, journals ant1 

boolts, Worlcl Wide Web, personal libraries, informalion professionals ancl personal 

knowledge. 

Information neecl, is taken from Westbroolc (1997, p. 31 8) who consicLers it to embrace 

'all experiences of an individual associatecl with the search for inforn~ation'. Many 

information needs, as originztlly form~~latetl, go tliro~~gli a periocl of reformulation. 

Reformulation of information neecl may occur inany limes until tlie information need is 

met. As Chen and I-Iernon (1982, p, xiii) suggesl, the consumel. OF  inlomation 'should 



be viewed . . .  as an individual, with an information need, who moves fluidly through a 

variety of information providers until, his or her need is met, or he or she gives up 

trying'. There could also be a protractecl periocl during which refortnulation or 

reconstruction taltes place. The reasons for this reconstruction may be numerous and 

relate to motivators and demotivators as disc~~ssed in Chiipter 2 of this thesis, and later 

in this chapter, by Brown (1991), or may be a response to the information gained to tlie 

initial or subsequent fol.mulations of need. 

There is also some clebate as to whether 'inI"01.1nation neecl' is the correct term to 

describe tlie reason for an individual's info~.mation-seelting behavioor or wlicther an 

individual really has a 'need' for information. 'Need For i~iformation' tencls not to allow 

for consideration of the fact that many searches For infor~nation are exploratory lather 

than purposive and that many a need for inl'orrnation is only realised when something 

prods tlie info~.mation seelter's sub-conscious. T. D. Wilson (1981, p. 8) culcgorises 

co~n~nonly identified human needs as pliysiological, affective ancl cognitive. These 

cannot be co~isiderecl in isolntion from each other as they are interrelalecl ant1 onc may 

give rise to another: affective neecls, for example, may give rise to cognitive needs. 

Defining inforniation secltirlg anel infor~iiation-scelting beliaviour poses niore problems. 

Much infortnation seelting by academics is purposive, in tlie sense that an oLltcornc or 

solution to an information neecl is expectccl, sought 01. desireti or, i n  Kelly's (1963) 

terms, predicteel. I-Iowever some information seelting is exploratory in that no particular 

outcome is expected or predicled but some cl;n.ification is sought. Sotile information 

acquisition is inciclental in that information has been acciclentally cliscovercd rather tlian 

actively sought, although i t  has ]net some recluircment. In summary information 

seelting: 

is purposive and adaptive; inforriii~lion is in part acquired because it is 
deliberalely sought. ..It is also ~ouncl where it is not specifically soughl, 
as an accidental concornitanr of routlne aclivit~cs with other p~~lposcs or 
as pure accident (P. Wilson 1977,p. 36). 

Indeed an individual with an information neecl, who seeks information, niay lind 1h;iL 

need satisfied in  addition to satisfying other information needs in the process. 

Individuals may even engage in purposive information-seelting beliaviom. in their hope 

or expectation that other information neecls will be satisfied in tlie process. I-Iowevcr, 



even though much inforn~ation seeking is purposive or exploratory, and information is 

acquired incidentally, the process usually does not proceed in  a linear manner. An 

individuill with an information need may go thsough an information-seeking process as 

discussed by Kuhlthau (1991), with the infortnation need being reconstructecl, or with 

the need evolving or i n  a continuous state of reformulation as interaction witli sources 

takes place over a period of time. The concept OF reconstruction is ilnporta~it to the 

current research and, as mentioned above, has also been consiclered by Brown (1991, 

p.13) who refers to search denlotivation occurring when barriers to inf01'rnation-seeking 

behaviour affect the satisfaction of need. 

Information seeking and information-seelti~ig beliavio~u. are not considered separately i n  

this thesis. They are defined as all of the activities and experiences in which acatle~nics 

may expect lo involve themselves in searching for information. 

Personal coilstructs 

'Personal constructs', discussecl more f~llly in Chapter 2, is a term used by the 

psychologist George Kelly (1963) Lo describe ihe ways in which lh~~ma~is  malte sense of 

their worlds. A user's personal constri~cts irbout a soi~rcc, use of technology or an 

institution give rise to ~nolivaling/cle~liolivating hctors in relalion to the use of that 

source. The interaction of acatle~nics witli sources of information influences how ant1 

whether, n source will be usetl in tlic fut~lre. Interaction with institutions such as 

libraries and witli information professionals also cseates personal construc!~, which 

influence future use. 

Affect and personal cons t ruc t s  

The 'affective' realm covers all of those terms that refer to feelings ant1 inclutlcs 

emotions and beliefs. Julien (1999c, p.588) suggests that 'affective' generally tlescribes 

the concepts of affect, preferences, evaluations, inoocls, :~nd emotions wlierc: 

'Preferences' refer to subjective reactions, ant1 are desc~.ibed on a scale of' 
'unpleasant' to 'pleasenL'. 'Evaluations' are straightforwartl reactions to 
other people, material objects, 01. experiences. 'Moods' are less specilk, 
and not clirected towards specific cxternal persons or objects. 'Emotion' 
is a concept that incll~des the bsoatl range of affects, and includes all the 
fine gradations of feeling that humans identify (Fiske & Taylor 1991 
cited in Julien 1999c, 11. 588). 



This affective response of individuals to the world around them, to sources and to image 

creation, is determined by the persolla1 const~.ucts of the individuals or  to commonly 

helcl images, for example images of librarians. Affect also influences personal 

constructs and is seen to be a major driving force in information seelting, anel unclerlies 

tlie formation of personal constructs. Embedcled in these personal constri~cts whicli have 

been created by affective responses lie ~notivatoa and dernotivators. The affective 

response to sources, technology, institutions s~lcli as libraries and librarians influences 

the creation of motivators ancl demotivators. Affect therefore influences choice of 

source, use of technology, creation of image. 

Over time an individual constructs a personal view, or image, of sources 11sed to find 

information and of instilulions such as libraries and librarians. The role of affect ill Lhis 

construction is also important. Nahl ant1 Tenopir (1996) see that: 

the affective domain pulls together into one powerful category the enlire 
lnotivational and elnotional involvement of searchers. Witliin 
inforlnation science, affect has been clefineel as 'the continuous 
~notivational energy proviclecl b y  one's intent, goal, pllrpose, use, as well 
21s the emotional dynamic featurcs that determine ihe quality of the 
search process, e.g., perseverance ... paying attention to detail, frustration, 
hope, disappointment, excitemenl, clisbelief, etc' (p. 277). 

AlTect exists internally, influencing personal const~~ucts which form the basis up011 

whicll people look at the worlcl. It is interaction with rile world that can ch:~nge and 

reformulate these constructs. Arfect influences the constructs of source and images. It is 

the corning together of the source, image ancl affect which rcsults in motivation or 

clernotivation in relation to information seelting ancl cletermines tlie stl.ategics and form 

information-seeking behaviou~. will tirlte. Individuals have theis own sets of pe~,sonal 

constructs/images, many of wliicli are in a constanl state OF  change and refor~nulation as 

they are influencec~ by new experiences. 

This thesis linlts affect and personal const~.~~ct tl~eory in relalion Lo 

motivators/cle~notivators in its examination of the information-seeking beliaviour of 

academics. 



The terms deniotivator is preferred to the word 'barrier' in this thesis, because it 

represents a Inore realistic picture of the conlinuous, dynamic interplay of both positive 

and negative influences that affect information-seeking behaviour than does use of the 

term barrier, which appears to be the favourecl term in the literature. During Llie periocl 

of data collection the term barrier was used in interviewing participants. During the data 

analysis phase it became obvious that the terms motivators/demotivators more 

accurately represented the experience of academics in their information-seeking 

behriviour. The word, barrier, does not encompass the positive influences on 

information seeking which are equally important. 

The A~lstrcllinn Cortcise Oxj'orcl Dictiorlclry oj'CLlrrerzt E~lglislz (1997, p. 103) delinilion 

of 'barrier'.suggests obstacle, anything that prevents progress or success. 'Barrier' 

implies prevention of the initiation of information-seeking behaviour, rather than the 

occurrence of impediments to Lhat behavio~u.. In practice, the existence of so-callecl 

barriers does not mean that information seeking will not take place. People may seek 

information with the full  knowledge OF the existence of the so-calletl barriers. Whal 

were once barriers may cease to be perccivetl as bi~rriers as they are incorpolutecl inlo 

experience and become just part of the nortnal inrol,mation-seeking process. Mol.eovcr, 

during an infonilation-seeking activity, tlie barriers niay ceasc to exist, or not be as 

strong, for a variety of reasons; for example, access to a database is found to be easier 

than expecled. The use of tlie term 'to motivate', on the other hand, relates to causing 

someone lo act i n  a particular way (ALI .Y / I~L~~~.LI I I  Corlcise O,\fi)~.cl I l icr io l~~~ry  O~ 'CLI I . I .~ I I I  

Er~glzglislz 1997, 11. 872). It is a tcrm usetl wiclely in psychological and inanagement 

liternlure. One psychologici~l tlefinition of 'motivekion' refers to it as 'an irlfentnl 

l~roce.s.s that pushes or pulls the incliviclual, ant1 tlie push or pull relates Lo some exlefl?crl 

event' (Ferguson 2000,p. I ) .  Management literature often rekrs to lnotivation i n  

relation to task performance where 'people are rnotivaletl to behave in a certain way 

because they wisli to fulfil n need or want' ancl 'what motivates onc person may 

clemotivate another' (Samuelson 1990,p. 147). Spitzc~. (1995,p. 39), author of 

Slll~erMothration, clefines motivalor as ' any aspect ol' work that arouses 

positivetenergizing emotions' t~ncl 'a demotivator as any aspect oF work that arouses 

negative emotions, such as boredom, fear, angcr, and resent~ncnt'. The term clemotivator 

is used freely in management literature anel is often not as clearly del'ined. Other 



mentions of its use can be found in a variety or discipline areas usually concerned with 

education (e.g. Gorham and Christophel 1992, O'Neill, Baxter & Morris 1999). 

This research focuses on what causes acaclemics to behave in certain ways, as well as 

what prevents them behaving in certain ways or prevents them finding inlbrmation. The 

use of the term motivators and demotivators allows information-seeking behaviour Lo 

be considered, more appropriately, as a dynamic continuoi~s process which may change 

every step of the way as ~notivalors or clemotivators, so~net i~nes  alternalively, alter the 

direction of tlie process or encourage it to cont in~~e i n  tlie same direction. These 

~nolivaling forces are internally constructed, but are internally ancl externally generatecl. 

In the context of Lhis study the use of the term clemolivator implies the non- 

commencement, cessation or interruption of informalion seelcing because of the 

presence of factors that stop, inipecte, deter or clefer info~.mation-seelcing behaviour. Usc 

of the term   no ti vat or describes the opposite: influences that encoilsage information- 

seelting beliavioi~r to talce place anel continue. De~notivators can leacl Lo search 

demotivation in the infor~nalion-seelting process and 'c;un arise horn m~~lliple souvces, 

ant1 n i ~ y  not be recognizecl as barriers Lo tlie seelting behavior, rather., as bou11dai.i~~ of 

that behavior' (Brown 1991,p. 13). Once an information neecl is identi ficcl ancl source 

seleclion begins to take place, cle~notivaling or motivating factors begin to influence tlie 

direction lhat information seelting will taltc. A n  exirmination of ~nolivali~~glclelnolivaling 

factors can provicle raw data as Lo how posilivc ancl negative 'frames of rcrerence' and 

'personal constructs' (described below) clui be formecl. 

Information needs of acsldelnics for their research and teachitlg 

Of special interest are tlie major ~noliv:~torslcle~nolivaWs influencing informillion 

gathering or information-seeking beliavionr of academics. These mo1ivato1.s or 

deniolivaiors often have their origin in what is callecl tlie 'affcclive realm'. The 

literature suggests that many information neecls are not mct and/or no1 arliculatetl 

because of problems thal lie in tlie affective realm ancl this is an area of special 

importance in this sludy, as discussccl above. 



Technology and i n f o r m a t i o n - s e e k i n g  behaviour of a c a d e m i c s  

The seconcl focus concentrates on the extent to which acatlemics are using technology to 

gain access to information on the World Wide Web or through tlie World Wide Web to 

identify resouxes and to communicate with librarians and others from their homes and 

offices rather thi~n using more traditional ~netliocls of information seeking. Examplcs of 

more traditional methods are making a pel.soni11 visit or telephone call to an organisation 

such as a library or government depilrtment. 

It was expected that the dramatic increase in  tlie use oC technology in information 

seelting by acaclemics over the pi~st twenty years would be a strong influence on the use 

of other sources. It wi~s also expected that technology would play i~ major role in Ll~e 

creation of the image (or personill co~~structs) of libraries ant1 infol.mation professionals 

ancl that it WOLIICI be one of the most important Factors influencing and shaping 

information-seeking behaviour. The role technology plays in shaping informiltion- 

seelting behaviour is discusseel in almost every section of this thesis. For this reason a 

single chapter is not clevoted to its impact. 

Chapter 2 provitles an overview of tlie litemture relevant to this study and lurLlier 

discusses ltey terms used in this thesis. Cliapte~. 3 outlines the method used for data 

collection ant1 iunalysis. Chapters 4, 5 iuicl G I'ocils upon the results of tlie research ancl 

Chapter 7, the conclusion, examines c~ntl cliscusscs tlie major findings ancl makes 

recommenclations Tor further research. 



CHAPTER 2 

INFORMATION NEEDS AND INFORMATION SEEKING 

significant human motivation comes not from objective realities but from 
our subjective interpretation of thern. What we do now is often co~itrollecl 
by what we think was responsible for our past successes and failures, by 
what we believe is possible for us to clo, and by what we anticipate the 
outcorne of the action will be (Zimbarclo 1992, p. 434). 

Introduction 

There are numerous studies of the use of acaclemic libri~l.ics, of the informalion-seeking 

behaviour of acacle~nics in various clisciplines, ancl analyses of the inforlila~tioli neecls of 

academics. Few of these st~~clies clefine the nieaning of the terms Lliey use ill the context 

of their stucly. 111 these studies infor~nation seelting can mean seve l~~l  things: the physical 

seelting of information by academics in a library or non library setting; the use of 

inCormntion once it is fo~~nd ;  or the choice or information sources linkeel Lo membership 

of a specific ilctlcle~nic discipline. The picture Lhese st~~clies paint of informalion-scelting 

behaviour is illuminating, rcpetilive ancl wiclc-ranging. Academics working in diffe~,ent 

disciplines have different information neecls, approaches to information secking, and 

emphases on sources (Westbroolc 1997). The invisible college is often the prefcrrecl 

source choice for most c~cacle~nics who often scern to rate conference ancl mceting 

attendance ant1 interaction with colleag~~es more highly than 1ibl.ar.y use. Thesc so~u.ccs 

are discussed more fully in later chapters. 

In her groulid-breaking work of the l970s ancl 1980s Dervin (1973; 1977; 1986; 1992), 

writing in the co~nmunications area, focusecl attention on the user rather than on the 

system and identifiecl Lhat users, when they were sceking information, were t~ttelnpking 

to close a gap in  their knowledge. To close these gups, or to overcome bloclts 01. 

barriers, the user, in the context of whet Dervin calls a sitiialion, seelts 'hclps' or 'uses'. 

Dervin (1992) sees users as sense maltirig within their own frames of rclirc~ice; they are 

building up a personal point of view; they are making sense of their own experiences; 



the experience of each user is difterent. Accorcling to Dervin this information-seeking 

process is not purely system driven, but is affected by cognitive and affective 

characteristics of the user. Users are operating in a cognitive context, which is 

influencecl by the affective realm. 

Much research in the area has been influenced by Dervin's sense-malting approt~ch Lo 

understanding human information-seeking behaviour. It has been s~~ggested by Derviti 

and others, including Hawis and Dewdney (1994), Lhat s~lbstituting the word 'help' for  

'information' so that indivicluals are 'lielp seeking' r~~ll ier  than 'information seeking' 

may serve to highlight a usel:-centred approach to the helping aspect of information 

seelting. 

Such an approach also leads to an extensive botly of useful IiLerature in othcrcliscipli~ics 

(I-Iarris EIIICI Dewdncy 1994, p. 11). The social l~sycliologisl, DePaulo, ib r  instance, rcf'crs 

Lo rive basic steps in the help-seeking process: 

help-seeking is triggered by tlie help-seeker's recognition of his or her 
need for help.. .The help-seeker clecides whether actually lo seek help.. .If 
the help-seeker decides to seek help, he 01. she selects an appropriate 
source of help.. .The help-seeker initiates i ~ n c l  executes [hc help 
request.. .The help-seeker reacts to tlie hclper's response (DeP~illo 1982, 
p.267-268). 

Otlicr atte~npts to model ihc help-seeking or inl'or~~iation-scelting pl.occss includc tliosc 

by Wilson (1981), Wilson ancl Walsh (1996), I<~.iltclas (1983) ancl Dervin (1992). Indeccl 

consitlerable attenlion in the literature on info~.~nalion-seclti~ig bchaviour has becn given 

Lo discussion of tnodels o l  information-scclting bchaviour. 

Mode l ing  i n fo rma t ion - see lung  behaviour 

Models presented range from the general, t~ll-encompassing lo thc Inore specific which 

concentrate upon aspects of the inCormation-seelting process. As T. D. Wilson (1998,p. 

I) says: 'Several theoretical models cleal either will1 information behaviour i n  gcncrnl or 

with specific aspects, ranging from aclions involvetl in inrormation seelting i n  gcncral, 

to intelactions with information retrieval systems'. 



Wilson and models of information-seeking behuviour 

Since publication of an early key paper on information needs, T.D. Wilson (1981), a 

major contributor to the literature of the area, has devoted considerable attention to 

refinement of his model on information-seeking behaviour. In what they label 'a revised 

model of information behaviour' Wilson and W ~ l s h  (1996, p. 4) incorporate Ellis' 

(1989) work on information seeking. They propose a model which talces into account 

tlie context of information need, 'barriers that may exist to either engaging in 

information-seeking behaviour or in co~ilpleting a search for informatio~l successfully', 

ancl what coultl be called stages i n  infor~nation-seelting bellaviour. In this ~norlel whelher 

or not an indivicli~al operationalises an inlorination need is determineel by solne 

motivatilig force (an activating mechanism) inll~lenced by the existence or non- 

existence of barrierslinterve~iing variables, anel the type of information-seelting 

behaviour or acquisition. Behaviours are ide~ltifiecl i ~ s  passive attention, passive search, 

active search and ongoing searcl~. 

Passive attention coulcl be more accurately calleel incidental informalion acquisition, as 

coined by P.Wilson (1977, p. 36) whereby information is acquired in the process of 

some activity such as watching television. Such acquisition may sti~nulatc all active 

search. For exi~mple, while watching tlie weather on television someone fincls out Lhat 

the El Nino weather plienomenon is illoving illlo positive LerriLory, sornelhing they 

wanted to know even though the mason thcy tl~necl illto the weather was to rind out the 

te111peratul.e forecast for the following clay. Passive searches are explai~iecl by Wilson 

ancl Walsli (1996,p. 23) as 'those occasions when one type of search (or othcr 

behaviour) results in the acquisitioti of inl'ormation that happens to be relevant to thc 

intlividual'. It is debatable as to whether pilssive search can be separated from passive 

attention as the result of both is really incitlental informalion acquisilion. Active scarch 

refers to the type of search where an inclividual actively seelcs out info~'mation. Wilson 

ancl Walsh's final category, ongoing search, is closely related to active search and is 

'where active searching has already establisllecl the basic Fra~neworlc of ideas, beliefs, 

values.. .but where occasional continuing searching is carriecl out to ~lpclatc or e~l1i111d 

one's framework' (11. 23). 



The final stage in  the model is that of information processing and use. Wilson and 

Walsh (1996) suggest that, while a situation may demand 'information to fill cognitive 

gaps, to support values and beliefs, or to infl~~ence affective states', there 'is no 

guarantee that tlie information will be "processed" that is, incorporated into tlie users' 

framework of Itnowledge, beliefs or vi~lues) or used (that is, lead to changes in 

behavio~ir, values or beliefs)' (p. 30). 

Other models 

Other models of information-seeking beliavio~~r have been presented, one of tlie most 

widely cited being that of Kriltelas. In this ~notlel information-seeking beliaviour is 

delined as 'any activity of an individual that is undertal<en to identify a rnessage that 

satisfies a perceived need', while info~.mation 'is viewed as any s t im~~lus  that ~~etluces 

uncertainty' nncl neecl is 'a recognition of tlie existence of this uncertainty' (K~.iltelas 

1983, p. 6). Krilcelas distinguislies between inforriiation-seelting behaviour or activities 

i~ssocialed with satisfying immediate needs, and infor~nation-ga111erj1ig behi~viour or 

activities associated with deferreti needs ' in which stimuli are acceptccl ant1 IieIcl in 

storage to be recalled on demandl(p. 9). Infos~ni~tion-gathering activities may have a 

purpose such as storage of information for fulur'e use or they may be completely laclting 

in tlirection. The part played by an individual in millting sense of infornlation, of 

constr~~cting i t  and using this 'experience' in infoni~ation-seelti~~g beliaviaur is 

considered important by Krikelas, as i t  is by Dervin (1992), Kuliltlia~~ (1991) and T.D. 

Wilson (1981). All four see inform;ition as being personally genelatetl or obtained by 

using an outsitle source such as an individual or writlen com~iiunication. I-Iarris and 

Dewdney (1994, p. 16) suggest 'the ICrikelas model also recognizes the clistinction 

between interpersonal and recorded sources 01' info~.mation'. 

Krilcelas, like Dervin, Kuhltliau i~nd T. D. Wilson, rejects what is referretl to as the 

tsansmisdon   nod el ofcom~nunication, ss exeniplified by Shannon and Weaver, where 

the focus is on source-message-channel-receiver. Instead lie focuses upon models where 

people play an essential part in using information to ~nalte sense of their world, rather 

than objectively and systeinatically choosing the i~ppropriate source-message-cIic111nel- 

receiver. 



In their six principles of infonnation-seelti~ig behaviour of ordinary people, I-Iarris anel 

Dewdney (1994, p. 20-27) agree with ICriltelas ancl focus on the pivotal role of the 

information seeker or the help seeker. They suggest that 

1. I~iforniation needs arise from the help seelcer's situation 

2. The decision to seek help or not to seek help is affected by many factors 

3. People tend to seek information that is most accessible 

4. People tend to first seek help or inlormation from interpersonal sources, 

especially from people like themselves 

5. Infonilation seekers expect emotional support 

6. People follow habilut~l piitterns i n  seeking information 

Builcling upon I<uhltliau's (1991) ideas or fo~.ming meaning Trom inrormation, I<elly's 

(1963) personal conslructs, and Dervin's (1992) sense making, Westbrook (1993,p.543) 

says: 

The interpretation and assimilation of infonnalion or knowleclge is so 
influencecl by the user involved that il is necessary to recognize tlie 
importance OF such issues as the cultural adaptability of the information 
ancl how well i t  fits inlo Lhe contextital ancl cognitive structures of the 
user.. .Conce[~toalizing the information-to-k~~owleclge conlinii~~m as i t  is 
internalized by users rather than as objective product clestined for the 
passive recipient is critical to user-needs researcli. 

Definit ion of t e rms  

Discussions about informalion seeking inclucle the neecl to clcfine terms such as 

information, information needs, infortnation beliaviou~., infor~nation scelting, 

infot,~nation-seel<ing behaviour, information-use beh:iviour, personal conslructs, barriers, 

motivi~torsldemotiv~~tors ancl affect. Among the nost  difficult terrns Lo define is 

informalion. A definition for infornitition was proviclecl in Chapter 1 and is tliscus,secl 

again here because tlie issues are so important that further exploration is necessary. 

Information 

Information is not easily defined, i t  lneans cli~fcrc~it Lliings to different people. The 

~ollowi~ig quote from Lhc reporl Ausfrc~lici cis c ~ r c  I~$on~in/io~l Sociei)~(199l, cilecl in 

Williamson (1995, p. 14)) illustrntes this: -----. 

I CtlARLES STURT' IJbIIVERSI'TY 
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Information can equally legiti~nately be seen as a commoclity, a resource, 
n cultural artefact, a social institution, a cognitive process, EI political 
tool, an epistemological medium, an expression of nnconscious artefacts 
or numerous other entities or processes. 

Information is conceptualised by Dervin (1992, p. 63) as sense created at a specific 

moment in time-space by one or more humans, which does not exist itport from humi~n 

activity. Individuals, according to Dervin, are trying to make sense of their worltl and, as 

they move through their experiences, they are dealing with a situation, a gap and a 

bridge to the gap using 'helps' or 'uses'. Dervin's sense-making concept is discussetl in  

greater detail below. 

I-Iarris and Dcwdney (1994,p. 29) suggcst tlicrc clocs not ilppear Lo be a consensus on 

the rneaning of the word 'informalion': 

a major problem in LIS research has been lack of consensus on a 
clefinition of "information," that is, a Failtlre to agree on what is meant by 
the pivotal concept in the field and the one on which lnost other 
conceptual developnients depend, inclucling those of information- ant1 
help-seeking. 

Buckland (1991) ti~lks about information in terms oFa contino~lm from tlal:~, infomi~ljon 

to knowledge. ICriltelas (1983, p. 6) views information ils 'any stimulus that rcduces 

uncertainty' although information woultl not appear to reduce uncertainty in  all 

situations and at times 'knowing' would increasc it. As reporled in Chapter 1 a broatl, 

all-encompassing definition, where information is everything tlie intliviclual consitlcrs is 

information, has been adoptecl for this thesis. In tlie context 01 this rescarch it incl~~tles 

whatever source is considered to assist acadelnics in their information seeking. 

When inronnalion is colnbinetl with words such as 'needs' or 'scelting' olher 

definitional problems arise; these are explorecl in more detail below. 

Information ileeds 

The 'gap between tlie user's knowledge about the problem or topic and what tlic user 

neetls to know lo solve the problem is thc information neetl' (Belkin, Brooks & Otldy 

1982, cited in Kuliltba~~ 1991, p. 362). As Belkin, Broolcs & Oddy also say, in lhc 



context of questions put to an information retrieval system, not all information needs are 

able to be specified by the user, and therefore, are not able to be answered by an 

infor~nation retrieval system. In many cases the fact that users' realisations thi~t they 

have some gaps in their state of knowledge leacls to Bellcin's idea. of a 'a recognized 

anomalous state of knowledge (ASK)' which eventually culminates in a question put to 

the information retrievi~l system. Often there exists an incongruity between the question 

as stated and the fulfilment of the need unclerlying the text, at which point use of an 

intermediary would be appropriate. Although infor~nation need is often discussecl in the 

context of an infonnation retrieval system, S L I C ~  as il library catalogue or a records 

management system, and a user seeking infonnation from the system, information 

seeking is more appropriately considerctl in the wider context ol'a situation wherc a user 

has a neecl for which information is requireel. 

The experience of a n  information need can bc linkecl with a motive to engage in 

infonnation-seelti~ig behavio~~r, and 'when a [nolive is activtlted, n / ~ e l i ~ J ~ ~ ( i l u c  111(1t~i+t 

within the indiviclual is called on' (Bulnlc~x~tt 1976, citecl in Wilson and Walsh 1996, p. 

6). This matrix 'is believed to conlain iniages of objects that past experience has provctl 

to be relevant for the satisfi~clion of the arousccl need.. .'. Solne objects will have 

cliffwent values associateti with them accortling 'to tlie believed level of success they 

will have in satisfying the person's need' (Burnkrant 1976, cited i n  Wilson and Walsh 

1996, p 6). 

Dervin (1992, p. 66) cloes not talk about inlormation needs but ratlicr indivitluals who, 

in using information and information systclns, are responsive to situational conclitions as 

defined by each inclividual, with the indivitlual seeking to define :1nc1 atte~npting to 

briclge cliscontinuities or gaps. 

Wilson and Walsli (1996, p. 5) highlight some real problems in tcrm definition ill their 

discussion of inforniation need when they suggest that: 

At the root of the problem of informiltion-seelting behaviour is the 
concept of i~for/~intio~l need, which has proved intlactable for the 
reason ... need is a subjective experience which occurs only in the mine1 of 
the person in need and, consequently, is not directly accessible to the 
observer. The experience of need can only be discovered by decluction 
from behaviour or through tlie reports of the person in need. 



Weslbrook (1997, p. 318) prefers Lo use the term 'user needs' rather than 'informalion 

needs' and says lhat it 'ernbraccs all experiences of an individual associated with the 

search for infortnation'. 

In theory an information need consciously expressetl may represen( the culmination or a 

series of information needs, perhaps more approprii~tely called sub information needs, 

that eventually give rise to an information neccl. 

Infortnation behaviour, information seelung, information-seelung behaviour, 

information-searching behaviour, infortnation-use behaviour 

There are some definitional concerns r.egarding tlie meaning, use and inter-relationship 

of information behaviour, information seelcing, information-seeking behaviour and 

information-use beliaviour. The terms information seelcing :md informalio~i needs arc 

closely li~ilced in the literature, with formula~ion of information neecl the first stcp ill the 

process toweuds infor.rnation seeking. Once an infortnation need is activatccl, the 

information-seelting process can commence. Generally spealting informalion seelting 

can be tl~ought of as a physical and cognitive process influencecl by the affcclivc ~tx l~i i .  

In a simple sense tlie use of information scelting ant1 all the other relaled te lm can be 

consiclerecl as involving progressively increilsing specificity. T. D. Wilson (2000, pp. 49- 

50) oullines his definition of Icey lerms i n  a recent arlicle. Accorcli~ig to Wilson, 

informillion behaviour covers 'tlie Lolalily of Iii~ma~i behavior in relation Lo sources ancl 

channels of information, including boll1 activc ancl passive inlbrm;ltion seelting, and 

information use'. Information-seeking beliaviour is clirected towt~rds purposive 

infornialion seeking, using man~lnl informetion systems (such as a newspaper or a 

library) or  co~nputer-based systems (such as thc World Wiclc Web). Interacting with 

human systems such as friends, colleagues, reli~tives is also incl~~clccl in this definilion. 

Information-searching behaviour is 'the 'micro-lcvcl' of behaviotu. anel inlormalion-usc 

behaviour consists of 'the physical ant1 tncntal acts involvccl in  incorporaling tlie 

information foi~nd into tlie perso~~ ' s  existing knowleclge bese'. 

A debate on the JESSE listserv in 1999 on use of these terms illustri~tecl tlie lack of' 

agreement. The most vocife~.ous contributors Lo the lislserv tlcbate on Lhe atlcmpl to 

reach some consensus on use of the terminology were T.D. Wilson ancl Marcin Bales. 

The terms were first raised in Wilson's lantlmarlt 1981 papel and tlisc~~ssed in a Inter 



paper (2000), as outlined above. The debate was generated by a call for input into 

preparation of a new piper, on 'human information behavior', for publication in a then 

forthcoming issiie of Annual Review of1~~f i )n t~~~t io tz  Science and Teclznology, by 

Pettigrew, Fidel & Bruce (in press). Bates (1999~1, 1999b) for example, objected lo use 

of the term information behi~viour because 'inrormation' does~i't behave. She preferred 

i~rformation-seelcing behaviour or information-related behaviour as umbrella terms. 

Bates also differed from T. D. Wilson (1999) in  111,eferring lo inclucle passive and active 

(or purposive) information acquisition under the term information-seelting behaviour. 

Another debate contributor, I-Ieicli Julien (1999b), preferred T. D. Wilson's tlefinitions, 

and especially information behaviour itnd Lhe liierai.chical capacity i t  allows Lo 

searching, within seelting and 'both of those, as well as "information use behavior" 

within "information behavior"'. 

This researcher prefers use of the Bates' definition of inforination-seeking behaviour 

because i t  inclucles both passive ancl ociive acq~~isition and can incorpor:tie browsing 

ancl encountering information. For tliis tlicsis i~ifor~naiion-seeking behg~viour (which is 

sornetirnes just referred to as information seelting) is an ~imb~.cll i~ term embracing 

information seelting and information-seelti~ig behaviour. It typically inclucles not only 

actual accoiiuts of inforinnlion seelting ibr a purpose, but also inciclental information 

scelting. Impo~.tant Lo this research itbout information-seeking behaviour are ICelly's 

(1963) personal constriicl theory and Dervin's sense inaking theory (Dcrvin 8~ Nilan 

1986; Dervin 1092; 1999). 

Personal c o ~ ~ s t r ~ ~ c t s  

Accorcling to a psychologist, Kelly (1963), intlividuals consiruct meaning rrorn 

in~orniation as they develop ilieir view of the world. When new inrormntion is rcccivccl, 

ihis worldview can bc reconstructed. 

A person is not necessarily :trticuIate ;tboiil ilic const~~uctions lie places 
upon his world. Sotne of his constructions are no1 sy~nbol~zetl by words; 
he  crtn express them only i n  pantomime ... i n  studying Llie psychology of 
man the  hil lo sop her, wc ~nus i  Lnltc into account his subvcrbal p:lllerns or 
rel~rcsentation and construction (ICelly 1963, p. IG). 

to understand constructs we have to concretize thern.. .to mnl<c sense out 
of coiicrcre events we Lhrettd them through with constructs, ancl to make 



sense out of the construc~s we must point thern at events. I-Iere we have a 
full cycle of sense-malting ...( Kelly 1963, p. 121-122). 

ICelly believed that Iiumans look at their world through transparent patterns or templales, 

which he callecl constructs. These constructs are ways of construing the world, with the 

human being seeking to improve personal constructs 'by increasing his repertory, by 

altering them to provicle better Tits, ancl by subsuming them with superordinate 

constructs or systems' (ICelly 1963,p.9). Const~~ucts can be tested in  terms of their 

predictive efriciency: 

Constructs are used for predictions of things to come, and the world 
lteeps rolling along and revealing these predictions to be either correct or 
misleading. This .fact provides the basis for the revision of conslructs 
and, eventually, of whole construction systems. ..new things lteep 
happening and our predictions keep turning out in expected or 
unexpectecl ways. Each day's experience calls for the consolidation of 
some aspects of our outloolt, revision of some, and oi~tright abanclonment 
of others (ICelly 1963,p. 14). 

Reconstructions of personal construcls may, or !nay nol, take place. By consiclc~~i~ig 

sccondary socialisation, Lbe concept can be expanclccl. In secondary socii~l~salion, as 

clistinguished from primary socialisation, intliv~cluals talc on what Berger and 

Luclonilnn calletl the 'gencralisctl other', which is generated Tro~n tllc roles and attil~rtlcs 

of concrete significant others. 

Its Formation within consciousness means that the inclividual now 
identifies not only with concrete others but with a generality of others, 
tllilt is, with n society ... But our constructs nre not just creations based 
upon our experience of others buc on O L I ~  inte~xction wit11 society. 
Society, identity ancl reality are subjcctivcly crystallized i n  the sarne 
process of internalization (Berger ant1 Luckmann 1967,p. 153). 

Rather than accepl Berger and Luckmann's view of reality as socially constructccl, this 

author tends towilrcls ICelly's view of the formi~lation of personal constr~rcls as bcing 

primarily responsible for ilie const~.uctio~~ of rcality. While experience and interaction in 

society indubitably influences the formation anel changing of ~)ersonal construcls, tlic 

reality is finally created by the inclividual; i t  is an individual's interpretn(io11 of social 

reality that is rcal to the indivitlual, even il' this rcality has becn sociirlly constructed ancl 

accepted as the norm. 



The fact that certain constructs, for example, are generally attributable to libraries allows 

some consensus, some predication of their function. For example a social constl.uct may 

be: 'libraries ancl other information delivery systems are ~nandatecl to collect 

information, store i t  so it can be retrievecl, retvieve it when necessary, and clisserninate it 

as needed' (Dervin 1977, p. 18). 

This could be said to be a socially constructed reality. While it is this author's view that 

this kind of social construction informs personal meaning in a continuous cycle of 

reconstructing 'new information' or reaffirming 'olcl information'; the key to 

understanding information seeking lies in personill rather than social constructs. 

Personal construct formation is emphasisecl because the ultimate responsibility and 

reality for the creation ofrealily is vesletl in the individual; individuals are tlie final 

arbiters of liow reality is constructed, what is accepted ancl reconstructed or ncwly 

constructed ant1 what is not. It is incliviclual experiences with lit~i.al.ies, along with 

community perceptions, which influence inclivitlual (Lher.eforc personal) constnlcls 

relating to libraries. It coilld be saicl thikt i t  is library staff who rnust lake primary 

responsibility for the public image of tlie lib~.ary, who most influences personal 

constructs of users about their services. 

Lilte I<elly (1963), Dcrvin is also illtercstecl i n  the conslruction or ilnagc out ol' 

experience by an individual. According to Dcrvin (1977, 11. 29): 

The assessment of library activities solely within the context of an 
information model res~~l t s  in assessments which foci~s on the coltection, 
storage, ~.etrieval, ancl dissemination [of infor~nation.] . . .  assessment 
... within the context of a co~nn~~~nica t ion  moclel results in assessments 
focusecl on liow libraries can help people inform the~nselvcs, create their 
own orclers, ancl establish their own ~~ntlerstantlings.. .tlierc is little danger 
of reification beciluse the resent.cli is cenlercrl on the entily - the L I S C ~  or 
potential user, who gives the libl.al-y ils real I'eason ror being. 

These views, where indivicluals are seen as trying to lnalce sense of their world as Lhcy 

seek in.Fonnation from a library o~~elsewl ie~~c ,  are further clevelopcd in Dervin's sense- 

malting theory, discussed later in this chapter,. I<uhlthi~u (1991) takes the library sense- 

malting analogy further. She suggests that 1ibr:u.y users go througl~ a variety of stages of 

infonnation seeking wliere, in trying to malte scnsc of their information-seeking 



processes, they experience feelings and emotions such as doubt, fri~stration, anxiety, 

relief. To Kuhlthau (p. 362) 'personal construct theory describes the affective 

experience of individuals involved in (lie process of constructing meaning rrom the 

information they encounter'. 

Personal constructs can be seen to worlc on clifferent levels in reliltion Lo information 

seeking. Firstly, prior experience and its rcsullant personal constructs i n  relation to 

specific sources will influence whelher or not a source is chosen to seek information 

and, if chosen, how it may be usecl. Secondly, il' a colleag~~e or librarian is chosen lo 

assisl with an information need, personal constructs may influence how the lrser 

approaches the person or who they choose to approach. Thirdly, as il user's personal 

conslructs are in a state of constant fonnula~ion, and reforrnulatio~~, any inte~.action with 

sources may result in these personal conslrucls changing. The literature (c.g. 1<~1Iiltlia~1 

1991) suggests ihat a major influence on why n user's personal consl~.ucts may change 

lie in tlie affeclive rctllm. 

Tliis arfective rcnlm, co~nprising an in~lividual's ernotions, reclings, beliek, attitutlcs 

and values, plays 21 part in the clevelopme~il or personal conslructs, with each experience 

being individual to that person. This means LliaL the affeclive realm also inl'luenccs ;I 

user's decision on whether to use a specil'ic source or not. The afkctive realm also plays 

a 11ar~ in any interaction with colleagues, libl.i~ry systems ancl/or librarian. Tliis means 

that emotions, feelings, beliefs, values ant1 a~ilucles conslantly play tf~eir par1 in  

determining wlicther or not an  information need will be met, and influence the interplay 

between source and user. 111 sunilnziry, arfective reactions influcnce personal conslructs 

whicli influence choice of sources. 

Moreover while the affective realm may influence tlie decision as lo who or what is 

approached with an  infonnalion need il ]nay also influence tlic inleraclion bctwecn 

source and user and may also be the calalysl FOI. the user scelting a solution to an 

infor~nation neetl in  the first place. The drive to seek information, once the inforrnation- 

seeking process is in motion, draws upon some basic neecl in the inclividual, and 

information-seeking behaviour coulcl be used lo aicl the salisfi~ction of nectls which arc 

themselves part of the affective lealln (T. D. Wilson 1994). T. D. Wilson (1981, p. 8) 

Lallts of 'information-seelcing towards the salisfaclion of needs' ant1 suggests ellilt 



individuals are lool<ing to satisfy one 01. more of those categories of commonly 

identified human needs: physiological, affective and cognitive, He sees tlie affective 

reillm as both giving rise to information needs and satisfying information neecls. 

Dervin's approach to 'sense-milking' has been discussecl above but deserves further 

consideration. She may liave adopted the term from Kelly (1963), although she appears 

Lo have been credited with development of tlie sense- malting methodology i n  the 

inrormation and communicalion field. She refers to it as 'a set of metatheorctic 

assumptions ancl propositions about the nature of informi~tion, the nature or human use 

of information, and the nature of human communication' (Dervin 1992, p. 61-62). In 

what she calls her sense-making metaphor, an inclividual in the process of information 

seelting in a particular sit~~alion identifies gaps (discontinuities), which need to be 

addressecl ancl of which sense needs to be milde. These gaps neecl to be briclgecl by 

strategies which Dcrvin calls 'helps'. As the individual moves ih~.ough these scnse- 

malting mornents, ideas are constructed i~nd rcconstr~~cted, basecl on the experience of 

the new situation andlor reconstitution of idcas formecl in tlie pilst. The followi~ig two 

quotcs encapsulate her views: 

The essence of 11111t sense-making molnent is assurnecl to be acldresscd by 
focusing on how tlie actor cleFinecl anel clealt with Llle situation, the gap, 
the bridge, and tlie continuation of thc journey aller crossing the briclgc 
(P. 70). 

Sense-making focuses on behavior. As such, i t  assumes that the 
importan1 things that can be learned about human ~ ~ s e  of information and 
information systems musl be conceptualized as be1iavio1.s: the step- 
taltings that human beings undertalte to construct scnsc of their worlds. 
These step-takings, or cotnmunicatings, involve both internal behaviors 
(cornparings, calegorizings, likings, pol:r~.izings, stereotypings, etc.) ant1 
externnl behaviors (shoutings, ignorings, agreeings, dist~grceings, 
attcntlings, listenings, etc.) (11. 65). 

At Limes interfe1,ence occurs to the step-laltings itlentified by Dervin. Individuals find 

that Lhey can no longer continue in the direction they have been talcing, ancl informi~lion- 

seeking beliaviour stalls. The incliviclual cannot '~nove forwalrl without constri~cting a 

new or changecl sense', so that tlie gap can be briclgccl, barricr facet1 and the journcy 



continued (Dervin 1992, p. 68). The 'helps', which are used to cross the bridge, are also 

part of information-seeking behaviour, or, as Dervin refers Lo it, help-seeking behaviour. 

Sense-making and personal construct 1-'ormulittion are important in any consideration of 

reasons why information needs may not be satisfied in the infonliation-seeking process 

and of how they may be hindered or reconstructed by the presence of intervening 

variables or barriers as they are usually called in the literature. 

Treatment of barriers in the literature 

The ltey literature in the area of information seeking often clisc~lsses barriers to 

information-seeking behaviour, For example, i n  Dervin's earlier work on information 

needs of urban citizens she identifietl five information accessibility factors or barriers 

hindering information accessibility: societal (infor~nation and resources must be 

available); institutional ('information sources lnust be both cilpable ancl willing to 

deliver the neecled information to the indiviclual'); physical ('individual niust be able to 

~nalce contact with the information sources.. .'); psycliological ('inclividual [nust be 

psychologically willing to see his needs as informalion neecls, to approach ancl obtain 

information from appropriate sources, and to accept the possibility that his problems can 

be solved.'); intellectual ('individual I T ~ L I S L  liavc the training ancl ability that will allow 

him to acquire and process the information lie needs.') (Dcrvin 1973, p.15-17). Dervin's 

i~pproacli has relevance in any examinalion ol' reformulation of inFormation necd ant1 the 

affective factors which may be an  influenec i n  s~lcli reTorniulation. As discussecl earlier, 

affective factors are considered very iniportant in influencing information-scelting 

behaviour. Dervin's barriers to information accessibiliiy arc still relcvant as categories 

tlirougli which to identify those ltey Factol.s itirluencing use or non use of information 

providers by inclividuals and have been user1 by Julien (1999a) in  her sl~lcly on barriers 

to adolescents' information seelcing Tor career clecision making. 

Wilson and Walsh (1996,p. 13-14) also rcferrecl Lo intervening variables or barriess i n  

information-seeking behaviour. They categorised these variables as pcrsonal 

characteristics, inclucling psycliological ancl clemograp1iic variables, rolc- 

relatetl/interpersonal variables and environmental variitbles such as economic variables 

and source cl~alacteristics. 



The term 'bat~iers' is used by others writing in the area of library science (See, for 

example, Mount 19GG; Crurn 1969; Swope iincl Katzer 1972). In tliis thesis, however, 

the terms motivatorsldemotivatol.s are preferrecl. The reasons for this prefe~ence are 

discussed below. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 the Ausfralinn Concise Oxford Dictiorlnry of Currerzt 

E~zgliulz (1997) definition of 'barrier' suggests obstacle, anything that prevencs progress 

or success. 'Bt~rrier' implies prevention of infol.mation-seeking behaviour rather than  

impediments Lo tliat beliaviour. The existence of so-called barriers in practice cloes not 

mean that information seelting will not kite place. It tilay be taking place with tlie fu l l  

Itnowledge of the existence of tlie so-callcd barriers by the informiltion-seeker. What 

were once barriers rnay not exist furtlicr down the Ll'ack, as tliey have been incorpot.atecl 

into cliangecl, or reconstructed, personal constructs. 

'Barrier' 01. 'barriers' uppear to be prcfcrrecl by ltey resei~rcliers silch as T. D. Wilson, 

Dervin, Julicn and Kuhltliau who clo not question or cliscuss [lie 11sc of these ternis in 

their writings. Perhaps tliis is an indici~tion that their widesprcacl use is taken L'or 

granted, that their meaning is clear, and that Lheir use does not present an issue to be 

raised in the literature relating to information seelting. The alterni~tive suggestecl i n  this 

tliesis - motivators and demotiviltors - !nay cause concerns bec:utse of Lhcir use in other 

fields s~lch as business, psychology ant1 social psychology. Tliosc who have concerns 

may liolci them 1)ecause of the psychological cliaraclcristics implicit it1 the terms, 

'motivators ancl demotivators', rather. then becil~~se tliey support the term 'bariers' as 

being more suitable. Motivation is ils~~ally seen to be associatccl with tlie state of ininel 

of indivicluals and maybe conside~.ecl to negate tlie potentii~l infltlcnce of external Factors 

influencing 'social construction ofreality' as itlentified by Berger and Luclt~ntunn 

(1967). 

Motivation 

The concept of motivators/demotivn~oss and the LISC of tliese Lerlns ;we i~iextricably 

linked to the concept of motivation. Motivation provides the driving force for betiaviou~. 

and lnotivators 01. clemotivators can be considcrecl tlie positive ancl negative aspects of 

Lhis force. 



One does not however have to look lar in the literature on motivation in psychology or 

social psychology to see that the whole area of motivation study is complex, diverse and 

representative of many viewpoints. According to Zimbardo (1992, p. 435,455): 

Psycliologists have advanced many clifferent theoretical views to 
understand the nature of motivatecl behavior, but none have been 
completely satisfactory.. .The dynamic aspects of motivation are being 
investigatecl at many dirferent levels from the genetic ancl biological to 
the beliavio~~al, cognitive, social ancl cult~n.al. 

Motivation is generally tbouglit of as tlie process that energises and directs behaviour, or 

as Zi~nbardo (1992, p. 424) puts it: 'Motivation is the general term for all tlie processes 

involved in starting, directing, and maintaining physical ancl psychological activities'. 

Some psychologists see i t  arising out of 'instincts, clrives ancl other biological forces 

which ~~nclerlie beliaviour' wliile others look at psychological aspects of thc inclivitlual 

ancl aspects of the environment (Avery nntl Balter 1990, p. 374). Accorcling to Avery 

and Balcer (p.375): 'our understanding of h~~rnan motivation is incomplete if we clo not 

consider sources which stein from the environment ancl f~.orn thc individual's 

personality, experiences ant1 ways of viewing the worlcl'. It is nlso important to nolc 

that: 

significant liu~lian motivation co~ncs not from objective realities but rro~n 
our subjective interpretation of them. What we do now is orten controllecl 
by what we think was responsible for o~u .  past successes ant1 failures, by 
what wc believe is possible far us to clo, and by wliat we anticipate tlie 
oiltconie of the action will be (Zimbarclo 1992, 11. 434). 

It therefore seems appropriate that perceptions of wliat was responsible for tlie success 

or lack of success in information-seeking behaviou~. cor~ld be t l i o~~g l~ t  of ils 

niotivati~igldernotivating factors, that is incentives or disincentives, 01. positivc or 

negative influences that encourage or discourage such beliaviour, 

The approach i~secl by Lwo social psycliologists, Fiske and Taylor (1991, p. 5), in their 

concept o f a  'psychological field', is velevant to this discussion and helpf~~l  to 

~~nderslanding the motives for engaging in infornlation-seeking behavio~~r in tlie ~ L I ~ L I I . ~ .  

They talk of a psychologicnl field that consists of a configuration of forces, where one 

must understand the ever-changing balance of Ibrces operating on a person in any given 



situation in order lo predict ilnything. This psycliological field, ant1 hence behaviour, is 

deterlninetl by Lwo sets of factors. One of these is the person in tlie situation, such as the 

academic needing information for research and teaching. The other set comprises 

cognition, which provides the perceiver's own interpretation of the world, iotl 

motivation, which is a function of person and situation. Motivators/demolivators spring 

from personal constrtlcts formed by the interaction of the environment and i~idividual 

'psychology'. A working example could be seen in the academic not lcnowing how to 

approach a database or other source for inforlnation, but the   no ti vat ion for tlie 

informi~tion need to be activated is not strong enough for it to occur. A variety of 

pliysiological (feeling tired), psychological (not feeling confident abot~t using Lhe only 

sources that come to mintl) ant1 environmental (tlie source requires ~echnological 

expertise to operate) demotivators may prevent the information-seeking behaviour 

occurring or ensure its tliscontint~ation once commenced. Conversely motivators sucli as 

pl~ysiological (have a sudden ~ L I I . S ~  of energy), psychological (feel confident about using 

a known specific online database) and environmental (know how to LISC the teclinology) 

niay ~notivate information-seeking beliavio~~~.. 

'Sreattnent of inotivation il l  the library scic~lcc literature 

Altliough the empliasis in the litcl-aturc is on use or tllc tcrln 'barriers', T. D. Wilson 

(198 1, 1). 7) tliscusses the term motivation in tlic context or drivinglin~tial~ng action: 

The study of informalion-seeking behaviour can stand on its own as an 
area of applied research where tlie lnotive ibr tlie investigation is . . - 
pr.agmalically relaled to systcm design ant1 clcvelopmcnt. A cllM'crent 
~notivntion is ilivolvcd if wc w~sh  to ~~liclcrst~lnd iulqy thc ~nl'orliiatlon 
scelter bchaves as hc docs. 

and 

the ful l  range of hunian, personal nectls is at the root of ~notivatio~i 
towards infor~nation-seel~i~ig behaviour.. .these necds arise out of the 
roles an individual fills in social life (1). 9). 

While these 'needs' [nay be the root of motivation towards information-seeking 

behaviour, motivating forces sucli as the stresslcoping model 21s all example of an 

activating mechanism also delermine the clirection or the path informntion-seeking 



behaviour will take (Wilson & Walsh 1996, p. 36). This model niay illso act as 21 non- 

activating mechanism where information-seeking behaviour inay not be conimenced. 

Westbrook (1997, p. 316) also refers to motivations and sees them as a part of what she 

calls the ISE (inTorniation-seelting experience), which involves actions, motivations ant1 

decisions. Motivations for Westbrook (1997, p. 328) are one of a range of' internal 

factors linlted to the affective domain such as attitudes, preferences and expectations. 

It seems that information-seelting behaviour can be affected by various influences 01. 

~notivators/clernotivators reli~ted to source, image ancl time. What appears to bc missing 

from ~noclels of inform:~tion-seeking beli;lvio~~~' is the acceptance that, in o~,cler Lo 

unclerstancl them, i t  is as important to unclerstnncl what encourages people as well as 

what discourages them. 

Barriers and ~i~otiviltor~/cle~notivators 

For tliis thesis, motivators nntl cle~notivators are tlc~ived fsom personal constr~~cts wliicli 

arc both intcrni~lly crcatetl by influcnccs, sucli as personality, atlitutles, beliefs, which 

may have been influcnccd by cxternel influences such ns wo1.1< rolcs, cliscussctl later i n  

tliis cliaptcr. These arc i'osever changing :~nd interacting upon and between each other. I n  

tcrms ol'tlic aims ant1 objectives of this rcsc:u.cli, it is more i~ppropriate to talk i n  terms 

of motivators r:~tlicr than barriers. Barricrs imply negative influences :uid ilre L I S L I L I ~ ~ Y  

~~sccl witliout a positivc corollary. It clocs ~iot seem appropriate to talk of positive ant1 

ncgativc I) :IIIICI'S. ..' 

I~iformation-secI{i~ig bcheviou~. is iril'lucncctl by a tnultiti~cle of motivators and 

tlcmotiv;~tors that cellnot pr'opcrly be considered as barriers and whose interaction is 

talting place continually in a piuticulzu. time and space context. This thesis consiclcrs that 

the term burriers is too closely lilikctl to prevention of access to information 

accessibility. The rcscarclier contentls lhat accessibility is not pleventecl, but niesely 

;~l:fcctcd, by u rangc ol' ~notivating and dcmotivnting factors. 

111 tlic contcxt of tliis stucly Llic use of the term tlemot~vntor implies llic non- 

com~iic~~ce~ncnt, cessation or interruption or information seektng because of tlic 

prcsc~~cc of tlcmotiv:~toss tl i i~t  stop, impcdc, tlete~ 01. defcr infounation-sceking 



behaviour. Use or the term motivator implies the opposite, an influence that encourages 

information seeking to talce pEace. 

Motivators and demotivators influence whether or not the information-seeking process 

will be initiated, and, once the process is commenced, whether or not it will be 

continued. Knowledge of the existence of deniotivalors may, for example, acl as a 

clemotivating force while knowledge of the existence oC ~notivators may act as a 

motivating force. Limited attention is devoted in the literature to tlie discussion of 

lnotivators and demotivators that influence information seelting. Brown (1991), Wilson 

(1981) and Wilson & Walsh (1996), for example, refer to barriers, ulthougli there is no 

Lerm suggesting the opposite position, a driving force. Talje, Iceso & Pietilainen (1999) 

mention social, cullural, personal, situational ant1 organisationel hclors as discrete and 

separate entities 'which conslrain and motiv~lte indivitluals' behavior in various ways' 

(1). 753). Kulilthau (1991; 1993), though, another major contributor lo research in this 

area, gives special attention to Lhe role of tlie arfective realm as a major elenlent driving 

information use. 

The use of the tenns motivators ilncl clemotivato~~s allows each incitlenl of infol.m;~tion- 

seelting beliavious to be consitlered more ;~~l)rolwi~teIy as a dyna~nic continuous process 

which may change along every step of the way as motivalors or dernolivato~.~ step in Lo 

alter tlirection of the process ot.to encourage it to conlinue in thc same direction. 

Models of information-seelung behaviour 

A number of models of i~iformation-seeking behaviour foc~ls upon bnrrrers to 

inrormation seeking, tlie importi~ncc of  which is liigliliglilctl by Brown (1991, p. 13): 

it may well be that tlie barriers are the most unmanaged ant1 influenlial 
area in tlie information-seeking cycle.. .rese:~rch concentl.ating on tlie 
barriers to information-seelti~ig behavior and how they affect need 
satisfaction lnay prove aclvantageous. Such reseclrch may lei~d to a 
grounded theory of search-deniotivation, ancl Itnowledge might be gained 
to lielp the individual move more effectively and cfficienlly thro~~gli the 
cycles of information-seeking. 

T. D. Wilson's (1981) model and its revision (Wilson nnd Walsh 1996) ace clisc~~ssetl 

earlier in this chapter. In Brown's tnodel of information-seeking behnviour, barriers are 



included 'at the interpace of the context and the process of information-seelclng 

behavior. ' 

B, a~rlers . ' to the seelter's (patron's) information-seelcing behavior can 
occur at multiple time lociition in tlie process, can arise from multiple 
sources, and may not be recognized as barriers to the seeking behavior 
(Brown 1991, p.13). 

While not always identifying 'problems' or 'hindrances' to information seeking as 

barriers the models attempt to talte into account that there are many influences, which 

aSfect whether an information seeking exercise will be successf~il or otherwise. 

ICuhltliau (1991, 1993) and Ellis (1989) :Ire especially interested in the stages of the 

infor~niltion-seelti~~g process, and affective and cognitive infLuences on inrormntion 

seelting, that users experience in their seiirch for information in a library. 

Wcstbrook (1997, p. 323) seems to be referring to influences or hc~li~ators/barr.iers to 

informalion seelting when slie suggests: 

users assimili~te or m;llte sense of Llic i~lror~nation they encounter i n  
different ways, depencling on such factors as Ll~cir learning styles, 
cognitive filnctions, and ufl'cctive responses.. .diFfcrent Llscrs cvaluate or 
judge the sanie inCorrliation differently [ancl] information seeking not 
only has a context but tliat contcxt is crucial. 

In support of ICelly (1963) and Dervin (1992), Westbrook belicves that people maltc 

sense of information i n  their own way, based on their cxisting system of construcls. 

Firstly she considers that: 

The user brings internal soul.ces of inforniation to the search process, 
such as "the reason for tlie search, necessary beliels, object of Llie search, 
object Itnowledge, dom:lin ltnowledgc ancl scarcli ltnowlcdge". Any of 
these internal sources may be challenged 01. tlisrupted in a manner tliat 
creates a new gap for the user ... the ~ ~ s e r  may bc internally inhibited by a 
variety of tlilTiculties (1997, [I. 324). 

Scconclly, she ~niiinlai~is thal people evaluate info~.malion in tlic process of inCor~nation 

seeking, most notiibly in terms of cost, rneasurecl in terms of time ant1 money, atid effort, 

which is rneasurecl in terms of convenience and cornFort. Thirclly, slie suggests that 

social, geographical and professional contexls infli~ence information-seelting beliaviour. 



The model of the information seeking of professionals developed by Leckie, Pettigrew 

and Sylvain (1996) is also relevant to this stucly, and also draws upon internal and 

external constructs. In this moclel the authors suggest that worlc roles influence tasks to 

be performed which, in turn, determine cllari~cteristics of information neecls, whose 

outcome is influenced by sources of information and awareness of information. 

Individual decisions about the path information-seelting bel~aviour will take are made on 

the ilnpi~ct of these influences. This can be illustrated by tillting the example of a typical 

academic who perl'orms a number of roles, such as researcher, teacher and 

adminisln~tor, i n  hislher day-to-day work. This academic, among the many taslcs, may 

have to prepare lilnd applications for reseiu.cI1 bodies, advise st~ldents on assignment 

preparation and work out budgets. InTormatlon needs are generated out of' thcsc tasks 

and may or may not require the LISC ol' incormal sources (such as colleagues) and formal 

sources of information (such as libraries). The awareness of the acaclemic about 

information sources will influence the actions helslie ti~ltes. For example, i f  the 

academic required information on assignment preparation, it is liltely that helshe w o ~ ~ l d  

draw upon hislher internal constructs ancl also perhaps seek out specific sources, such as 

a text, that has been used previously, lo rcach an outcome. While the nature of the nced 

affects the way the information is sought, Leckie and Pettigrew (1997) ant1 Leckic, 

Pcttigrew and Sylvain (1996) suggest a nunlber of intervening variableslinflue~ices, 

resembling those discussed by Wcslbrook (l997), that can arfccl the inSo~,mation 

seelting outcorne. These include 

Individual demogri~phics (age, proression, specialization, career stilge, 
geographic location), contcxt (siln;~tion specific neecl, internally or 
externally prompted), rrequency (recurring neecl, 01. new) and 
preclictability (anlicipatecl need, or unexpected) (Lcckic & Pettigrew 
1997, p. 102-103). 

as influences of information neecl ancl 

familiarity and prior success (results obtainecl fro111 strategy or source), 
trustworthiness (how reliilble or Ihelpf~~l), paclcaging (convenience, 
usef~~lness . . .), timeliness (Tounrl whcn needed), ilccessibility (relative 
ease of access), cost (relative cost-effectiveness), quality (level of dctail, 
accuracy . ..), and accessibility (relative ease of access) (Leckie, 
Pettigrew i~ncl Sylvain 1996, p. 185). 



as influences that may determine the path that information seeking will take. These are 

taken up again in Chapter 4. 

In the terms of this thesis, these influences are seen as examples of 

motivators/demotivators to information seeking. Before an information need is 

actioned a number oT motivatorslc1e1notivators may interact to determine the choice 

of information source. In Lecltie, Pettigrew and Sylvi~in's (1996) and Lecltie and 

Pettigrew's (1997) tertns these influences spring fuom the work roles of the 

academic, their work tasks and their awareness of incormation sources ant1 /or 

content. The following version of Lecltie, Peltigrew ancl Sylvain's 1996 inodel, 

ilcli~pted for University academics, illustrates this process in 21 linear manner. 111 

practice the process is anything but linear wilh a possible web of interaction within 

interaction as information seeking changes clireclion or even abruptly slops. A 

typical academic at Charles Sturt University could be expected to undertake the 

following work roles on a regular basis. These are includecl hem to inclicale the 

range of areas i n  which motivntors/den~otivators may have their genesis 01. by which 

they may be influenced. 

WORK ROLES 

Teaclling 

Inlcmal 

Distance 

Research 

Ad~ninistration 

Consulting 

Course Prornolion 

Student Consultalion 

Curriculum Development 

TASKS 

Preparing lectures 



Prepi~riiig Distance Eclucation Material 

Writing Reports/Articles 

Organising Seminars, Conferences 

Counselling 

Using University InTormation Systems 

INFORMATION NEED CI-IARACTERISTICS 

Access Lo Latest Information 

Conli~iuing Education Course AtLentlance 

Urgent In~ormalion Needs 

INPORMATION SOURCES 

Fonnnl - Libraries, Internel, Databases 

Inlorrnal - Colleagues, Conl'erenccs 

Personal Knowledge 

AWARENESS OF INFORMATION 

Familiarity and Prior Succcss 

Packaging 

Accessi bility 

cos1 

Timeliness 

Trustworthiness 

Quality 

Information-seelung behaviour and information sources 

As indicated throughout this thesis, ucadeinics usc a range of information sources to find 

information and i t  is the interaction of the acade~nic with these sources ihat plays a large 
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part in formulation of personal constructs. Sources may come attachecl with a personal 

construct 'assigned' by the academic because of the result of past experience. 

The research literature suggests that there are f o ~ ~ r  major categories of info~mation 

sources for the academic: personal, library, the World Wide Web and the invisible 

college. People, no matter in what field they are working, appear to prefer to consul1 

personal sources of information (Chen ant1 I-Iernon 1982; Dunn 1986; Grosser 1989; 

Harris and Dewelney 1994). People prefer to go to other people for information. This is 

not a new fincling but it has becoine more significant with the trend to non-intermediary 

electronic access lo information. People prefer personal sources of information [or ;I 

variety of reasons as Grosser (1989, p. 18-21) suggests: 

A natural human neeel for social interaction, for developing 

meaningful relationships with olliers 

A desire to establish or promote a conclucivc and mutually s~~pportive 

working climate, to nurture personill linlts through frequent 

interaction 

Laziness: when it seems easier to call out and ask someone rather 

than spencl time and effort locating the answer personally 

The quicltest means or procuring the clesirecl information 

The most efficient means of procuring tlic desirccl inform:~lion, 

avoicling problems of in10rmalion overloacl requirecl in Llic psocess of 

identifying, sifling and evaluating inFormation sources 

Expert advice from someone who is more h~ni l iar  with the arca tlian 

you are 

They may provide inore u p  to elate information tlian available in 

physical sources 

They acld value to information, inte~pret its nleilning and significance 

in  a particular context 

Tlie library category is used to represent those catalogues, clatabases, journals, boolts ant1 

other materials which libraries are commonly thought to provide either eleclronically or 

in hard copy. Tlie World Wide Web ciitegory represents those situations wliese tlic 

infonnation seelter decides to undertake a search for information on the Wo~,lcl Witlc 



Web or to use email on chat facilities for information seeking. The invisible college is 

also a personal source of information, although it could be considered a more formal 

source. This research did not attempt to quantify the extent of use of various sources, 

but some discussion of the importance of these sources of information is provided i n  

Chapter 4. They are discussed in terms of the motivators/demotivators attached Lo their 

use. 

It should be mentioned that there are milny fi~clors beyond the control of the user (e.g. 

size of libraries, location of libraries, access to computers and al~propriate hardware ancl 

software to search databases, ivxess to a range of clatabases) and Inany factors to a 

certain extent within the control of the user (e.g., size of personal library, attcnclance a1 

continuing education classes, use of cotlei~g~~es for aclvice, develop~nent of an 

infor~nation network) that may influence information-seeking beliaviour. 

The cornbination of [actors such as these act to in[Iuence tlie formi~lion of pe~sonal 

constructs which again nKect motivation to scek informatio~i. 

Infortnation-seelcing beliaviour and libraries 

An especially important source of information for acadc~nics is Lhe library ancl it special 

focus in this thesis is given to information-seeking beliilviour in the library environ~ne~il. 

This is not to divert atlention from the other sources used by academics L O  seek 

information, such as the invisible college. These 'other sources', inentionecl earlier, are 

discussed i n  Cliapter4. The literature gives heavy reference to Lhe role of the library in 

information-seeking beliaviour. In tlie library world, a major role of the librarian hns i n  

the past been seen to be the maintenance of an information syslcln, the information 

retrieval system, or, even more specifically, thc catalogue, so that inatcrial coultl be 

easily identified for users. Users who interacted witli a library information syslcln may 

or may not have interacted witli a librarian. The catalogue provided links to Lhe physical 

location of material either in the library being used or in another library. In those 

libraries where a reference interview took place, in order to more closely itlenlify Ithe 

user's information need, the librarian may have become an active p:r~~Licipanl in  ihe 

search for infor~nation. 



Much research in the past 20 years, following the introduction of automation in libraries, 

has been about i~nproving the catalogue interface for the librarian and Tor the user and 

emphasising self help in  regard to nccessi~ig databases via CD-ROM and the Internet. 

The user, in the past, had use of tlie system in operation defined for them; there was 

little interest in any user input into redefining the system according to needs. 

Improvement in information retrieval was seen to lie in improving systems. The value of 

user input into suitabiIity of systems and how tlie library can best meet the inlonnation 

needs of users is now achieving some recognition. Accol.ding to Westbrook (1993, p. 

541): 'The long-standing separation between those who view information relrieval in 

frames of system design and those who view it in frames of user needs is beginning to 

break down'. 

Information neecl of the user 

In the reference process the essence of librarian-user interaction has traclitionally becn 

seen as tlie point where the liblxrian meets tlie user in a reference encounter to work 

through what might be called the 'informalion need' of the user. Some lnodels of the 

information-seeking process are reflected i n  ~noclels of the reference or search process. 

Typically these rnoclels followed that of Katz (2002) and others, ant1 higliliglited lhe 

beginning of tlie process or information-seelcitig exercise as being a reference intervicw. 

At the reference interview ilie librariiui, by using standard communicntion tecliniques, 

identified what the user wanted. In [lie most desirable situation, the librarian linlted tlie 

user with sources that could lead to the recluirecl inlbrmation or foi~ncl the information 

for the user. Before the user left the library, Llie librarian would check the user liacl tlic 

information required. The librarian wils consiclcred the l i n k  between the infol.~nation 

retrieval system and the user and between ihe sources ilvailable ancl tlie user. 

Reality was often very tlifrerent ancl there were many barriers (the term usecl in tlic 

literature) preventing successf~~l col~~pletion of the reference process (Mount, 19GG; 

Crum, 1969; Swope and Katzer, 1972; Taylor 1968). Consideration of the al'feciive 

realm and its potential influence on librarian-user interaction was little i~nclerstood; the 

reference process began only when the user contacted the librarian. Lib~nrians designed 

systems and services they considered users wantecl and, as ~nentioned above, users were 

rarely consulted; the reactions of users were not really sought or watitecl. The lilemture 

has little to indicate that librarians were concernecl about user input or uscr-cent~.ed 



evaluation of library services, although [here is some evidence that they were concerned 

about a number of aspects of librarian-user interaction and were keen to see an 

irnprovcment of services. Mount (1966, pp. 576-5781, for instance, in an early study of 

what he called, colnmunicalion barriers between users and reCerence libri~rians, pointed 

to the following: 

An inquirer lacks knowledge of ilie depth and quality of the 
collection.. . Itnowledge of the reference tools available.. . knowledge of 
the voci~bulary used by a partic~~lar set of tools. ..An inquirer does not 
willingly reveal his reason for neecling the information.. .hasn't clecicled 
what he reillly wants ... is not al ease i n  asking his question ... feels t l i i ~ t  he 
cannot reveal the true question beca~~se it is of a sensitive 
nature.. .dislikes reference staff members (or vice versa) and 
conseq~iently avoids giving a trLte ~ I ~ C ~ L I S C  of his needs.. .laclts confidence 
in the ftbility of the relerence staff. 

In a later paper Crum (1969) idenlifiecl pliysici~l, personality, psychological, 

co~n~nunicntions i~nd ~~ro~essional  barriers i n  the 'librarian-c~~stomer' ~.eletionsliip. 

Swope and Icatzer (1972, p. 164) in their pilper, 'Why clon't they ask c~ueslions'?', fount1 

Lhat 'thi.o~~gIi worcls and actions lib~xr~iins t11.c ~cinforcing Lhc user's rcelings that lie is e 

bother or he is stupid.' and 'it does not appear that fa~niliarity with tlie library (high usc) 

helps overcorne those barriers which inhibit user-initiatecl interaction with tlic librarian'. 

They concl~ided by pointing out Llial librarians Inus1 bcco~ne awarc of the image [hey 

have acquired in the eyes of tlic user anel that e user-ccnlrecl poinl-or-view of library 

service is needed. Elowever, while there WEIS certainly an awareness that btluiers existcd, 

there was little concel~t~~alisalion of how tlie usel. rormulated a n  informalion ncecl, 

presented i t  to the librarian or system ancl evaluated the response. 

Taylor (1968, p. 82) in his classic paper on inCor~nation seclting wcnt sornc way towards 

trying to conceptualise the refe1:ence process from the user's point or view. I-Ie iclenlirietl 

four levels of question fo~mulation: 'tlic acluel, but unexprcssecl need for information 

(the visceral need); the conscious, within-brain clesc~.iption of tlie need (the conscious 

need); the fonnal sltllement of the need (Lhe ror~nalized nced); tlie question as presented 

to tlie informalion system (the compromisecl need)'(p, 82). I-Ie concluded that the 

decision on whether or no1 lo ask a librarian for assistance is basecl upon hlclors such as 

'the inquirer's ilnoge of the personnel, tlicir effectiveness, and his prcvious cxperiencc 

with this or  any other library or librarian' 



In one of the early qualitative studies, 'Library anxiety: a grounded theory and ils 

development' (Mellon 198G), the librarian-user relationship was examined. This 

research focusecl on the feelings of students i~bout using the library for researcll. She 

found tliat 'stuclents generally feel tliat their own library-use skills are inatlequate while 

the sltills of other students are adequate.. .the inadequilcy is shamerul and should be 

hidden, and.. .(lie inadeclilacy would be revealecl by asking questions' (p. 160). This 

finding has some similarities to those fo~~ncl i n  this research and reportecl in Chapter 6 .  

In a more sopliisticated view of tlie reference process, reconcept~~alisecl by I<uliltliau as 

the ISP (or Information-Search Process), the fact that there is mucli more to meeting 

information needs than linking user and system is accepted, as is tlie i~nportance of user 

education. According to I<ulilthau (199 1, 11. 370) 

Merely devising belter means for orienting people Lo sources and 
technology, however, cloes not adeclualely address tlie issue ol' 
uncertainly and anxiety in tlie ISP. . . . Syslems and intermediaries are 
presently direcled to answering well-clefinecl questions, no1 i l l  definecl 
ones reflecting micertainty, ... The whole experience of users affects 
their information use, their feelings as well as lheir intellect, parliculnrly 
in tlie explosation stage. By neglecting to address affective asl~ects, 
information specialists are overloolting one of the inain elements clriving 
information use. 

Radford (1996, 11. 124-125) focused upon lhe reference interview stage O F  information 

seelting where the librarian is trying Lo understanel the ~ ~ s e r ' s  tleetls. She believed tliat 

'An understanding of the interpersonal cornmunicalion processes involved in [lie 

reference encounter has the potential to reveal mucli about the perceivecl success or 

failure of a parlicular library experience for both librarians and users'. The relational 

co~nmunication fsamewo~:k approacl~ to face-to-face-interactions considers messages in 

two dimensions, tlie content (what is being said, the 'report aspect') and relational (how 

the lnessage is said, tlie 'conimand aspect'). Radford's stucly highlights tlie relational 

information librarians are communicating in their verbal and nonverbal exp~.essions ns 

conimunicated through 

linguistic cues and gestures that convey approachability, rapport building, 
and empathy. These ircts influence tlie ability OF the librarian to 



understand successfully the user's need and to establish a positive 
relationship (p. 125). 

As with the traditional mode1 of information seeking, perhaps seen rather crudely as tlie 

reference process, models such as Kuhlthau's which take into account tlie affective 

domain of tlie user, also do not consider those inlormation needs which never get 

through what Kuhlthau calls the 'initiation' stage or others may call the reference 

interview stage. Swope and Icatzer (1972) also refer to those inany users with 

information needs but who do not seek their ~.esolution, for various reasons. 

Along with I<uli1tliau (1993) Ellis (1989) ancl Westbrook (1993, 1997) have presenlerl 

information-seelti~ig stages which comlnence with u formulation of infortnation need 

and conclude with a closing of the search. Obviously in reality in many cascs the 

encounter between librarian and user did not take place anel tlie user tackled the system 

directly. Tenopir (2000, p. 32) refers to this in  a recent article ancl suggests that, 

although personnlised service is a goiil rroni tlie past, it is tloubtlul i f  it ever was 

attainable and 'with the proliferation of resources, tlie growth of .. .universities, and tlie 

increasing cle~nnlicls on librarians' time, it clearly has been ~~nrealistic for decacles'. If 

information prolesssionals arc to implave access to information seelting fro111 libraries 

then they need to do more than concentrate upon tlie personal interaction between user 

and librarian, which is really ti small par1 of the total interaction. One potenlial app~,oacli 

is to examine the personal constructs users lhavc towards libraries anel tlie influences of 

these upon patterns of use. The influence o C  the 'virtual' library concept is also n factor 

liere kind tnay influence personal C O I I S ~ ~ L I C ~ S  01' iisers towarcls libraries ancl at  Llie salnc 

time provicle an illlernative to Lraclitional library information-seelcing patterns. 

Additionally, if personal constructs arc cxtnninetl in tlie context of inolivating anel 

demolivating influences, infonnation professionals may be closer to ~~nderstantling why 

users behave the way they do ancl be in  a position to i~nprove the service proviclecl by 

libraries to their users. 

Personal  cons t ruc t s ,  image c rea t i on  and l ibrar ies  

Information seelting, or help seelting, comtnences when the individunl consciously 

decides to seek some resolution to the problern and takes some action such as asking a 

colleague for help. This process of information seeking may be over quickly, with lhelp 

realised, or tlie information need nlny be tlispltlced, owing to insufficient help or by 
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another information need, which mny or may not be related to the first. The process 

continues until either the information need is solved or not pursued. Reformulation, 

refelred to in the first chapter, takes place when individuals with information neecls rind 

their choice of information providers or sources unavailable or unhelpful, or, (luring the 

process of interaction, the information need is reformulated and presented again. This 

can occur for a variety of reasons, and changes may occur in choice of informetion 

provider or source in an effort to obtain a successful resolution of the incormation need. 

Individuals are constantly constructing their view of the world based upon experience 

and, just as each day sees tlie addition of new constructs, so individuals in their 

information-seeking behaviour are constantly changing their constructs. 

Each new idormation-seeking experience may change an inclividual's construction of 

an information provider or source, or of the neetl itself, and refo~.mulillion may occur. 

The original info~~niation provider approached may no longer be consideretl appropriate 

ancl has been replnced, or the same soul.ce is chosen again for the new or motlifiecl 

information neecl. Conc~~rrently, inlbrmation providers may be going tli~.ougli a similar 

process in regard to the infor~nation seelters with whom they had been dealing. 

As an indication of how past experience plays a part i n  determining future action, 

Dewdney and Ross (l994), in their reference evi~lualion stutly relating to libraries, found 

only forty percent of library users would be willing to retilrn to tlie silnle librarian will1 

another question. As Kelly (1963, p. 72) says, this nct of reconstrucling cvenls is 

experience, and experience influences futul.e ikction: 

As one's z~nticipalions or hypotheses are successfully revised in the light 
of the unfolcling sequence of events, the constri~ction system undergoes a 
progressive evolution. The person reconslrues. This is experience. 

Unfortu~lately a perceived negative experience with use of tliariy service-oriented 

institutions, which may be no more than an elnail or telephone call no1 returned, may 

translate into 'this institution is hopeless' or 'the staff are rude' or 'their proceclures arc 

out of date' or 'I will never use their service again'. Such behilviour is common ancl 

relates to institutions such as libraries. The converse also exists where a positive 

experience in obtaining the requirecl inror~nation may translate into 'this institution is 



great', 'the staff are helpl~~l '  or 'I w~l l  come back again'. One smilll experience may be 

generalised to cover everything the institution does. 

Durrance (1986, p. 65), in a study of student use of acadernic libraries found that 'about 

half of the users avoided particular staff members because they were unpleasant to 

approach' while 'forty-four percent avoided certain staff members because in a past 

experience the staff member had appeared to be too busy to ileal with their inquiry, had 

given no help, or had given Inore help than the user needed'. In their study of 

information needs of urban citizens, Chen and I-Iernon (1982) found that 92.7% of 

people who had found a helpful source in the past would return to that source again. 

In her sludy of the information behaviour of adolescents Julien (1999~)  f o ~ ~ n d  that 

'affeclive aspects of their experiences with infolmation sources heavily influence their 

judgements of the usefulness of their interi~ctions with both formal and informal 

sources' (p. 588). J~llien (1999~)  also suggests tliat information providers who are 

suspect by users in terms of their motivations, reliability, or knowledge, '01. who are 

unable or unwilling to demonstrate e~notional sensitivity as they provide help, ase not 

found to be i~seful' (11. 589). An incliviclui~l's view of service-orienled institutions, such 

as libraries, is built up over time; by experience in use or by perceived 'lcnowletlge' 

about institutions, a view of an institution is constructctl. These personal consll.ucts, 

how eve^., are never iin~nutable but niay go on being cliangecl or ~.econstruclcd over time, 

with each new positive or negative expesiencc. It is conceivable that an indiviclual does 

not have identifiable, conscious personal constructs relating to particular libsaries or 

librarians or their constructs may be some hybrid representing the two. This is lakcn up 

again in Chapter 5, which is devoted lo image construction of liblxrics and librilrii~ns. 

T. D. Wilson (1994) is interesled in tlie reasons for seeking and satisfying information 

needs rather than the factors, wliicli drive information use, which is I<uIilthau's 

emphasis. As mentioned before, Kuhltlinu's (1991, p. 370) view is thal one otthe main 

elements driving information use is the affeclive reill~n and that the librarian needs to be 

aware of this. In her research on tlie Information-Searcli Process (ISP), cliscussed earlicr 

in this thesis, an awareness of the emotions, feelings ant1 beliers which users expcr.ience 

in the ISP are essential to the achievement of a satisfactory outcome. Nah1 and Tenopis 

(1996, p. 277) see that 'the arfective clornain p~rlls togetl~e~. into one powerful calcgory 



the entire motivational and emotional involvement of searchers'. As mentioned before, 

the affective realm has a profouncl effect on personal constructs which again translale 

into mot~vatorsldemotivators to inlormat~on seeking. 

The library user and technology 

Given the increasing electronic accessibility of librilry holdings ancl the possibilities for 

electronic communication between library and user, access to or use of a library is 

difficult to define. Ercegovac (1997, p. 49) acldresses the problem of clefinition of 

'library use' in this age of digital liblxries anti suggests that there is 'clefinitional 

unclarity surro~~nding even the most common concepts such as a library, access to 

information, or library collections'. While fewer problems were found, in this research, 

with clefining tlie library as a place to stucly, to read reserve material, to browse tlie 

shelves ancl photocopy items, Lhose concepts that are I .  ..iiifluenced by tlie colnputer 

technology ant1 networking . . . may Iiilve both traditional and new ineanings by dirrcrent 

user populations' (Ercegovac 1997, p. 49). 

It may liave always been difficult LO clef ne nccur:~tely what library use may mean Lo 

those wlio access a library. The literature appears to have conveniently reslricted use Lo 

in-person use or by telephone. Most libraries, since the late 198O's, have always 

received enquiries by electronic rneans as well ;IS by telephone :~nd personal means. 

Developments in electronic ~nethocls have recently acldccl e-mail access as wcll as clirecl 

online user access LO tlic library's catalogues ancl databases ant1 to liblxrians wlio 

provide infor~nation services. 

As mentioned before, the personal interaction with a librarian is just one aspect of the 

library-user interaction, and not a new one in  the information-seelti~ig p~.ocess. It is an 

aspect that many users may not experience. There is an inc~.eilsing availability of 

electronic access to library collections, Lo infor'malion tlirough computers and tlie 

Internet atid answering of requests through email. Tenopir (2000) says in relation to this 

chnnge in accessibility to resources: 

new technology allows us to play "in~or~iialion missionary" with more 
facility. We can reaccli our users wlicrcver they may be hiding-thcir 
clonnitories, their orriccs, or at ho~ne. .  . Wc can "compel" tlie readel to 
"enter" in virtual ways as wcll as physical. 'BeLween OPAC's, indexcs, 



pathrinders, and search engines, we've tried as best we can to inform 
individuals about the many resources they can now access, but there has 
been little personalization' (2000, p. 30). 

Use of a library in the future could lie in access to a range of catalogues, resources, 

networlts, where the 'user' of library-crez~tecl resources may never physically come into 

contact with librarians, only with the results of their work. The age of the librarian or 

information professional as a phiintom, whose work is primarily elecl~~onically based, is 

obvious to those few who ltnow, but whose influence most 'users' do not conceive of or 

~~nderstand beyond some vilglle construct tlial 'someone fi~cilitated all of this electronic 

access', may be elawning. The desirable move Lowards user-oriented services, rather 

than system-oriented, which has been encouraged by researchers such as Dervin and 

Nilan (1986) may be sllort lived as tlie user becomes more invisible i n  an electronic, 

network-orienteel environment. The image of a librarian as an intermediary, a help, a 

human service provider may be so weak ss not to withstand the increasing clirect access 

to information such as the Worlcl Wicle Web. There are some dungers here for the 

librarian as Tenopir (2000) suggests: 

Online resources allow us to turn m~tch of tlie intermediary role over to 
the end user.. .Technology both enables and requires libl.arians lo be 
educators - patrons need instruction in techniques and, Inole importanlly, 
in  analysis and evaluation (p. 32). 

On tlie other hand the librilrian's role as an educator ancl L'ilterer/cvalualo~~ of information 

for their users ]nay be enliancecl. 

Reasons for choosing non-library sources as preferreel sources of information could lie 

in  past experience with libraries or in morc posilive experience with non-library sources. 

There is a need for better understanding of the attitudes of both 'non-users' and 'usc~.s' 

to libraries, and to information seeking in general, in orcler to eva l~~a te  how library 

services may be changed, if i t  is considereel they sho~lld, to reflect more accurately the 

needs of existing and potential users. In examining motivating fz~ctors in the 

information-seeking process i t  is essenlial to take into account all means of access. 



Impact of technology on library services 

Kuhlthau (1991, p. 370) discusses thc impact of Lechnology on library services in  h c ~  

research and suggests: 

The education of users of information systems is becoming more 
important with each technological aclvwnce. Merely devising better means 
for orienting people to sources and technology, however, does not 
adequately address the issue of uncerti~inty and anxiety in the ISP 
[Information Search Process]. 

Answering questions for users is one thing, but  getting the user to feel library-literate, 

willing to leilrn about systems, willing to relurn, is another. As mentioned earlier, 

currently and, to a greater extent in tlic Eut~lrc, those who use libraries will get more 

answers by direct interi~ction with computel.~ than with libri~rians directly or Lraditional 

library n~aterials; simple questions such as those about plans of the library ant1 opening 

hours, are already being answerecl by compu~ers. Librarians arc answering questions 

electronically w~tliout any lace-Lo-facc refcrencc interview and maybc, wilhout cven an 

electronic 'interview', sceking and providing clariCication oT Lhcir uscrs' cnquirics. 

In the 1970s information-sceking behaviour was typified by use of personal libraries, thc 

invis~ble college ancl accessing literiltur.~ i n  tlic acatlemic library, oftcn tIi~.ough Lhc 

rnediation of the librarian. The vicws of Missingliam and Wnrnc (1999), ils prcsentccl in 

thc following quolcs, are reprcscntallvc of Llie vicws or many obscrvers on the changes 

to the information-seeking behavioui. of ncadernics, bi.ought on by the i~ilpact of 

tcclinology. 

the library.. . was central to informalion access.. .The information 
prokssional needed to be consulted fos the great inajorily of clatabase 
searching to occur, with libraries being scquired for access to print 
indexes as well as online versions. Document or collection access was 
also essentially a library phenomenon. Personal colleclions were 
important, but  libraries contained the vast mi~jority of inaterials required 
by clients. .. Full text information was accessible only in (lie publislietl 
format, predominantly in liblxries. The library or inrormation centre was 
an essential part of the proccss for both collections and search tools as 
they were the repositories of l)ublishetl Full text and index resources, as 
well as electronic gatekeepers (13. 269). 



The situation has now changed, according to Missingham and Warne (1999), and there 

is now a new model of information retrieval and access: 

[There is]. ..increasing complexity of tlie information environment in 
terms of technology, publishing, user expectations and library purchasing 
power has led to a new model of information retrieval and access. From 
the client's perspective, there are now alternative means of accessing 
information and a major refocusing has occuned in terms of the position 
of the library and specialist searcher. The need for immediate 
gratification means that the client will sometimes seek a full-text item 
that can be searched for and delivered on their desktop, rather than ask e 
library to search for a more relevant itan that may take 21 clay or two to 
arrive.. .rather than act as an intermediator between the client and the 
information, the librarian is ~iow I'requently called in after the event to 
supplement and evaluate the outcolnes of an inadequate search and to 
educate and facilitate the client's use of the resources on their desk top 
(1). 276). 

The findings in the present study mirror maliy of the changes clisci~ssed by Missingliam 

and Warne (1999). The influence of technology is profo~~nd and searching liiibits liavc 

changed; an academic's office is now the launching pad for forays into information 

seeking. The face of publishing has alterecl and mnny publishers are offering their 

products straight to the clesktop of the acatlemic, although this is often received via the 

library, as the purcliilse~. of these services. Library purchasing power has also cleclinccl. 

Cantsell's (1999) report on access to research inonographs by academics and higher 

clegree researcli students founcl that ' . . .dcspitc tlie best effort of libraries, ~~csearchers at 

a range of Australian universities experience considerable clifficultics accessing 

sufficient materials in their subject specific areas to supporL advanced research' (p. [i]). 

Gorman (2001b, p. 48) refers to the increasing amounts of information available to us 

but 'an ever-decreasing ability to cope with it, organize it, preserve it, nnd evaluate it'. 

E-Ie encapsulates the essential dile~nma facing libraries today, ancl perhaps academic 

libraries in particular, and a central dilcm~na or this thesis. To whal extent should 

service give way to digitisation as a se~,vice in itself? To what extent is service still the 

primary raison dl&tre of libraries? Is there another way in the current climate of staff 

reductions and budget cuts? Gos~nan (2001~1, 11. 7) suggests that: 



Use of automation as a tool to irnprove and enhance libraries has now 
given way to something else. Increasingly, the transition from automation 
to digitization is resulting in a discontinuity in wliicli the tool becomes 
larger and more important than the service. 

Fa~rclough (1998, p. 3-4), although discussing public libraries, also has a message that is 

relevant for academic libraries, and gets closer to the heart of the matter whcn she says: 

Libraries are a "people place" and it is the image of librarians that rests in 
the liancls of. ..library staff ... With the emphasis on increased access to 
information teclinology in public libraries and reductions in staffing 
levels, librarians are in elanger of being cast to one side in favour of the 
same means of i~npersonal delivery or infosmation that can be obtained 
from a computer. 

It may be that the development of a positive attil~lcle towards library services may well 

proniole independent self-discovery in the bclier that help is always at hancl? But if  sclr- 

cliscovery leads to frustration ant1 refor~nulation of i~iforlnation neecls and these is no one 

to whom one wants to turn to ease rruslriltion, then the imniediale desire to use the 

service may disappear and any desire to use the service in the fut~lre may be retlucetl. It 

seems reasonable to suggest that use of a library must be predicateel on good ancl bud 

interpersonal relations occurring between users anel librarians. 

Conclusion 

A considerable nurnbel.of st~lclies have foc~lsed upon the inform:~tion-seelting behaviour 

ofacadernics, specific subject ilreils ancl spccific ~~rofessional gl.oups sucli as tlie clergy, 

engineers, health care professionals and lawycrs (Sulcovic 2000; Westbrook 1999; 

Tanner 1994; Pal~ner 1991; Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain 1996; Wilson and Walsh 

1996; Wakeham 1992). In a review of these studies i t  became obvious that tlisc~~ssion or 

barriers to infor~nation-seelcing behaviour was not a primary objective, i~lthough they 

were frequently mentioned. As discussecl earlies in this chapter, a discussion or 

racilitators of infor~nation-seeking behaviour, or motivators/demotivi~tors inlluencing 

infor~nation-seeking behaviour is especially significant to this research. Tliis discussion 

will continue throughout this thesis. In the model of tlie information seeking of 

professionals presented by Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996), i~iFl~~ences/intcrve~ii~~g 

variables/barr.iers that may affect the outcolne OF information-seeking beliavious were 



useful in analysing the two lcey focuses ol  this Lhesis: an exploration of the infolmation 

needs of academics for their research and teaching and the influence of technology on 

this information-seeking behaviour. 

De~notivators can lead to search-demotivation in the information seeking process and 

'can arise from mirltiple sources, and may not be recognized as barriers to the seeking 

behavior, rather, as boundaries of that behavior' (Brown 1991, p. 13). Once an 

infonnation need is identified and source selection begins to take place demotivating or 

motivating factors begin to infl~~ence the clisection information seeking will talce. The 

preference for the terms motivating/dernotivalt~g influences is made because they 

represent a more realistic picture of the continuous, dynamic interplay of h c l o ~ s  that 

affect information-seeking behaviour. 

It is perhaps more by positive experiences, which lead to positive 'fmrnes of reference' 

and 'personal constr~~cts', relatil~g to library services that the user will reel like 

returning, either to the library home page in front of them or personally through the 

cloor. An examination of motivators/clemotivators which are closely relatccl to person;~l 

constructs can provide raw data as to how positive 'frames of reference' and 'personal 

constructs' can be influenced. In summary, personal constructs resulting i n  motivato~~s 

or demotivators influence formation of information need which ]nay be activated i n  an 

information question. The choice of so~~rce(s) ,  tlependiug upon personal constructs held 

about it (them), will be m:lde and informalion-seeking behavio~~r continues. The proccss 

may not end mentally, but it will end physically, when the question is eilher answereclo~. 

processed, and the information obtained is either usecl or processed, lending to thc 

formation of another information need, whereupon the process continues. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Possible research approaches  

Williamson (2000, p. 25) outlines the two major traditions of research in the social 

sciences, the positivist and the interpretivisl. The positivist approach applies research 

methods used in the natural sciences to the social sciences, generally to measurable or 

quantifiable phenotnena. The intelpretivist (an umbrella term for a number of 

paradigms) approach emphasises 'Ilie meanings made by people as they interpret the 

world', which are not measurable or quantifiable. This is often refei~ed to as qualitative 

research. As Reneker (1993, p. 499) says: 

Qualitative research is inductive; that is, researchers develop concepts, 
insights, and understanding from patterns in the data, rather lhan 
collecting data to assess preconceived models, hypotheses, or theories. 

Research contributions from the fields of library and information science, business, 

psychology and communication arc drawn upon for this thcsis. 

When discussing tliese two major tradilions, Patton (1990, p. 165) suggests that we are 

talking about a trade-off between breadth and depth. In undertaking research, the 

researcher is faced with this trade-off in determining which approach to use. A decision 

has to be made based upon such factors as purpose of the study, what data collection 

method or methods would be most useful to achieve the purpose within the constraints 

of the resources with which to undertake the project. Generally speaking those 

conducting research will adopt a quantitative or qualitative approach; these are 

discussed below. The approach taken is dependent on what you want to find out and the 

reason for the study. 



Positivist (quantitative) approach 

Quantification of research results is a Icy  objective of the positivist school of thought. It 

is characterised by careful selection of samples using random selection of subjects and 

statistical manipulation of data to preclict what will occur in particular situations 

(Mellon 1990, p. 5), although quantilative studies may also include collection of 

qualitative data, the reverse being true for qualitative studies. The positivist approach 

allows measurement of the reactions of a large number of people to a predetermined set 

of questions often administerecl through a questionnaire. Experimental and survey 

design are key positivist methods. In positivist research the measuring instrument is 

focused upon. 

Interpretivist (qualitative) approach 

In comparison with positivist research, qualitative research is non-linear and iterative 

where 'various ele~nenls in the research are interwoven, with the development of one 

influencing decisions about the olhers' (Williamson 2000, p. 32). Key tools used to 

gather data are observation, personal documents and interview. Usually a large amount 

of data is generated from a small number of participants. For the present study the 

interview was chosen as the preferred tool. The techniques of observation and document 

analysis were not considered suitablc for generating data about the personal informatiotl 

seeking experiences of acaclemics, end therefore were not chosen. Interviews, although 

time consuming, provide an excellent means OF studying the: 

Subjective views participants hold ol  a particular situation or 
event. ..[and] sluclying such emotional bases of behaviour as attitudes, 
beliefs and feelings. (Mcllon 1990,p. 47) 

In a qualitative study on informalion seeking among members of an academic 

community, Reneker (1993,p. 505) pointed out the advantages of the approach: 

The ability to gather data without preconceived and prestructured 
variables or categories of responses allowed the results and concIusions 
of the study to emerge from the informants' words and behavior, that is, 
from the data itself, throug1.r the inductive methodological approach. The 
richness of the data set allowed the description of incidents in a context 
of the information-seeking environment and day-to-day activities and 
interactions, which provided aclditional insight into the information- 
seeking process. 



In the present study research is chosen where 'the researcher is the instrument' (Patton 

1990, p. 14). Because of the user-centred focus of the current study the positivist 

approach was considered inappropriate. One of the major aims was to investigate 

information-seeking behaviour from the perspective of the participant, and not to try 

and anticipate the participant's viewpoint by channeling responses into predetermined 

categories as often occurs in survey research. For example in attempting to identify use 

patterns in libraries, quantitative research may ask how often a participant might use a 

library in a set period such as a week, fortnight or month. Results may indicate numbers 

from which some measure of the 'business' of the library can be gauged, perhaps in 

comparison to earlier use pattern stuclies. Qualitative research would approach this 

differently usually through an interview with open-ended questions, such as, what use 

do you make of the library? Results will ~~sually not be quantifiable or comparable but a 

more detailed rich picture of use can be gathered: moreover use is defined by the 

participant. 

For this thesis a semi-structured interview schedule, where the user was encouraged to 

'tell it as it is', was used. It was chosen as the main research tool because of its capacity 

to meet two major conditions: it facilitated the personal input of the research participant 

and it allowed a degree of direction ancl control by the researcher. Why this was 

important and how i t  was carsied out is elaborated upon later in this chapter. 

Related research perspectives 

The study has been influenced by two related research perspectives, symbolic 

interactionism and constructivism. Symbolic interactionism, as defined by Willia~nson 

(2000, p. 30), reflects the desire to obtain an individual perspective as it 'emphasises the 

individual as a creative, thinlting entity, capable of choosing beliaviour rather than 

simply reacting to large-scale forces, as implied by functionalist theories'. 

On the other hand constructivists accept that 

a theory cannot adequately ant1 categorically explain the nature of a 
given phenomenon or the prcsence and activities of a social grouping. 
Since reality only exists in the minds or cach individual, and each 
individual's perception of what is real will dirfer from others, reality 
itself is pluralist and relativist and cannot be pinned down (Saule 2000, 
p. 164). 



There are two kinds of constructivist theory. Kelly's (1963) personal construct theory 

represents the personal constructs placed upon experiences while social construct theory 

(Berger & Luckmann 1967) suggests that reality is socially constructed, influenced by 

the environment. In personal construct theory reality is personally constructed by 

experience with the environment ant1 changed by such influences as personality, 

feelings and beliefs. Socinl construct theory emphasises the importance of interaction 

with the environment in constructing reality. 

All constr~~ctivist perspectives facilitate the naturalistic approach (fieldwork usually 

takes place in a natural setting) with the interviewee relating an individual and personal 

story rather than the interviewer primarily determining what the story is and how the 

story is told. There is 

An emphasis upon ihe importance or viewing the meaning of experience 
and behaviour in contcxt ant1 in its rull complexity (and the use or 
qualitative data to occess th~s) (Pidgeon 1996, p. 80). 

As discussed th~:ougliout this thesis, infor~nation seeking is constructed from experience 

and, with each new experience, tlie personal constructs held may alter, change, be 

reformulated or reconstructed as [lie influence of both internal and external influences 

combine to create new constructs. Central to the theme is the standpoint ofthe 'actor', 

the interviewee, who as an inclivirlual acting in society, acts upon it and is acted upon 

but is not 'a mere puppet of society ... rnouldetl once-and-for-all by the impact of 

external factors' (Cuff uid Payne 1979, p. 114). 

As discussed in earlier chapters the theoretical approach for the present research is 

largely based on Kelly's (1963) theory oFpersonal constructs and Dervin's (Dewin & 

Nilan 1986) sense making contribution to communication theory. The emphasis is user- 

centred and concentrates upon the individual's conslruction of reality, how individuals 

construct views or images of their information-seeking behaviour in their work 

environments. Of special importance are the motivators and de~notivators that arise 

from personal constructs and then influence information-seeking behaviour. The 

ptimary instrument of dnta gathering, the interview, acted as the catalyst for obtaining 

from participants a personal story OF how they initiated information seeking in their 

research and leaching lives i n  an acatlc~nic environment. 



The Process and the Instrl~ments 

The setting 

Charles Stut-t University (CSU) is a university based in New South Wales, which was 

formed following the amalgamation of several autonomous education institutions in the 

late 1980s. It has several semi-independent campuses, the main ones located at Albury, 

Bathurst, Dubbo and Wagga Wagga, and other operations in Australia and overseas. In 

terms of student numbers Wagga Wagga is the largest campus, with over 11,000 on- 

campus students, out of a total stuclent enrolment of over 30,000 students. 

Approximately two thirds of stildents study by the distance education mode in programs 

ranging from undergraduate to gracluate degree level, including doctoral programs. The 

fact that distance education stuclents lbrm such a strong part of the student body has 

significance for this research. Some academic information-seeking behaviour may be 

closely aligned to the timing or the miijor revision of dislance education study material 

which ranges from one Lo three yeilrs. Attendance at meetings and conferences may also 

be seen to be more i~nporlanl in reducing feelings of intellectual isolation for those staff 

whose primary teaching load is i n  clislance education. 

In-depth interviews 

The study involved in-depth intervicwing of 30 ilcademics using a semi-structured 

interview schedule. This [its i n  with Morse's (1994, p. 225) view that sample sizes of 

approximately 30-50 are approprinrc in this type of qualitative research. Interviewing 

was chosen because, as Patton (1990, 11. 278) says, interviewing allows us to enter into 

the other person's perspective will1 thc assumption 'that the perspective of others is 

meaningful, knowable, and able to bc rnade explicit'. Semi-structured interviews have ii 

pre-determined list of questions but allow probing and follow up on leiids provided by 

participants for each of the questions (Williamson 2000, p. 225). The interviews took 

place over a twelve-month period ant1 were contlucted by the researcher. The 

interviewee determined when ant1 whcre the inlerviews were conducted. The research 

was carried out betweell December 1998 and December 1999. Participants wcre 

interviewed during both university term time and l~oliday time. The following 

procedures were followed in arranging and recording interviews with participants. 
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The pilot study 

A pilot study was conducted between December 1997 and November 1998, using a 

sample of six academics employed on the Wagga Wagga Campus of CSU. It tested an 

interview schedule, which was subsequently revised to ensure a closer focus on the 

participants' use of technology ant1 the barriers they found in their information-seeking 

behaviour. The pilot study was initially conducted using a very structurecl interview 

schedule that sought more to direct interviewees' answers into predetermined 

categories. This was f o ~ ~ n d  to be inappropriate in thnt some questions were tinable to be 

answered because of lack of knowledge or experience in information seeking by the 

participants. A contributing fi~ctor was the use of too many closed questions that 

discouraged expansion of answers. The final interview schedule represented a semi- 

structured approach thi~t encouragecl participants to respond to prompts for discussion 

rather than be directed to answer more specific questions. 

The interview qucstions 

The audiotaped interviews l'ollowctl the same pattern for each participant with I-Iatton's 

(1998) guidelines forethnog~~pliic interviewing being used. Open-ended questions (see 

Appendix 1) were relied upon to explore a given topic and sub-topics within i t .  This 

approach to interviewing typically taltcs the form of asking 'grand tour' questions, 

which are designed to open up areas and the categories within these. These areas were 

then further probed by questions, which were prompted from the responses received. In 

some cases probing was more specific on certain areas for which elaboration or a 

response was desired. One question so~~glit  LO elicit responses on 'barriers' in 

infortnation seeking. The wort1 'barrier' was used in the research but as the result of the 

analysis of the transcripts becamc clear, a preference for use of the terms 

motivatorslde~notivators was matlc as was explained in Chapter 2. 

The initial grand tour question aslcetl in  Lhis research was: 'Could you just give me a 

little bit of information about your information-seeking behaviour ... how you might go 

about seeking information as you del'ine it?' This was immediately altered to include 

'... behaviour for rescarcli and teaching...'. Other grand tour questions asked 

throughout the interview, when the topics were not raised by the interviewee or 

discussed in the interview were: 



Could you tell me about any barriers that may affect your information 
seeking? 

Has your image of libraries changed over, say, the past five years? 

Has your information-seeking behaviour changed over, say, the past five 
years? 

Has technology changecl the way you view libraries and librarians? 

Are there ways in which thc CSU Library might better serve your needs in 

tlie future? 

The interview focus throughoul encouraged the interviewee to interpret the question in 

terms of their personal understantling. The researclier, in note Laking during the 

interviewees' responses, identifiecl points for which further explanation, elilboratioti was 

later sought. Interviewees were inlerrupted as little as possible. A series of interrogative 

verbal prompts/lirobes Tor wliicli inforruation was sought were also used as the 

interviews progressed. In particular, interviewees were asked to discuss any barriers 

they experienced i n  their infor~nation seeking if they did not previously cover these 

points. Another speci~11 focus of the interviews related to their use of technology in 

information seeking and, if this area was not discussecl in sufficient detail participants, 

were also prompted to elaborak. 

The following adclitional grand tour questions were added as the interviews progressed: 

Do you usc Lhe library in person any less now than live years ago? 

What do you believe is thc rolc of the librarian in informalion provision? 

What do you believe is the role of the librarian in educating uscrs to rind 

information 

Interview procedure 

(1) Participants were generally chosen from Lhe 1999 Internal Communications 

Directory of Charlcs Sturl University (1999a) and approached by elnail and/or 

teleplione to determine thcir willingness to participate in the study. If they were 

willing Lo participate a 'Consent Form' (see Appendix 2) and an 'Information 



Statement Relating to PhD Research' (see Appendix 3) outlining the study and their 

role in it as interviewees were provided. Further discussion regarding sample 

selection is presented later in this chapter. 

(2) When a time and place for the interviews was identified (28 took place at 

participants' places of work and two took place in their private homes), a brief 

outline of the purpose of the interviews was again provided, before the interviews 

were commenced. 

(3) Most interviews were conductecl over a period of 45 minutes to 1% hours and were 

audiotaped using a Sony cilssettc-corder with a voice sensitive microphone and later 

transcribed. 

(4) The interviews were transcribetl by a professional word-processor and verbatim 

transcripts were edited and 'urns' and 'aaghs' were deleted. A revised transcript was 

submitted to each participant for checking, changing and providing comments if 

desired (see Appentlix 4). These revised transcripts were compared to the originals 

and amendments made on the original if  necessary. 

The transcripts of audiotapctl intc~~vlews provided the basic data for analysis in this 

thesis. Additio~ially personal ~ i ic~nos  and expanding/clarifying notes were imporlant in 

providing further data. 

Personal memos 

Memos relating to impressions formed by the researcher were tnken at each interview. 

These were later (up to a day after the interview) revised and expanded i f  necessary. 

These memos generally expandetl upon points made during the interviews by 

participants but at other times they rel'lected general impressions of the attitudes, beliefs, 

feelings about the intcrviewees and their information-seeking behaviour formed during 

the interviews. Occasionally some inter,viewees made comments after the interview that 

they did not want recorded but were willing for the interviewer to record in note form. 

When participants returned checlteci transcripts, additional comments to those on the 

transcripts were often receivecl e~thcr in the form of a letter or an email. These 

comments were often reflcctions on the idcas presented in their transcripts and/or 

statements about why their information-seeking behaviour was the way it was. For some 



it seemed to be an apology for not being what they considered 'good' or 'efficient' 

information seekers or having sufficient time to search often enough. 

The Sample 

The approach used for selecting participants was, in Patton's (1990) terms, purposeful 

(or purposive) sampling. The strategy for obtaining information-rich cases was 

purposive, intensity sampling combined with snowball or chain sampling. These 

strategies ensured that informative responses were received relating to the key areas for 

exploration. In purposive sampling, information-rich cases are selected for study in 

depth. Intensity sampling concentrates on selecting information-rich cases 'that manifest 

the phenomenon of interest intensely but not extremely' (Patton 1990, p. 171). Snowball 

or chain sampling makes use of interviewees that have been brought to a researcher's 

attention by other interviewees or people where the interviewee is considered to be a 

good example or interview subject For study (1990, p. 182). 

Selectiot~ of sample 

As discussed earlier, some interviewces selected for participation in tlie pilot study were 

unable to clearly articulate inform;~tion-seeking bel~aviour. On some occasions, 

information-seeking behaviour appeared so limited that it became obvious that some 

care would need to be taken in selecting participants. For this reason, it was decided to 

select, for tlie main sturly, interviewees who, for one reason or another, were perceived 

to be information seekers for their research and teaching. It was also decided not to 

select interviewees with whom (lie researcher was well-acquainted and with whom he 

worked on a daily basis. This decision meant excluding colleagues in  the areas of 

library and information science, mntlieriiatics and information technology, all part of the 

researcher's School at CSU, from ilie sample. After tlie exclusion of these colleagues it 

was decided that, unless potential parlicipants were chosen with consideration of their 

potential contribution to the rese:~rcli, limited data might be obtained. This concurs with 

the intensity sampling approach, mentioned above, which 

involves some prior inforri~atiot~ and considerable judgement. The 
researcher must do some explolatory work to determine the nature of the 
variation in the situation under study. One can then sample intense 
examples of the phenomenon of interest (Patton 1990, p. 172). 

In addition, new cases were chosen for. their potential to generate new theory by 
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extending or deepening the researcher's emergent understanding (and not 
merely for generalizing the finclings of research, as would be the aim 
with the 'random' sampling more common in experimental and survey 
research) (Pidgeon 1996,p. 78). 

Initially the Charles Sturt Universily (1999a) Internal Communications Directory was 

used to select participants. The first consideration was to achieve a balance between sex, 

position on the lecturing scale ant1 subject specialty. This aim was to some extent 

realised, but it was difficult to achieve fully for several reasons. A number of potential 

participants who were initially approached either refused to be interviewed because of 

lack of time or because they 'never tlitl Lhese things'. Other participants prevaricated to 

such an extent that a decision had to be made about whether they should be pursued 

further in the hope of a positive response, or whether another potential participant 

should be contacted. It wns tleci~led that some help was needed in those subject areas Tor 

which it had been difficult to obtain agreement of potential participants to be 

interviewed or in which knowledge of potentially rich cases of information seekers were 

hard to identify. Consequently the Acl~ninistrative Officers in the Schools of 

Management, Financial Services ancl Agriculture were approached, in the hope that they 

might be able to suggest potenlial active information seekers. This was onIy partially 

successfi~l because the ~.esearcher was inundated with names of polential participants 

from the Schools of Management ant1 Financial Services but received only a few names 

from the School of Agriculture. Eventually the required number of participants was 

obtained. 

While some participants wcrc chosen without any prior knowledge of their infonnation- 

seeking behaviour, most participants wcre chosen because of their known or identifiable 

teaching and research profilcs. It was assumed at the commencement of this research 

that in an academic environmenl acaclc~nics coi~ld be expected to be information seekers 

in order to fi~lfil part of their roles as teachers and researchers. As mentioned above, in 

considering interviewees for parlicipalion in the pilot study it was found in preliminary 

discussions with them that many acatlcrnics appeared to undertake little information 

seeking as part of their work role relating to research and teaching. Small amounts of 

information, and as a sesull little tlat21 could be ascertained regarding their informalion- 

seeking behaviour. 



Problems in sample selection 

Some participants initially indicated reticence to participate, or were not confident that 

they could contribute to the research because of their perception of their existing 

information-seeking behaviour as not or sufficient intensity or organisation to add 

anything to the study. Some comments received via email, before the study commenced 

were: 'you will probably find that my "information seeking behaviour" is so antiquated 

as to prove a major embarrassment, for me at least.' and '1'11 be one of the information- 

seeking illiterate'. It was felt that a lew participants perceived their information-seeking 

behaviour as anomalous (individual, different from others and containing special 

features in their terms perhaps not efficient or good). One participant even said 'be 

prepared for some anomalous ~:esults'. They were reassured by the researcher that 

'efficient' or 'good' information-seelting behaviour was not a pre-determinate of 

participating in the study anrl that i t  was Lheir personal individual behaviour that was of 

primary importance. 

Additionally some attention was given to selection of a small number of participants 

who may not be active information seclcers, although this was not precisely known. In 

these cases little was known about their research activity, and they were not prominent 

in CSU publicity relating Lo rescarcli ~und publict~tions. This was thought to be a check 

against assuming that all academics arc efficient, motivated information seekers, to 

include what Pidgeon (199G, p. 78) relcrs to as negative case analysis. 

Sample description 

The sample size for this research was tletermined by what Lincoln and Guba (1985) 

refer to as reaching inFor111ational lctlundancy. This means that 'sampling is terminated 

when no new information is forthco~ning from newly sampled units ...'(p. 202). It was 

found that as the number intervicwed approached 30, little new information was 

generated with each new intcrview. Thc following Lable (Table I) provides a summary 

of the age ranges, gendcr, subject area and their lecturing scale position. Compared to 

official CSU (Charles S l ~ ~ r t  University 1999b) sli~t~stics, those staff in the 30-39 and 40- 

49 age ranges were under-rcprescnlctl i l l  the research while those in the 50-59 year age 

groups were over-represented. Therc was also an over-representation of starc at senior 

lecturer and above. It was ~iot  thouglit that this had a particular impact on the study 

results. But an obvious observation that could be drawn is that the data could perhaps be 



more representative of thosc who nlay be considered less likely to have embraced new 

technology. This was not obvious, however, to the researcher. It was difficult to 

establish an attitude towi~rds technology that was reflective of age or subject affiliation. 

This is not surprising given thc small sample. 

'I'ablc 1: Subject Arcn, Getldcr alld Age of Participants 



Data analysis 

Coding and categorisitlg data 

In the gathering, coding and analysis of qualitative data this research followed the 

grounded theory method approtlch to analysing data and developing theory that has 

emerged from that data. The rnclhod as developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and 

outlined by Pidgeon and I-Ienwoocl (1996, p. 88) is represented in the following figure: 

Figure 1 

Data preparation 

initial analysis 

Data collection 

Memo wrlting - Category linking Core analysis 

Key concepts 
Definitions 

Memos 
Relationships Outcomes 

The process of categ01:ising end coding data for this research was a continuous process. 

It did not take place at one pa~.lic~llal. poinl in lime. The first step involved manual 

coding of the collectecl ant1 tlansc~~ibccl (stored) interview data into categories to 

describe the material. This mean1 thal aflcr transcribing audiotapes of interviews each 

inlerview was anirlyscd for subject calcgories; initially fifty-one individual subject 

categories and sub-categol.ics were iclcnlil'ied. This initial data set of categories wtls 

obtained from the first five transcripts suppletnented by other data as it becarne 



available. Before the final interview and cessation of categorisation, data from the first 

ten transcripts were again broken into subject categories. The data were checked to see 

if the assigned categories were truly sepresentative. Revision of these categories as new 

interview data emerged continually took place with addition of new categories followed 

by linking of categories and sub-categories and revision of subject categories, if 

necessary. Some of these categories wcrc later removed when it became obvious that 

the data from them represented a very insignificant contribution. Gradually a point was 

reached when new categories were not altocated. 

Gradually the data from newer tsanscripts was added to the file on each subject 

category. As Hatton (1998, p.1) says, with this type of interviewing the participants 

provide the categories rather than the interviewer imposing the categories upon the 

interviewee. Data collection and clata analysis occurred simultaneously and new data 

informed the data collection by enabling the incorporation of new insights and pursuit 

of additional potential fruitful avcnucs of enquiry. 

At the conclusion of data collectio~l ant1 initial analysis, a more in depth analysis was 

carried out and writing up of results bcgan. Key concepts were identified and their 

relationships established. 

Coinputer assis ted analysis 

Following initial manual coding of tlata into categories the software NUD*IST, used fbr 

computer-assisted analysis, was trialccl. It was decided however, for the following 

reasons, to continue manual coding. The number of participants whose transcripts 

needed analysis was manageable manually. The data analysis was more focused on 

broad concepts and sub-concepts lathcs than on single units of analysis such as 

occurrence of individual woscls or phreses. This could be achieved effeclively manually. 

It was considered that the tin~e talteil to analyse the data using software such as 

NUD*IST could be more ~~scfully employed in manual evaluation of the data. 

Relationships within antl between tlanscsipts and their categories could quite easily be 

identified by copying pages representing the same transcripts and keeping these together 

in a file. 



Problems  in conduc t ing  t h e  research 

The greatest problem in conducting this research was the difficulty in obtaining the 

agreement of some participants to take part. This aspect of the research was extremely 

time-consuming. This, combinecl with the surprise refusal of some of the academics 

approached to participate, created sonie pressure to select people who might be inclined 

to take part. The researcher's long periocl of employment with the University and his 

knowledge of the research and teaching work of many of the staff assisted in selection 

of the purposive sample. There coultl have been a problem arising from this relationship 

of the researcher to the University in  that lie already had established views about the 

issues being explored. This fact highlights the subjective nature of this type of research 

and supports Saule's view (2000, p. 164) Lhat 'the subjectivity of the researcher cannot 

be avoidecl'. Keeping in mind that frames of reference of the researcher would have an 

impact on this, the researcher made n conscious effort to try and be as open as possible. 

Conc lus ion  

The resulls from the rcscarch, cerricd out with the methods and sample described above, 

are presented in the next Lliree c1i:lpters. These chapters concentrate upon the influence 

of source, library and librarian i~nngc, ant1 affect as keys to motivation in information- 

seeking behaviour. Throughout all of these chapters the persuasive nature of technology 

as an underlying influence is broi~glil out. 



CHAPTER 4 

MOTIVATORS/DEMOTIVATORS INFLUENCING INFORMATION 
SEEKING BEHAVIOUR: SOURCES 

Overall the academics in the present study were generally adept at 
identifying what they needed and getting hold of it. (Study finding) 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  

This chapter discusses some of the major influences impacting upon information- 

seeking behaviour with 'source' considered as a key influence. Certain motivators and 

demotivators influence the degree oF use or non-use that a source may receive in 

information-seeking behaviour, hi the context of this study source is considered to 

embrace such things as the invisible college (including colleagues), journal articles, 

books, libraries and librarians, the Internet, attendance at conferences and meetings, 

personal library and personal knowledge and experience (Leckie, Pettigrew ant1 Sylvain 

1996, p. 183-184). 

There are a number of intervening variables/influences upon source discussed by 

Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996, p. 185), and referred to in Chapter 2, that can 

affect the information-seeking outcome and ]nay determine the path that information 

seeking will take. Those identiried in this research and specifically discussed in this 

chapter are accessibility, timeliness and time, and packaging. 

It is when we link these intervening variables/influences to sources that we can identify 

motivators/demotivators, and the reasons for which choices are made in source 

preference, searching behaviour and search strategies. These influences are similar to 

Dervin's (1973) and Brown's (1991) barriers and Westbrook's (1997) internal external 

factors as discussed in Chapter 2, but also include, very specifically, motivators which 

encourage information seeking. 



Dependent upon influences on information need and source use, such as those identified 

by Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996, p. 185), each academic can be identified as 

having ~lnique information-seeking behaviour. Groups of academics in specific subject 

areas may have some similarities and may differ by degree but essentially each 

academic's behaviour is unique. These differences are discussed by Westbrook (1999). 

In researching the information-seeking behaviour of academics, this individuality must 

be recognised. Personal constructs as outlined by Kelly (1963), and discussed in Chapter 

2, influence behaviours and give rise to motivators/demotivators. Personal constructs 

are built up over many years and are not easily explained; many have their roots in the 

subconscious. Many models put forward to explain and map information-seeking 

behaviour can only really generalise, nnd for this reason their use is limited. They 

sometimes imply simple explanations when there are none. 

It can be generally accepted, neverlheless, that there remain a number of constants in the 

information-seeking behaviour of aci~demics. It could be argued that academics use a 

wide variety of sources to seek information. Libraries are an obvious source and one that 

is of central interest in this research. Others include personal libraries of academics and 

the invisible college, which encompasses conferences and meetings, contact with 

colleagues and others, both close and distant. These sources have remained constant 

over several decades, but in more recent years the impact of technology has altered the 

dynamics between academics and these sources as the nature of accessing some of the 

sources has changed. Those k~ctors that initially motivated or demotivated informntion- 

seeking behaviour in relation to a particular source may have changed in importance to 

the academic. For example, the liblxlry was oftcn relied upon to be central in supplying 

most of an academic's information needs, with a visit in person by the academic and 

mediation with a librarian being the most likely way to obtain information. Missingham 

and Warne (1999, p. 265) suggest this was the 'age' where 'Single service access from 

dumb terminals provided limited access to information, gave libraries direct access to 

information, mediated access for clients through libraries.. .'. But now some academics 

who used libraries before may not feel a need to physically visit the library at all, 

preferring to rely upon library-mounted databases, subscriptions to some remote 

database supplier, and the Intenlet, all searched from their office desk. We are now in an 

age where 



the technology, which was once available only in large institutions is 
now on many desktops, even on home machines. For database vendors 
this means that online services can be delivered to the end-user.. .The 
Internet has become the major information delivery service where clients 
expect to be able to do much of the searching themselves, as well as 
getting their documents 'now' (Missingham and Warne 1999, p. 266). 

The present research focuses upon these points and illustrates that, particularly in recent 

times, it is not easy to generalise about the information-seeking behaviour of academics. 

The increasing use of technology has played an essential role in changing the 

information-seeking behaviour of academics: changes in technology have underpinned 

most change. But besides technology there are other change factors at play. A variety of 

changes such the increasing importance of research and budget restrictions on the 

purchase of new resources have altered the dynamics of the interplay between the 

sources that academics use to seek information. There are different motivators and 

demotivators at work relating to different sources that are influencing the paths that 

information seeking may take. Perceptions of the influences of the path information 

seeking will take, as identified above by Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996), act as 

motivators/demotivators of information-seeking behaviour. These perceptions are 

shaped and formed by internal factors such as personality, cognition and existing 

constructs which have often been influenced by the affective realm. The experiences in 

the environment and the demands of the siluation act on and form these constructs and 

give rise to motiva~ors/demotivators. 

Information-seeking behaviour should be thought of as continuing behaviour, even 

though the direction of the process may change. Just because a library may be 

unexpectedly closed or a computer system down, the information-seeking behaviour 

may merely be displaced by an alternative behaviour to be repeated, reformulated or 

discarded later. The strength of the motivalion will determine which course is chosen. 

Electronic accessibility 

Another factor identified by Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996, p. 185) as having an 

influence on the path information seeking may take is accessibility. The intrwdtrclion of 

electronic access to libraries and to online journals, and World Wide Web material from 

offices and homes, has enhanced accessibility to information and has brought 



suggestions that we are in a new era of digital libraries which undermines the existence 

of the traditional library. According to Browne (2000, p. 24): 

Up to now, we have mostly associated the word [library] with a physical 
place where people can come to use materials. We hope the libraries of 
our future will include such places but we must be prepared also to 
embrace the idea of the library as simply an abstract concept.. . Libraries 
of the future are more likely to be virtual and composed of collections of 
digital information.. . 

This is not surprising given that we ilre working in a 

climate of fast-moving research, where importance is placed on the 
reading of results . .. electronic means of commi~nication and 
dissemination have become so importnnt. E-mail allows fast 
communication of information between collaborators, speeding up the 
process of research. The electronic pre-print bulletin boards allow 
immediate dissemination ol results and for information on other projects 
to be accessed instantly (Barry 1997, p. 237). 

The findings of this research suggest that electronic access to the CSU Library appears 

to be widely accepted and is a   no ti valor deciding whether to engage, or not, in 

information seeking behaviour. However, depending upon a range of influences 

discussed below, the degree of motivation or extent of demotivation regarding elcclronic 

searching varies. Electronic access, from the office, to catalogues and databases and Lhe 

full text of documents seems desirable. Nevertheless milny academics, while embracing 

electronic access, have simply added i t  to their rcpertoire of information-seeking 

techniques. It has not repIaced their existing behaviour. Electronic access has 

empowered academics to become more independent information seekers. These findings 

tend to corroborate those of Barry and Squires (1995, p. 185) that: 

From a technology focus a bibliographic database is bouncl to be used 
because it provides access to all the journals Crom the desktop and 
extremely flexible searching. From a user's perspective the same 
database is often seen as time consuming lo learn and use, Iow on the list 
of priorities with all the academic time pressures, and unnecessary when 
satisfactory literature exists close to hand in the academic's personal 
collection or those of his or her colleagues. 



It should also be stated that we are in a transition stage from less librarian-orientated 

mediation (Missingham and Warne, 1999) in information seeking to more independent 

information seeking. In terms of the end user, the remarkable amount of research being 

carried out into improving user interfaces is evidence of this (e.g. Allen 1997, Kuhlthau, 

1999). There appear to exist degrees of uptake and use of electronic access, dependent 

upon a range of factors but most closely linked to those subject areas where one or two 

databases are readily available and relied upon. The discipline areas of science and 

business are most representative of this. 

Electronic accessibility: science and business 

Those who are most motivated about electronic access are typically those working in the 

science and business areas. As Barry (1997, p. 236,237) stated: 

Unlike the social sciences with its greater diversity of fields of interest, 
this situation in science produces a require~nent for fast information on 
new developments in reseilrcli. Waiting for the slow unwieldy journal - 

publication process to go througli its cycle is untenable. Pse-prints have 
traditionally been the primary information source for keeping up to date 
with the fasi moving Jeve1opments in research, not published journaI 
articles.. .Ii is in this climate of fast-moving research, where importance 
is placed on the reading of results, that electronic means of 
communication and disseinination have become so important. 

Barry (1997, p. 252), for example, found in her study on information seeking in the 

theoretical physics co~nmunity that the introduction of electronic access to research 

material coincided with a drop in the use of tlie library. This finding was reflected not 

only among the scientists but also among the business academics who participated in the 

current study. Their information-seeking behaviour generally appeared to be 

characterised by reliance on access LO a small number of specialised databases. In this 

study, for five participants who have relied upon Current Corzterzts, on CD-ROM and 

then online, their infonnation-seeking behaviour has remained predictable for some 

years. This appears a result of tlie normal trend for increasing levels of subject 

specialisation of academics. As the careers of academics progress, the need for up to 

date information in theiroflen very narrowly focused research areas tends to pus11 their 

source choices into one or two very specialisecl databases andlor personallelectronic 

contact with colleagues. Academics who have spent their career working i n  these 

narrowly focused subject areas often have well developed patterns of information- 



seeking using one or two sources. One of the main reasons for this lies in what Kuhlthau 

(1999, p. 6) sees as occurring when subject specialisms of academics develop over time. 

There develops a relationship between uniqueness (new information) and redundancy 

(familiar information). 

At the beginning of an information-seeking process, for example in  the early career of 

an academic, uniqueness can be expected to be high and redundancy low, whereas at the 

close of the process, or some years into the career of an academic, this relationship may 

be reversed. Although Kuhlthau (1999) is specifically referring to the design of 

information retrieval systems, this iipproach can be used to explain one of the major 

reasons why academics seek information from their own personal libraries first, 

followed by seeking information from colleagues. As perhaps the most familiar 

information sources to academics, it is logical for them to use those resources first and 

then move on to those less familiar sources. The uncertainty about the search that an 

individual experiences in the early stages of the information-seeking process is what 

Kuhlthau (1999, p. 5-6) calls 'a natural, essential characteristic of information 

seeking. ..', although she believes the reduction of uncertainty is not necessarily a 

primary objective of information seeking. Uncertainty may be associated with high ' 

uniqueness and confidence with high redundancy. For example academics who believe 

that they have a very good grasp of the subject material available in their area may feel 

confident about a search if the majority of material found during a search is already 

known about, and hence redundant. Their personal constructs about what they know are 

confirmed. The same academics may feel a high degree of uncerlainty if most of the 

material found in a subject area they thought they knew well was unique, thal is, new 

information to them. It could also be argued that any successful search for information 

only increases uncertainty. For the five participants who relied mainly on one electronic 

means of accessing information, Cu~~rent Corztents, this may be a reflection of the need 

to keep up to date with new information in a defined area rather than a need to seek 

more familiar information. 

In the present research, for the five participants who had almost total reliance on one 

specific database, such as Cctrrerlt Corzterzts, for research purposes, familiarity and 

convenience of an information source are major motivators. As one  participant said: 

'What I really want is C~irrerzt Corzterzts to provide the full article s o  that saves you 



having to go to the library' (Participant 17). In terms of a hierarchy of steps in 

information seeking, the following comment by a participant was found to be generally 

true for those in the science and business areas: 

Journals are probably more important than browsing.. .subscriptions are 
much more important than browsing ... I would rank Current Contents, 
then Current Coizterzts again, maybe again, and then journal 
subscriptions, and then going to the library with a specific aim, and then 
browsing while I am in the library and whilst I look at some other 
journals and then direct communication. (Participant 27) 

And 'I have only two sources, Ecorzor?zic Joc~mals Index and secondly, ABI.. . ' said 

another participant (Participant 14). 

There was a general consensus on the advantages of electronic accessing of the CSU 

Library's catalogues and databases. The pressures of time combined with the need for 

information immediately, for some participants, highlighted the reliance on online 

information sources as this participant said: 

I guess increasingly we are relying on online informalion sources. That's 
becoming increasingly important to us; to get things quickly; to get it 
here in the office w~thoul having to go somewhere else because Lime is 
crucial to us. So we increasingly want access righl here at our desk ... 1'1n 
not sure that we need a library any more.. . (Participant 7) 

For these users, library access and use meant the ability to access information 

electronically and to use information that was available electronically from their offices. 

Comments such as: 'my first port of call is on the library home page, and then going to 

databases and catalogues.. .' reflect one of the major changes in use of libraries and 

librarians (Participant 11). Mediation by librarians in the information-seeking process is 

less important for many academics than it used to be, although the library is still seen as 

essential for obtaining copies of' material for participants. The following comments from 

a participant illustrate this: 'What I need now is the library to be able Lo access 

everything I need as rapidly as possible, and that might mean me saying: "I need this 

journal article, get it for me quickly" and "I only go to the library to get hard copy"' 

(Participant 7). There has been an increase in  what Missingham and Warne (1999, p. 

276) call a need for immediate gratification. 



Convenience of access is not the only reason for accessing library resources from office 

desks. The availability of the Internet from offices has added a new dimension to office- 

based searching and the interconnectibility of electronic access to multiple sources, 

including the library, from offices, has heightened the advantages of such means of 

access. For some participants the ability to initially search from offices, and then use the 

library, in person, was an efficient means of information seeking. For example: 

I guess I just go through the motions of looking things up here first 
before I go down there. And I think that's just because it's easier here, 
it's faster, you are not having to compete for terminals and so on. You 
get it all sorted out [before] going down there and [then] quickly doing 
what you have to do. (Participant 5) 

Electronic office access to the library did not always provide the answer because the 

information just was not accessible electronically, or an electronic version was not 

available. As participants commented: 

because I can get a lot of stuff right here at my desk, I tend not to think of 
having to go to the library . . . you know, physically walking there, until I 
am sort of trapped and I nced to get solnc infor~nalion I can't seem to get 
i t  through my electro~lic means. I'll do the walk then and have a look. 
(Participanl20) 

and 

If the journals went electronic, and you could download the full paper, 
then that would obviate the need to go into the library a fair bit of the 
time. (Participant 2) 

Even when one considers the most independent information seeker, perhaps working in 

the sciences, there is still a necd to use traditional library resources. While the gap is 

closing between electronically :~vailable material and that still only available on print, 

there remains a gap. In a study on the information-seeking behaviour of scientists Brown 

(1999, p. 929) found that the '...pl.imary deficit in library service appeared to be access 

to electronic bibliographic databases'. The situation is somewhat different in the 

humanities and social sciences area, which is discussed in the following paragraphs. 



Electronic accessibility: social sciences, humanities and education 

Academics working in the social science and humanities and education areas are less 

inclined to rely on access to a small number of specialised databases and up-to-date 

resources. To some extent the difference between these groups and those in science and 

business fields relates to less access to information in the social science and humanities1 

education areas through CSU library electronic databases and the tendency of 

researchers in the area to rely on a wider range of resources for information. Because 

there are fewer databases in the social sciencelhumanities and education areas it may be 

easier for librarians to supply access. According to Sukovic (2000, p. 6) humanities 

researchers show a marked reluctance to use online databases, perhaps because of some 

of the deficiencies of these products such as poor subject coverage in the area and lack 

of retrospective files. The gap between electronically available material and that still 

only available in print is more pronounced. Because of these differences, it may be less 

of a challenge for 21 library to provide electronic information sources to an academic 

whose research needs can generally be met by access to a small range of databnses than 

to an academic whose research neecls require much broader access. 

For example, for historians access to pri~nirry resources dispersed in several institutions 

is essential, which means that visits to places where these sources are held are 

necessary, as the following comlnents by one parhipant makes clear: 

for things like Australian Archives, you still need lo go and look at the 
physical library documentation. They have moved fairIy fast in terms of 
getting catalogues online, but the material itself is obviously not being 
published in an electronic format. (Participant 3) 

Many more traditional historical resources are becoming available online, bul 'some of 

the material would lose something by putting it in electronic form' (Participant 3). 

According to this participant: 

It is partly the historian's method in that yo11 often can interpret 
differently given acccss to a fuller range of materials that helps you to 
read between the lines . .. if you just have a collection of say, formal 
departmental memoranda, that's one thing, but if you have the notes that 
were scribbled in the margin and incidental comments that were made, 
sometimes personal comments about particular office bearers, it gives 
you a lot of insight. (Participant 3) 



For academics working in the areas of education and literature, at-hand access to 

resources held on library shelves is still essential and, for some, a preferred option. 

While academics in the science and business areas appeared content to rely primarily 

upon electronic access as the first option, this is reversed for those in education and 

literature. It is difficult to make too many assumptions as to why this may be the case, 

apart from greater availability of electronic access in the science and business areas, as 

discussed above. A range of other factors may play a part, such as personal preference, 

experience, and lack of familiarity with electronic searching. Schmidt (1999a, p. 93) has 

suggested: 

Difrering use of resources by specific disciplines continues. Researchers 
in the sciences have moved to electronic access more quickly than those 
in the humanities and social sciences. However resource recovery for all 
is still serendipitous in many instances and does not use all of the 
structured approaches available. 

There seems little reason to change one's approach to information seeking if it has 

provided the answers in  the past. 

Some participants had a clearly defined approach, operating as one piuticipant said: 

'through a combination of traditional library material, through electronic, and then 

people, because they still are to me still the most critical source of material ... a lot of the 

stuff illat I am dealing with you don't actually find written down'. Others saw the 

physical resources in the library of prime importance and 'the first port of call ... largely 

because that's what I have always done ...' (Participant 9). 

Perhaps more telling about how information seeking is approached by many academics, 

particularly in the social sciences and humanities, is the following comment highlighting 

the imporlance of personal sources: 

I teach literature subjects . . . the kind of material I am looking for to 
support lectures and tutorials is background and critical reading . . . In the 
first instance I guess I go to my own books and, and my own library, and 
I would check with what is in the library here by physically going into the 
library because I much prefer to go to the library and look through the 
shelves than just browse things on-line. (Participant 21) 



Another general motivator/demotivator is packaging of electronic sources. If the 

packaging, specifically organisational and presentation features, is perceived as having 

positivelnegative attributes attached to it then academics' choice in information seeking 

may be influenced. This issue is taken up in the next section. 

Packaging: print versus electronic access 

In Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain's (1996, p. 185) terms, packaging of sources is an 

influence that may determine the path that information seeking will take. 

There appears to be an expectation, or a wish, among many academics that those 

sources, available both in print form and electronically, should be identical. The 

meanings of the terms 'electronic version of database' and 'reproduction of entries' 

created some confi~sion in the mincls of participants: What does electronic version 

mean? Is it the exact equivalent of the print version? Is it the eIectronic version without 

a print equivalent? Is i t  the print version without the addition of tables and charts and 

illustrations? Is it a summarisecl version of the print version? Is it just the abstract of the 

print version? For example, in the case of print versions of current newspapers and their 

electronic non-identical counterparts, participants expressed concern: they were 

interested in using the newspapers for more than the faithfully reproducecl main news of 

the day, which appeared in the electronic version. There still appears some reluctance to 

accept electronic versions of sources that do not reproduce the print versions exactly. 

One participant thought ihat electronic versions of papers from a specific database in his 

area, looked 'like a rough working paper.. .they don't have the same feel of a 

professional journal and I always think i t  kind of downgrades the paper you are 

reading.. .it cloesn't feel so professional.. . '. Barry and Squires (1995,p. 18 1) reported 

that dealing with actual books and journals allowed a 'more creative way of thinking 

than looking at information on the screen'. Schmidt (1999a, p. 91) comments that 

discussions with academics and researchers at the University of Queensland indicate 

they want print retained. They are not yet ready for the fully electronic libl.ary. While 

many participants in this study did not comment in any detail upon their use or 

otherwise of electronic sources, the responses of those who did were influenced by 

context of their infor~nation need, and acceptance of what was available as preferable to 

lack of access. 



Context of information need was a strong determinant regarding the perceived 

usefulness of electronic sources. If a participant required a paper from a journal for 

reproduction in study material for students, or for a paper that was being prepared for 

publication, then an exact copy or that paper was required not one that may have 

appeared electronically without tables or charts and actual pagination. This supports the 

findings of Wilson and WaIsh (1994, p. 31) who found that 'the use of lnformalion is as 

dependent upon the context of use as information need is dependent upon the situation 

under which it arises'. 

For current awareness purposes the electronic version was often very acceptable 

especially if it was not readily available in print form. The even wider availability of 

abstracts of papers and other material electronically, was very acceptable to some 

participants and incrensed dramatically the coverage of material they were able to 

browse: 

increasingly I'm just clownloading files, collection of abstracts, 
researches and things, just using those as resources in some instances.. .I 
think with abstracts, because of the level of students that I teach, 
probably I might use 8 abstracts Lo one full text journal article. 
(Participant 23) 

There was a belief that over time we may see print versions decrease i n  relation to 

electronic publications. Nowever for one participant Clzernical Abstracts online (CAS) 

had some indexing difficulties and he relied on the print version to clarify the search 

terms before going online. Altliough the CSU Library has ceased subscribing to 

Chenzical Abstrc~cls older copies are being used to check terms but, as one participant 

pointed out: 

We haven't confronted the problem of what happens in 10 years time 
when they are so  old that you can't do that. I guess we have to hope that 
there will be printed versions alaund close enough . . . that we can still 
access fast enough, or that the system will have changed. .. (Participant 
7)  

In some subject areas, typically medicine, law and business, there is a wide range of 

material available electronically as mentioned above. Bul in some areas such as 



education, where knowledge of local practice is considered important, electronic 

coverage is not yet as extensive. 

I find that the sort of journals that I read, generalIy aren't [available 
electronically]. The ones that end up on there first are the big education 
journals, the big ed. research journals. ..some that I use aren't large volume 
type journals and so they are not on there anyway.. . And of the technology 
ones [in the education area], there's three that are, but the vast majority of them 
aren't. (Participant 4) 

Referring to electronic journals one participant pointed out 'just because they are 

electronically available doesn't necessarily mean we've got access to them tlirot~gh the 

library anyway' (Participant 4). Several participants ~nentioned this problem of 

availability but lack of access through the CSULibrary; this is addressed in some detail 

later in this chapter. 

Electronic accessibility: some concluding points 

For electronic resource accessibility this study found that overall there was no 

universally identifiable pattern of the information-seeking behaviour of academics, 

regardless of the subject discipline. Each academic has different information needs and 

each inforination-seeking experience demands a new approach. Nothing is clcar-cut. For 

example, one participant suggested that a colleague was the first step in information 

seeking and that 'you get more from that sort of interaction rather than quietly 

anonymously going to the library or sitting down in front of your computer, and 

searching for information' (Participant 12). The same participant admitted later in the 

interview that he belonged to a private online information service which he regularly 

accessed and 'If I am looking for information instead of going and asking the librasian, I 

would just access the terminal'. Another participant did not use the library in person any 

less because of the availability of electronic access, but thought that his amount of 

information searching had declined because of his increased administrative and teaching 

load: 

I am having less time to give to scholarly activity, which would include 
information seeking and writing information in a scholarly way [but] I 
use the staff [onlinelsite to access the library and databases that I need, 
and the catalogue to check on resources for mail package writing, and my 
own interest. I still go into the library probably every second day and 



look through ... some of the newspapers. But I still visit the library once a 
week to try and check the new journal section. (Participant 30) 

One participant preferred to go to the library to undertake her electronic searching 

because: 

If I do it from my office I am likely to get timed out or the system goes 
down or I forget the password . . . or it won't print or.. . I will spend hours 
getting a search and starring of the items that I want, print them out and 
nothing happens and I've lost the lot. If something like that happens from 
my desk, I don't have recourse to anyone else, but if something happens 
in the library I can go to somebody and gct them to help me sorl it out. 
(Participant 22) 

At least one third of the number of academics interviewed for this research were 

reluctant about using the library from their offices. For some this reluctance appeared to 

be a phenomenon that may go away with a little Inore practice. But for others the 

reluctance was the result of other factors such as confidence, deliberate choice not to 

'waste time' searching online and other firmly entrenched patterns of information- 

seeking behaviour that had been found to work. This is supported by Schmidt (19998, p. 

92) who says that: 'There is considerable evidence that researchers remain fixed in lime 

in the research strategies they use'. Academics are less likely to wish to embrace new 

methods of information-seeking behaviour when they consider their existing methods 

work well and answer their needs. 

Once an academic has a history, a personal collection of literature 
sources, a network of contacts, and a memory full of theoreticak ideas, 
research and information-seeking stop resembling the simple model. The 
academic's approach will also depend in part on personality factors, on 
the prefel~ed research methods, on degrees of ambition and stage in 
career, on external pressures.. .(Barry 1995, p. 130). 

As Barry (1995, p. 112) points out, much of the knowledge of academics regarding their 

information and research skills is implicit. They have been doing research for several 

years and their recollection of their information activity 

is not necessarily easily retrievable to consciousness for discussion in an 
interview situation. Another problem is that activity may be available to 
consciousness but not seen by the participant as information 



activity.. .much information acquisition is informal, like chats over lunch 
with colleagues.. .or leafing through papers on their desks, and is not 
seen as "information gathering" but as an everyday part of their working 
life. 

In the present research some participants experienced problems in recalling their 

information-seeking behaviour, with one responding to a question relating to barriers in 

his information seeking that hc did not have any barriers because he probably now sub- 

consciously found his way round any that might have existed. However generally 

speaking it was thought that most participants did have a clear idea of their information- 

seeking activity. 

Resource accessibility as a inotivator/demotivator 

The following sections discuss the accessibility of various resources used by academics 

in their information seeking. 

Limited library resources 

Comments such as 'we [the CSU Library] have such a limited collection' were 

common. One participant tho~ght  that the reference material in the library was out of 

date by the lime i t  hit the shelves and lhul he had more current info]-mation sitting on his 

own shelves (Participant 18). A combination of factors of the library buying fewer 

resources, greater amounts of non-subscription material being available on the 'Net, and 

administrative pressures were creating a greaterreliance by academics on their own 

personal resources. Personal libri~ries were often seen as resource havens and are 

discussed later in this chapter. 

With cutbacks to materials budgets and increasing prices it has not been easy for 

academic libraries to fund resources but some academics in this study had nn 

unforgiving attitude to this situation. Comments like 'they may short change their client 

base by not having subscriptions' and 'it's not good enough to say to the client, well it 

costs us too much', were made. Another comment from the same was 

'That's not the client's problem. The client has paid for a service.. . '. (Participant L9) 



The limited range of journals available through the Library does have an effect on 

participants and their ability to use information. The time lag between requesting inter- 

library loans and articles and their arrival can interrupt the thought patterns of the 

information seeker and discourage information seeking. In the words of one participant: 

I would be really hot on something, or finish something, and it wasn't 
there.. .so I would have to wait and two weeks later it might arrive and ... it 
would take me time to reconstruct why I wanted it.. .(Participant 20) 

Although the lack of journals, available in print and electronically in the Library, was a 

concern for most participants, some thought it was the major problem for them in their 

work as an academic at the University. One was prompted to say: 

sometimes it makes me wish I was in another university.. . because 
there's nothing worse, being an academic, than having a library which is 
almost of no use to you whatsoever ... What an academic needs is a 
constant supply of the latest journals, top journals, in his or  her 
discipline, and I haven't got that here ... that's how academics nourish 
themselves, by reading journals and keeping abreast, and that 
information's not just for research but its also for teaching.. . (Participant 
24) 

Another participant referred to the library as 'totally useless' and, when questioned why, 

he said: 

It's useless because we're always told that they've only got a certain 
amount of budgct and so if you put in suggestions for five books, you 
may get one. And because of that unreliability and uncertainty you can't 
be unreliable or uncertain.. . ~ O L I  have to have a certainty when you are 
writ~ng courses and needing to produce readings.. . (Parlicipant 26) 

Because CSU is a multi-campus university the problems of accessing resources held on 

other campuses are a major concern for many academics. While the dramatic 

improvement, in recent yeals, of electronic access to full-text materials has eased the 

situation, the problem remains. Malerial that participants i n  this study wanled students 

to have access to was often not housed in  the campus library from where the initial 

purchasing order was made. The expectation on the part of academics that if they 

ordered material it would be readily available to them and their students was not met. 



In the case of journal literature the impact of non-availability of hard copy at the Wagga 

Wagga Campus had implications for those academics wishing to browse through recent 

copies of journals. Not only was browsing not available, neither was the checking of 

bibliographies in the journals, a popular method of finding references. For some 

academics this necessitated finding alternative means of access which although not 

totally satisfactory did assist. For example: 

that's something that I resent about our library collecting policy.. .some 
of the journals that I would most like to have there are actually at another 
campus ... again there are ways around ... but it's not always the most easy 
way.. . With a cooperative liaison librarian, you can get copies of contents 
pages.. .(Participant 3) 

But some others did not see such alternatives and resorted to building up and relying 

more on there own collections. Nevertheless they found access to journal literature 

frustrating, especially in terms of obtaining ready access to material for their students. 

Problems for students were often seen as frustrations for acadelnics as the following 

comment indicates: 

I tend to rely more heav~ly on my own library because it is fairly 
comprehensive.. .it is far more accessible when I've got it.. .it is 
exceedingly diflicult Lo get stuff on campus here in our library for what I 
want, without being told it's in Balhurst ... it frustrates me beyond belief 
and the studcnts get ~,eally cranky. (Participant 8) 

The Universily Library 'policy' citccl by participants that if you wish to add a journal 

title to the collection you must suggest one to be removed, caused considerable irritation 

amongst academics. One participant lelt moved to comment that this policy does no1 

'recognise thc fact that we never take our courses off, they still run.. .' (Participant 4). 

Another thought that it was a prohibitive process and that they could not devole 

themselves to reviewing the complete list of journals in their area to get one cancelled. 

This policy also had ra~nifications for those academics setting up new subjects, and one 

participant indicated extreme frustrntion with the policy: 

I had to set up a new course in conjunction with lecturing in electronic 
commerce, and I wanted to get the new journals that were 
happening.. .and there were electronic journals.. .but you had to 



subscribe. ..this is ridiculous, there is not enough there in the first 
place.. . (Participant 20) 

Although some academics had tried at some point in the past to get the journals' 

collection rationalised in their area, it was thought little success had been achieved. In 

one example, a substantial attempt to rationalise the serial selection held in the library 

with those held by other staff members and those held in a neighbouring library, resulted 

in considerable frustration. A list was produced, presented to the library, and 

enthusiastically received. But no further response was made and the participant thought 

'...what's the point of trying this one-way communication, so  I just gave up' 

(Participant 27). Unfortunately these reported responses to such important issues not 

only influenced the level of coverage of new journals but also may have influenced the 

perceptions of the library by participants; knowing that specific resources are not able to 

be available is a psychological and physical demotivator (walk to the library) to 

information seeking. 

Especially vulnerable to resource deprivation were those academics working alone on 

the Wagga Wagga Campus, orcollaboratively with perhaps others in their area working 

on another campus. One participant reported that he thought there wwe no journals in 

her teaching and research arca available in the Campus Library or, if there were any, 

they had gone to another campus. 

one of the downsides of being here is that you are information starved in 
certain areas, certainly in mine you are. You are not able to just literally 
walk to the library, which you should be able to and source journals, so it 
makes it difficult to be an actual scholar. You've got to plan ahead 
differently to other people.. . You have to send off for them. Sometimes 
keep a track of the ones you sent off for in case they don't all come back 
to you, in case they get lost in the post, or they've gone missing, so it's a 
bloody nuisance at times. (Participant 24) 

Not surprisingly most participants complained about the limited resources available 

from the University Library, belicving other university libraries were much better 

endowed. Inter-library loans were certainly well used and while the participants in this 

study identified library staff as useful and helpful, those in inter-libmry loans were rated 

most highly: 'The only people I use are inter-library loan people' and 'without the 

people in inter-library loans tracking things down for me, I don't know how I would 



have found them' and 'I find our inter-library loan service is just terrific' (Participant 

28). This may be a reflection of the resource deprivation many academics thought they 

suffered and the relief they felt at being able to rely upon a good inter-library loans 

service. 

Information access and the academic library 

Not all academics who have taken advantage of online electronic access to library 

resources use the library, in person, any less than they did before; their pattern or use 

has, however, changed. One participant who made extensive use of electronic access, 

when asked about her current frequency of physical use of the library, replied: 

That's probably changed a brt. I still go to the library quite often, bul 
actually no, I don't think I am a less frequent visltor. I think that the titnc 
I spend accessing resources from here is an add on. I think I probably 
visit the library as much as I used to in the past, but I do give morc timc 
now to trying to identify things through the computer. (Participant 3) 

When asked if she was spending Inore lime searching for inCortnalion than she dicl rive 

years ago the response was: 

Yes, I think I am. Partly because or the changing nature of the work that I 
am involved in too. Because I have moved into doing a lot in the online 
environment, that's been an add on and to some extent it's been at thc 
expense of my research activity, but my research activity hasn'l 
disappeared entirely, so there is probably a greater total of informatioti- 
seeking time being spent. (Participant 3) 

Another participant who considered herself an active personal user of lhe library tboughL 

that 'certainly in the last 2 years, my work, using the library, has definitely increased, 

and that really is because of the number and type of documents that I'm able to locatc' 

(Participant 11). A participant, who again reported greater library use now than 5 years 

ago, said 'I am one of the staff from our Faculty who has used the library fairly often. I 

get books from different campuses . . . inter-library loans and journal articles' 

(Participant 14). For another participant, reasons for an increase in visiting the libl.aly 

over the past five years, were related to browsing: 'I like to go at least twice a week to 

look at the new magazines, new journals and new textbooks' (Participant 12). 



There are many motivators and demotivators that influence whether or not academics 

will personally visit a library for information-seeking activities. Some of these have 

been outlined above and others include: seniority of position, whether they are involved 

in formal study andlor research, the physical distance their offices are from the library; 

their predisposition to browsing; degree of reliance on journal literature for information; 

and whether or not they are primarily involved in book-based research. 

In relation to seniority of position one senior academic used his secretary and 

postgraduate students for retrieving library material. He commented that: 'Occasionally 

I end up in the library myself, but very occasionally these days' (Participant 2). This is, 

of course, common practice, especially with those academics who have access to 

research assistants. 

When academics are undertaking formill study, library use appears Lo increase and then 

decrease again when study is completed. As one participant commented: 

When I am not doing that sort o l  research .. . I am spending . . . a lot less 
time in the library; .. . I have always been a fairly active user of the 
library, and I guess that sterns from the fact I've been studying for 12 
years.. . I have to confess thal now that I am no longer a student, my time 
spent in the library has drifted away again; .. . I use it about the same as I 
used it five years ago physically. 1 had a ically intense period of using i t  
for those three years while I was doing my Masters, I used it heaps ... but 
outside of that, I haven't done much since. (Participant 5) 

Another admitted: 

I was in the world of doing a research Masters, and that sort of influenced 
my whole thing of libraries because all of a sudden I needed to use it a lot 
more ... I was here to teach . . . I didn't seem to think I needed the library 
as much because I had my standard texts for my subject, and I had my 
own personal subscriptions in my practitioner journals and things . . . I 
would refer the students to the library, but I didn't seem to use it much 
myself. Then once I started doing my research, that really opened up the 
world.. . (Participant 20) 

Information seeking using the library, for many participants, was primarily related to 

information seeking for research; information seeking for teaching was generally more 

limited. Use of textbooks, one's own library, one's colleagues and the Internet would 



probably be the extent of information-seeking activity for many academics. As one 

participant put it: 

I would probably call on textbooks to start with and textbooks, which I 
have set, which I have here in my office or I go to the library to extend 
that and go into book sources. Then I look at articles depending on the 
specificity of the issue, how special the issue is, but the tendency is for 
more books, text books and then to articles, and then probably to URLs. 
(Participant 30) 

Some academics are so heavily involved in undergraduate teaching that they have little 

time for research; there is little motivation for access to material beyond that existing in 

their personal library. 

When information seeking for research is considered the library assumes a more 

important role; academics are more motivated to use it. Another comment from a 

participant illustrates this: 'In terms of preparation for the classroom . . . I don't IISC it as 

much for that purpose as I do for my own research' (Participant 1 I). 

Some participants gave the impression that use of the library was nn exception and took 

place when they ordcred texts occasionally and when thcy were writing a mail package, 

once every three yenrs. For example: 

Due to admin pressures and not having a major research project on at the 
moment, I tend to only use the library if I've got a mail package to update 
or research project that I am doing, or I am tcaching in an area that I 
don't know much about. (Parlicipant 22) 

Libraries maintained in offices, including personal subscriptions to journals and 

conference proceedings, usually supplemented most academics information-seeking 

activities. These sources are discussed below. 

Information access and non-library sources 

People use a wide range of sources to gain information, and academics are no exception. 

In addition to use of personal stores of knowledge, the Internet, the news media, the 

invisible college, and personal libraries are common sources used by academics to seek 



information. While this research is interested in the ways academics use non-library 

sources, it is especially interested in the reasons for these choices and the role of 

motivators and demotivators in their selection. 

For many participants personal libraries were very often used to commence information 

seeking, before moving on to another source, if necessary. But depending upon the need, 

the starting point sometimes changed, as with this participant: 

there's three mediums I use. One is just using the references contained in 
existing literature.. .the first thing I do is go down the bibliography and 
see what's there . . . I would also do a Web search and then the third thing 
in the process would probably be then to go to the library.. . The other 
thing I do a lot of, is browse because . . . sometimes I don't even know 
what I am actually looking for. (Participant 15) 

And rather interestingly this particular participant accessed the library electronically 

from home rather than from (he office, and if in the office, tended to '...walk over there 

rather than use the Web'. In some ways (his seems bizarre behaviour but it reinforces 

the individuality of information-seeking bebaviour. The motivation for a walk, to get out 

of the office, as much as to fulf i l l  an information need or to engage in information- 

seeking behaviour may be the catnlyst for the choice made. The existence of one 

motivating or demotivating factor orten cannot be identified as the main reason 

influencing the path information seeking may take. Various Factors may act together 

with different intensities. 

As already indicated, many academics do not always know what they are looking for 

and resort to browsing with resultant serendipity (discussed later in this thesis), either on 

the Web or i n  person through a personal visit to the library. In one case, n participant 

said: 

Probably my first source woulcl be the Web ... I would jump in there 
somewhere. Can I find an article on X or Y or Z, or wilI I j ~ ~ s l  jump into 
Yahoo? (Participant 19) 



In another case the following comment was made: 'I have found a lot of things very fast 

that way [browsing in the library] . . . as opposed to sitting down doing big searches and 

things on databases' (Participant 20). 

Use ofpersonal libraries 

Incredibly important as a source of information to most academics and as a motivating 

factor in information seeking, are their own personal libraries. This is because of their 

convenience of access and familiarity. For many academics it is their primary source of 

information, which is not surprising, as a key principle of information seeking, given by 

Harris and Dewdney (1994, p. 125), is that 'people tend to consult sources of help that 

are close by, convenient and known.. .we all have a tendency to use the 'easiest' rather 

than the 'best' resources'. Additionally the personal library also Lends to have many of 

the motivators that Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996, p. 185) refer to as influences 

that may determine the path that information seeking will take; these are familiarity, 

packaging, timeliness, cost, quality and accessibility. 

The nature of personal libmries has however changed from a collection of books and 

journal subscriptions surrounding iicadernics in their room; the personal library now 

goes far beyond an academic's four walls. Rather ironically, the personal librivy, for 

academics in this 'information age', appears to be taking on a new meaning. It is 

becoming more virtual as online access to local and international databases and 

catalogues, and the World Wide Web, personal subscriptions to online journals, 

information services and journal content alerting services becomes common placc. 

The personal library is also the first source, and possibly often the only source, Tor many 

participants in information seeking: 

I tend to rely more heavily on my own library [for information seeking] 
simply because it is fairly comprehensive, and I've built it up over time 
. . . it is far more accessible when I'vc got it.. . I spend a lot of money on 
my own resources, but I am more Lhan amply repaid in what I get back 
from the material. (Participant 8) 



over the years you build up a pretty fair library of stuff . . . so I know what I've 
got and I use that quite a bit and continue to add to it.. .for teaching . . . I guess I 
keep up to date by actually writing books. (Participant 2) 

Especially for the experienced academic the personal library often naturally represents 

the most comprehensive collection of material about an academic's teaching and 

research interests. It provides: 

material for Leaching ... It's there. It's been built up from experience and 
practice . . . If I want new or additional information then I have to go and 
look for it. (Participant 8) 

and 

there's not a great deal in many of the subjects on new material that I'm 
teaching, and I usually have quite a range of resources that are readily 
accessible in my own library . . . (Participant 21) 

Personal subscriptions to journals iue also a major part of the personal libraries of 

academics: 

subscriptions to journals and therefore societies.. .and the journals that 
come with that. .. is very importnnt.. .It mightn't be if you're in a big city 
but I find it's imporlant here. I don't feel isolated. (Participant 28) 

As academic libraries have shed journal subscriptions through the 1990's many 

academics appear to have respontled by deciding to increase or at least maintain their 

personal subscriptions and initiating their own means of keeping informed of the lalest 

information. Increasingly they are a necessity for many academics given the limited 

budget available to the CSU Library for joul.nal subscriptions and the desire of many 

academics to personally hold copies of the key journals in their area. This is illustrated 

by one participant's comments: 'the journals that are most important to me, I subscribe 

to, or in some cases, are still physically present [in the library]' (Participant 6 ) .  Another 

reported that he subscribed to two oT the top journals in his field because they were no1 

available via the Library (Participant 24). This finding is not in keeping with other 

studies in which few academics were c~~rrently found to hold personal si~bscriptions to 

top journals or personal subscriptions by academics had decreased (Brown 1999, p. 



937; Missingham and Warne 1999, p. 278). Additionally if participants acted as referees 

or members of the editorial panels of journals this often meant that complimentary 

copies of journals found their way into their hands. Overall the academics in the present 

study were generally adept at identifying what they needed and at getting holdof i t .  

The use of the term 'subscription' should be clarified to distinguish it from the 

traditional meaning attached to it, discussed above. The word 'subscription' has taken 

on an expanded meaning, embracing as it does now services such as advance notice 

from publishers, via the Web, which identify the contents of forthcoming journal issues: 

you get advanced wording of the contents of the journal . . . I read those 
as they come through ant1 then Parget specific articles . . . Now some of 
those articles I can access because they are online . . . i f  the library doesn't 
subscribe to the journal and . . . you want the whole journal, you've got to 
purchase it. (Participant 18) 

Also worth noting, as creating opportuniiies for academics to easily increase their own 

book collections, is thc generosity of publishers in supplying desk copies of texts, 

especially in the health scrvices area; this enables some academics to have good 

collections of texts on their shelves. One participant, whose priorities were teaching and 

administration, was very reliant on texts for incormation: 

I've got a lot of new current books over the last six months in the 
medical . . . area, and they just go much broader than what you might 
deliver in a lecture, but having read the book you are able to elaborate or 
see where things are going . . . as against having read one article. 
(Participant 13) 

While receiving 'desk copies' of books from publishers was not a new phenomenon i t  

was an important part of ensuring thc currency and usefulness of the personal library. 

Extensions to the personal library were the libraries of colleagues available through 

personal contact. Access was sometimes even extended beyond a colleague's library Lo 

the availability of a wider range of current journals which had been placed by individual 

academics in meeting rooms where morning/lunch/afternoon breaks were held. One 

participant spoke of this as something new and exciting: 



There's three of us sharing these journals for example, and I think we  are 
going to do that a little bit more. People have been known to throw their 
journals in the tearoo~n - on the table in the tea room - so that we've got 
access to more hard copy journals. I still think a lot of people like to read 
that way but it costs money.. .it is interesting to see the number of staff 
that just sit and browse the journals that are down there over lunch or 
when they are having their coffee. (Participant 13) 

while another lamented the past: 

the journal came into the tearoom and so over lunch or morning tea, you 
said, Oh, there's a new journal, I wonder what's in that? S o  you'd do that 
because it 's good use of time. When it wasn't there, then the only way 
you could access that journal was to go to the library which i s  actually a 
commitment of time; a much greater commitment than was previously 
the case, and so you put that into your priority list of whether you went or 
not. And if you had more urgent things to do or you know, you weren't 
that fussed about looking at that journal, and you didn't know when it 
was coming in anyway, then . . .  you went to the library when you had 
specific needs rather than really as a browser ... that system doesn't exist 
any longer. People just tlon't read a lot of the stuff that they used to read. 
(Participant 2) 

But they now see the Web 'as slarting to replace that and probably replace it much 

better, so that you can do it in your own time and not when the journal is there.. .' 

(Participant 2). 

In summary the shape and role of the personal library is evolving and books still remain 

as the cornerstone of many collections, especially for those working in the social 

sciences and humanities areas. Personal journal subscriptions have generally become 

more important as the amount of information grows and libraries have cut their own 

journal subscriptions and the need to be up-to-date is even more pressing. Trade 

information remains important for many groups, such as agricultural scientists, and 

educationalists who rely on policy documents and curric~~lum statements and much of 

this is increasingly available on the World Wide Web. Personal subscriptions to private 

information companies extend the range of material available, as does Lhe increasing 

availability of material on the Internet. Government documentation, advance content 

notification ofjournals, online journals, often available (or no cost, and company ttzlde 

information can also be retrieved. The power of the academic to obtain more 

information more rapidly, with little help from intermediaries, cannot be disputed. If one 



reflects upon this scenario then it could possibly be deduced that the academic library 

for academics, as we know it, will continue to serve a more limited, book-seeking 

clientele, act as a document delivery and supply agency, and maintain access to 

electronic databases. 

This changing role of the personal library has, to some extent, influenced concepts of 

university libraries. The concept of the university library as holding a store of 

knowledge has become, for some academics, more one of the accessing library, a means 

of accessing a store of knowledge; the academic has lost confidence with that surety that 

used Lo exist in terms of libraries physically holding what they wanted. As a result, 

perhaps unconsciously, the academic has sought to become a more independent 

information seeker. For some such as Lancaster (1999) there are serious downsides to 

this. Lancaster (p. 50) refers to the academic library as becoming dehumanised and 

suggests that the 'more specialized the library becomes in the academic world, 

encouraging remote use, the more dehumanized i t  becomes'. Coinciding with what 

could be called the dehumanisation or tlepersonalisation of library services, has come 

the increasing ability to access material from one's own office electronically, thereby 

further adding to the concept of a depersonalised library. In reality this may be an 

overstatement of the situation but once an information seeker tends to rely more upon 

their own resources the library, which may indeed still be providing many of these 

resources electronically, it becoilles insignificant as a primary provider of' information. 

The librarian becomes a phantom in a phantom library. 

As wc have already seen in this chapter a range of molivators and demotivators will 

influence how the individual will seek inforniation and what sources they will use. In 

this next section the place the invisible college, another non-library source of 

information, plays in the information-seeking process Tor academics at CSU will be 

discussed. 

Use of the invisible college 

The term, the invisible college, refers to that amorphous invisible entity that is used to 

describe the informal arid forrnal nelworks that connect academics and researchers [or 

exchange of information. Traditionally, interpersonal communication, personal 

correspondence, telephone calls, conference attendance involving Iistening to papers and 



informal and formal interchange with colleagues, made up the invisible college. More 

recently the introduction of electronic communication such as email, discussion groups 

and listservs, has broadened the understanding of the term and enhanced its potential. 

Katz (2002, p. 31) outlines today's 'invisible college' in the following way: 

Thanks in good part to the Internet, and low-cost communication bye- 
mail, today's "invisible college" is most likely to be through a network 
channel. Where heretofore one might chat on a phone, now one talks 
person to person over the Internet, or uses a Listserv or the ubiquitous 
Usenet discussion group. Meetings are manged without benefit of 
conferences; and papers and findings are exchanged without print 
publication. 

This research indicates that the invisible college, in its traditional sense, is still a major 

force in encouraging academic discourse. Academics still attend conferences and 

discuss and exchange ideas with fellow delegates at these conferences. They still seek 

out colleag~les for advice and exchange of academic papers. The extension of electronic 

cornmuniciltion channels into the world of the traditional invisible college has meant 

that, theoretically, academics have more channels of communication and potentially 

richer channels of communication, although some of the participants in this research do 

not appear sure of this. When the information-seeking possibilities of the potentially 

more dynamic invisible college are combined with the information-seeking possibilities 

of the potentially more dynamic nature of the personal library, discussed above, the 

academic could be said Lo be arguably more self-sufficient in terms of information 

seeking than ever before. 

These channels and the ways they were found to be especially important for academics 

to conimunicate with each other, and with personnel in other areas such as industry and 

government, to obtain information and exchange ideas, are discussed in the following 

pages. 

Attendance at conferences andtneetings 

Most academics manage to attencl at least one conference a year and possibly several 

meetingslworkshops. Depending upon academic discipline, some academics are more 

locationally advantagecl than are others and, therefore, more motivated to attend 

meetings and workshops, especially if local knowledge would be informative to the 

90 



academic. For example, those working in agriculture and related areas are more likely to 

be motivated to attend conferences, workshops and meetings because of the rural 

location of CSU and the greater likelihood of their availability. But for others the 

location of CSU was a demotivator and was often expressed as a real problem: 'this is a 

regional institution and you do feel or find isolation from meetings that are held.. . ' 

(Participant 28). This issue of isolation is further taken up in Chapter 6. Related issues 

of cost of attendance and accommodation were also demotivators. Academics working 

in areas such as marketing, with its international focus and small numbers of academic 

staff at CSU, in combination with working in a rural area, may have less choice of 

conferences, workshops and meetings, available locally. For example, one participant, 

working in the agricultural area, felt able to say, about communicating with colleagues 

and others: 

we meet regularly anyway in confel.ences and workshops. ..I use a lot of 
local knowledge links with.. . other people ... and sort or  keep abreast of 
what's actually going on.. . (Participant 2) 

while, for an academic working in  the management area, it was not nearly so easy: 'I 

can't go to conference every year. It's quite a luxury in this place' (Participant 24) and 

for a participant in the heillth services area: 'I attend conrerences possibly, probably, less 

frequently than one a year now' (ParLicipanL 23). 

The same management academic did managc to often obtain papers presented at 

conferences by use of his invisible collegc network. In one case this was by using 

conference prospectuses to email presenters, and asking for copies of their papelx, ancl 

in another case: 

my colleague from Monasli [University] went to a conference in America 
this year and I got him to scnd me. ..a copy of papers from that 
conference. (Participant 24) 

For the academics in this study, virtual conrerc~lces and use of other electronic means of 

communication do not appear lo have supplarlted the desire to go to 'regular' 

conferences ancl meetings. For many participants, conference attendance remained one 

of their main sources of infor~nation for teaching and research. For one participant, it 



was valuable as she made contact with publishers' representatives, networked with 

people and then followed up contact after the conference with emails. For this particular 

participant, this avenue for information seeking was made especially important because 

she had often encountered demotivators in previous bouts of information seeking and 

had chosen this alternative means of finding information (Participant 26). This finding 

supports the views of Chen and E-Iernon (1982, p, xiii), also referred to in earlier 

chapters, who suggest that the consumer of information '...should be viewed ... as an 

individual, with an information need, who moves fluidly through a variety of 

information providers until, his or her need is met, or he or she gives up trying'. 

For many participants who perceived that they were working in relative isolation, with 

no other or few academic colleag~ies working in their area, attendance at conferences 

provided the best sources of interaction and conference dinners facilitated the creation 

of some very good networks. For one participant workload increases had contributed to 

her working less with colleag~~es as the followitig segment from her interview relates: 

we used to have meetlngs two or three times a week as a team, and we  worked 
very much as a team. But now IialT that team are gone and not been replaced, 
and we are all absolutely flat out just surviving and very often we're taking, 
rather than two or three of us inking a subject, there's only one of us.. .So 
before it [infor~nationl was very much from my colleagues. Now only in 
passing.. . (Participant 8) 

While not a new phenomenon, attendance at conferences and meetings to exchange 

ideas and information is taking on a new importance, as attendance at such gatherings is 

becoming less frequent due to variety of reasons, such as cost and electronic 

communication alternatives. Pace to face con~munication with peers i s  still seen as an 

essential part of academic discourse, especially for the academic working in a rural 

university, as the following indicates: 

Talking to each other ... is critical, and that's where I try to regularly go 
to conferences.. .more of the time is generally spent focusing on some of 
those issues with people in non formal times at the conferences than what 
you get out of the formal part. (Participant 4) 



Use of electronic cornm~~nication 

Besides contact between academics at conferences, other forms of cooperation between 

academics at different institutions occur, especially networking electronically and 

exchanging of information and ideas. Membership of discussion groups, listservs and 

use of email are widespread, over all academic groups, and the academics in this 

research found that the electronic communication tended to help reduce feelings of 

geographical isolation and the resulting intellectual isolation discussed in Chapter 6. 

Some of the more imaginative ways in which electronic communication has been used 

include the case of academics preparing to publish and seeking some international input 

into their research: 'It's also been useful to bounce the ideas that we're preparing to 

publish off some of the other experts around the globe, and that's all done through 

email' (Participant 2). Discussion lists and listservs also appear to be useful for 

obtaining new information, exclinnging ideas and seeking answers to questions. Many 

academics in the study got a lot of information from membership of a few discussion 

lists and listservs while some academics used them to pose questions: 'I have used one 

of the discussion groups I subscribe to. ..with a general message for information: does 

anyone know about ...' (Participant 21). 

But while the interviewed group found discussion groups and listservs sometimes 

useful, continued long-lerm use of them does not appear widespread. Listservs seem 

often to be enthusjastically embri~ced and then, as the amount of information obtained 

becomes redundant (Kuhlthi~u 1999, p. 6), use tends to taper off. Listservs may initially 

serve to introduce an academic to a number of people with similar interests but as the 

benefits of remaining in the listserv are evaluated they may be used as a way to switch 

the initial contact from the listserv generally Lo a few people who have been identified as 

key or useful people. 

Typical of the use of discussion groups by academics in this study is  the following 

experience reported by one participant in his use of discussion lists: 

When I first joined I probably read it rairly regularly and contributed to a 
couple of discussions. Probably Tor the last year or  two I would just look 
at the topics and file i t  in thc delete bin because there's nothing there that 
really interests me, or it's something that's been discussed berote o r  I've 
never got the lime to get involved. (ParLicipant23) 



This confirms the findings of Barry and Squires (1995, p. 185) who found that: 

There seems to be a honeymoon period where the novelty of talking to 
researchers around the world is exciting. However, increasing frustration 
with the large daily quantities of (mostly) not very stimulating disci~ssion 
tends to result in a backlash, often resulting in the academics un- 
subscribing from the lists. 

Some academics in this research were reluctant to use such discussion lists more than 

infrequently: 

sometimes if I have a ptvticularly thorny issue.. .I have actually put a 
question to academics on the list.. .and say does anyone know of any 
literature or of any inCormation on th~s  particular area. And many people 
do that, and I've done i t  say oncc or twice. I don't like to do it too often 
because I think that too often is il bit lazy, asking people to do your work 
for you. But occas~onally you just don't know the answers, you need to 
ask other peoplc and being in Wagga.. . I  am very isolated.. . (Participant 
24) 

This expression of a feeling of isolation was made by several participants and was an 

important motivator and demotivator influencing their choice of sources in information 
* 

seeking. The issue is furLher tlevelopecl in Chapter 6. 

Use ofpersonill c o r n  ~~nicntio~i 

Personal communication between academics, either face to face, by the telephone or 

personal correspondence, or through electronic communication is a major means of 

information seeking, of interchanging ideas, and, as Bat~y  and Squires (1995, p. 181) 

say, of being creative. Usc of email and rcading information on the screen, are generally 

not seen as replacements for face-to-face engagement with colleagues, although the use 

of discussion groups, for example, goes some way towards engendering creativity. It is 

well-documented that most people prefer to go, in the first instance, to other people 

whom they know, to seek infortnation (Chen ant1 Hernon 1982, p. 52-53; Harris and 

Dewdney 1994, p. 20-27). While much of the information-seeking behaviour carried out 

by academics in this study can be identified, in  Wilson and Walsh's (1996, p.23) terms, 

as the result of an active ol.ongoing search for information, 'it is also found where it is 

not specifically sought, as an accide~ltal concomitant of routine activities with other 

purposes or as pure accident' (P. Wilson 1977, p. 36). 



Incidental information acquisition arising from interpersonal interaction with colleagues 

is important. It assists with the satisfaction of dormant or deferred needs, those needs 

that arose at some time in the past but had not yet been satisfied. Krikelas (1983, p. 9) 

refers to this as 'stimuli are accepted and held in storage to be recalled on demand'. 

Casual conversations with colleagues seemed to be a useful source for satisfaction of 

these dormant or deferred needs as well as probably sowing the seeds for such needs. 

The academics, in this study, while not generally seeking out other academics as their 

primary information sources for research and teaching, nevertheless relied on immediate 

colleagues for information. The incentives to approach colleagues for information varied 

with need. Some padicipanls placed a heavy reliance on colleagues as key sources of 

information with one stating: 

there are also sources of information in colleagues. I go to my 
colleagues. ..I think I feel my colleagues are going to have an answer to 
something that will takc mc 10 or 20 minutes to find by going through a 
computer or going to the library.. .I go straight to a colleague, because 
that's much quicker and casier. (Participant 7) 

Another said 'I use people a lot. ..sometimes I will just ring somebody I know that 

knows a fair bit about something and say, where would you suggest I go, what do you 

think is the best, most recent material on ...' (Participant 8). But a small number of 

participants were less effusive about using colleagues in information seeking. These 

responses ranged ham 'If it's an area that I am pretty familiar with, then most of my 

information seeking is with other people in the field' (Participant 2) and 'Among the 

[name of specific subject group] as a group, there's a certain amount of exchange about 

interesting new titles or what someone's read in a review journal that someone else may 

not have seen, so we collabol.ate in that way' (Participant 3). 

Time and source 

Any attempt to understand the selectio~i and use of sources in information-seeking 

behaviour needs to consider the influence of time. Time pIays a multi-facetcd role in 

motivating information-seeking behaviour. In thc context of this study time often acts as 

an independent influence, consciously or subconsciously influencing source use giving 



rise to feelings such as 'I do not have the time to do this'. It is also influences what 

source is used. Some sources often are considered negatively because they are 

associated with being time-consuming to use. If a particular source is perceived as time- 

consuming to use or quick and easy to use, this may be enough to motivate or 

demotivate information-seeking behaviour. This next section evaluates the place that 

time played in this study in relation to motivating/demotivating information-seeking 

behaviour. 

The concept of time is well understood as a motivator and demotivator of whether an 

activity or task will be undertaken or not undertaken. Role and task priorities that are 

often set in the work and home environment, consciously or s~~bconsciously, are  usually 

motivated, to some extent, by time consiclerations, e.g, can I spend the time or do I have 

enough time? Time considerations can also be demotivators (Brown 1991, p. 13) to 

approaching or  completing the tasks implicit or inherent in roles. In an academic 

environment, teaching and research are consiclered essential roles and, with experience, 

administration and consulting, are additional roles developed over time. In the work 

environment, sub-roles and tasks associated with these major roles are often well- 

defined. But it is also often left to individuals to assign their own priorities depending 

upon personal preferences and the inclividual's perceived organisational and personal 

objectives. Pdoritising is very much a part of daily life. It gives it some degree of order 

and is very much influenced by time. For example, one participant, when asked about 

his use of the news media on Llie InLcrnet, which was a relevant question given his 

subject expertise, replied: 

You make a mental list of things you would like to do if you had the 
time ... But I don't think I have time; it's not a very high priority. It would 
be nice to be able to spend ;tin hour a day reading.. .but I just don't have 
the time to do that. (Participant 6) 

Within the context of the work envisonment of an academic perceptions of time can be 

expected to be a motivator and a demotivator regarding the decision to seek or not to 

seek information. The extent to which the consideration of time plays a part i n  

prioritising roles and tasks is based upon an individual's inteinal and external constructs 

relating to their perception of their work roles and tasks. Internal constructs, for 

example, might be the personal belief that the University believes that the key activity of 



an academic is research and day-to-day activity should be primarily directed to 

undertaking research. An external construct might be that the University has issued a 

directive to academic staff to primarily concentrate upon research. Westbrook (1997) 

suggests people evaluate information in the process of information seeking, most 

notably in terms of cost, measured in terms of time and money, and effort, measured in 

terms of convenience and comfort. This measurement of cost may affect a decision to 

undertake, or once commenced, continue a search for information, i s ,  motivate or 

demotivate the initiation of information seeking. 

Missingham and Warne (1999, p. 275) refer to some of these demands, for example, 

pressures to obtain information faster, and suggest that they may be linked to 'the 

changing pace of business, study and life, or '(mis)perceptions' about the value and 

immediacy of information on the Internet'. Time might be perceived as an external 

factor beyond the control of the user, for example, what are perceived as unrensonable 

time constraints placed on marking of assignments. It may also be perceived as an 

external factor that is somewhat in control of the user. For example, an information 

seeker needs to search for recent information for a new subject and has several weeks Lo 

do it. An individual's personal internal constructs about time is another intervening 

factor, but it is difficult to evaluate. 

The increasing teaching and administrative load identified by many staff, in this s t ~ ~ d y ,  

has seen the amount of time allocated to infor~nation seeking and personally visiting Lhe 

library diminish. Barry and Squircs (1995, p. 183) also found this in their research: 

All participants report the increasing teaching, administrative and 
publishing pressures on academic staff, leaving less time for their 
research (and information) activities. These pressures diminish 
opportunities for informatio~~ seeking and force the academics to make 
do with whatever information is already to hand. In preparing a research 
proposal, the information need is more likely to be inet within the 
academic's own collection or that of an easily accessible colleague and 
less likely to involve formal litelxtuse searching, For example on 
databases. 

In this context Barry and Squires also refer to the reluctance of academics to allocate 

time to learning about information lechnology. Both the i~nrnediacy of fulfilling 

essential teaching and administrative responsibilities, with one of the participants in thc 



present research indicating a 20% increase in teaching over the past three years, has 

meant that his time to control his roles and associated tasks is often driven by other 

people. As another participant said 'because of the time taken with administrative tasks, 

the actual amount of time one has to look for info~mation to back up research and 

teaching is very small'. For some participants, in the present study, the perceived lack of 

time to allocate to information seeking, while acting as a search demotivator, has also 

acted as a search motivator. For example, one participant made a conscious decision to 

allocate time to visit the library and search for information: 

You . . . are trying to fit in thc time to search for information because 
literally your time is consumed by too many committees and other 
administrative duties, so you have to kind of put days aside and say, that 
day I am not going to answer the phone or something, or I am going to go 
to the library ...( Parlicipan~ 24) 

For other participants, visits to tlic library have been curtailed and are made when time 

allows. Additionally, the previously more gcneral Focus of such visits, which included 

browsing and more spccific planncd activities, has altered, as the following indicate: 

I had time, locked in one afLernoon, once a week,. . .And by doing that on 
a regular basis, you kept up and you read, and you saw what was new on 
the shelves.. .I havcn'l clone that for 5 or 6 years because I can't 
consistently do thal, so oftcn when I go, the library is a bit like the 
Internet, I mightn't go to tlic library for 3 or 4 weeks, then I might go 
there for half a day or 6 or 7 hours, ancl so you grab time in quality 
chunks when you can. (Participant 4) 

and 

I think five years ago actually, I went then more frequently because I had 
more time. I used to go in there sometimes to read the newspapers, read 
magazines, business magazines . . . but now I don't have the lime to do 
that, so I only go in there now for specific pu~.poses which is either to 
find the article, ask for inter-library loan, or some extra links For students. 
(Participant 24) 

Instant access to many library resources from the officc was not an alternative Lo 

physically visiting the library for the former participant as the library provided a haven 

where he could not be reached (Ptlrticipant4). Others found visiting the library time- 



consuming, given online access from their office and resented the waste of time walking 

over to pick up requested material. Another saw searching in the library quicker than 

using the Internet and he preferred to go 'to the library rather than sitting in front of the 

computer all day' (Participant 14). In general, online access from offices to the library 

was generally seen as a motivator to information seeking because of the time saved 

although the system was considered slow at times: 'it's the immediacy of doing that 

rather than ask someone [in the library]. . . I can sit down and probably pull it up as 

quickly as that person can.. . '  (Participant 18). Another participant relied on her 'big 

pool' of books in her office saying that she tended to 'dive into those first, mostly 

because of time restraints' (Participant 5). When referring to obtaining papers found on 

online databases the same participant gave the following comment, 'I guess I just 

haven't come to the point where I've hacl the time to get them anyway or that I need to'. 

In fact the motivation to search has not been strong enough. 

Many academics also felt frusLratcd that they do not have the time to develop database 

access and Internet skills and had Lo spend their time just keeping up with teaching: 

I feel frustrated, that Lhc tilnc for me to pursue my own scholarly interests 
and those things seem to bc gctting less and less and what I am doing is 
keeping - trying to keep abreast - ol  my Leaching ~naterials and those 
sorts of things. ..(ParLicipent 8) 

Others found the constant changc in systems frustraling and potentially time-consuming 

these days the library catalogue just seems so complicated and the CD- 
ROM seems so huge and it takes me so long to sift through them. I think 
my search strategies still aren't very sophisticated, but it is actually easier 
to use a person to point me in  to some key words that help me think 
through my search strategies rather than spend six fruitless hours trying 
to sort things out ... I am always forgetting where I've got to put the 
password in, and what I've got to do here or there or how to print it 
out.. .If I don't do it for a couple of months, I am back to square 
one.. .(Participant 22) 

and 

I don't have the Lime Lo Icam ~nysclf yet into another database and how to 
use it and things like that. I struggle even to sit down at one of the library 



computers and play arouncl with databases there. Every time it's an 
effort. (Participant 27) 

Barry and Squires (1995,p. 185) seem to agree when they suggest that a bibliographic 

database is 'often seen as time consuming to learn and use'. 

Some participants restricted their use of listservs. As one participant said, 'it does get 

time-consuming, and you do have to make some hard choices of which ones you will be 

involved with ...' (Participant 7). Again other participants would not commit themselves 

to subject-related listservs or withclrew from membership of listservs or usually deleted 

most messages because of time constraints. For example another participant said 'if you 

commit yourself to that sort of thing it's Inore time out of the day.. .Since I don't have 

enough time in the day as it is. ..I don't want to do that' (Participant 6). 

Time, then, influences choice of sou~.ce, whether information seeking will take place 

and the path information seeking may take. It is irrelevant whether an academic's 

constructions concerning time as a motivator or demotivator to information-seeking 

activity is accurate or not; i t  is the perception (constructs) that influences the activity. 

With increasing administrative and teaching demands being made on academics, there is 

less time availiible for infor~nation seeking. This situation has forced many academics to 

focus very carefully on what roles and tasks will take precedence. The influence of time 

in the daily lives of acaclelnics is helping them to reconfigure tasks within their roles, to 

meet their responsibilities. 

In addition to consideration of time i n  relation to chronology a consideration of 

timeliness of information is also relevant here. Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996, p. 

185) refer to timeliness as one of several influences that may determine the path that 

information seeking will take. Questions such as: 'Is the material up to date?', or, 'Did i t  

come to me just when I wanted it?' may or may not relate to time in a chronological 

sense. The influence of post-information-seeking demotivation may lead to a perception 

that the information-seeking bchaviour needs to be modified. For example, one may 

consider the limitecl relevance of an inter-library loan that arrived two weeks after it was 

required. Time in this contcxt, if i t  is n consitleration, acts as a demotivator to 

information seeking, of using an inter-library loan service in the future. CSU Library 



was sometimes not chosen by interviewees as a supplier of inter-library loans. This was 

due to perceptions of the length of time such a loan would take and the potential of 

using another supplier who it was thought would offer a quicker supply. One participant 

made this very clear when speaking of efforts to secure a thesis on loan: 

I went to the source and had i t  next day. I think if I had gone through the 
library, it might have taken maybe a few days, a few weeks, to achieve 
the same thing. ..that was an example of something that I knew I wanted 
and where I could gel it, and where I could get it quicker. The alternative 
is if you don't know who the pcrson is or where they are located, then 
obviously you go through the library to get access to the thesis and that 
will, you know, take its course in time. (Participant 2) 

The participant in this case may or may not have experienced a delay in inter-library 

loan service. Alternatively one may consider an inter-library loan that arrived two weeks 

after i t  was requested but it arrived at an appropriate time for it to be useful; in other 

words its arrival was timely with the intcr-library loans service in this case acting as a 

motivating factor in futurc informalion seeking. 

Another participant lamented the time i t  took to order and get new material on the 

library shelves: 'If something is new, especially if it's an Australian publication, I order 

i t  for the library, but it is quite a delay in  ordering before it hits the shelves, and I've had 

often the sluff sitting on my shelf for 12 monlhs before we get copies in the library' 

(Participant 1 I). With CSU's libl.ilry collection spread over three campuses the time 

taken to retrieve material available on the Albury or Bathurst campuses also provided 

some frustmtion: 'You make a tlecision. ..well, I don't really need it.. .I tend to just do 

without, rather than pursue i t . .  .' (Parlicipant 23). But this situation may also stimulate 

greater use of databases to itlentify resources, 'increasingly I 'm just downloading files, 

collections of abstracts, researches and Lhings, just using those as resources in some 

instances' (Participant 23). To obtain recent material many participants have bridged 

time and access to resources factors by obtaining articles by email contact with authors. 

Conclusion 

One recurring observation is that, on thc one hand, there is increasing availability of 

electronic means of comn~unicalion - e~nt~i l ,  discussion lists, listservs and telephonelfax 

and mobile phone - but on the o~hcr,  fcwer colleagues to discuss ideas with, less 



opportunity (because of financial reasons) to attend conferences both in terms of 

restrictions on time due to increased workloads and of availability of personal and 

institutional money. The result is that less-directed, serendipitous information-seeking 

behaviour is giving way to purposive information seeking that is directed, organised. 

Electronic forms of communication are enhancing information access, although this 

does not appear to be a universally-held belief, as Lancaster (1999) indicates above. 

Online resources are becoming more expensive, although there is an increasing amount 

of free refereed material on the Internet and journal subscription costs have increased 

along with book prices. There appears to be no way of generally replacing books 

electronically. Those academics more dependent on books have to rely more on 

document delivery services, which are hampered by rising delivery costs, as faculties 

increasingly do not have the money to pay for them, and delays in receipt. 

While patterns of information-seeking behaviour have changed and are changing, when 

we consider the influence of combinalions of such factors as those discussed above, it is 

difficult to predict how quickly the seemingly inexorable push towards primarily 

electronic inforinalion-seeking bchaviour will occur. The importance of interpersonal 

relations in obtaining information cannot be disputed. It is uncertain whether the 

increasing reliance and push Lowards an electronic 'invisible college' and use of 

electronic information sources will be sustained at the same rate. 

In the following chapter pcrccptions of library and librarian image and how they act as 

motivators/demotivators on library LISC are discussed. 



CHAPTER 5 

MOTIVATORS/DEMOTIVATORS INFLUENCING INFORMATION- 
SEEKING BEI-IAVIOUR: IMAGES OF LIBRARIANS AND LIBRARIES 

the importance of image lies not so much in its truth as in its 
consequences (Grimes 1994, p. 3 cited in Jackson 2000, p. 94). 

Int roduct ion 

It is perhaps easy for those involved in or connected with what is loosely called the 

'information professions' to have a view of an academic library as the central hub of on 

academic community. This was perhaps more true before the impact of technology 

started to change the emphasis from storage to access. Academic libraries have tried to 

change their image to their user population in line with the teclinologicnl changes that 

they have embraced. This chapter is devoted to consideration of the creation of an inlage 

of libraries and librarians. In one way it is not the central focus of this thesis on 

information-seeking behaviour of academics, but in another way it is similar to the focus 

on technology that weaves its influence through almost every activity reported by 

participants in this research. To discuss information-seeking behaviour without 

disc~~ssing the ].ole of librasies would be almost impossible. The very experience 

academics have had with a library over their lifetime may have influenced their pattern 

of information-seeking behaviour. Experience of sources, as outlined in Chapter 4 

influences use made of other sources. Libraries are one of the sources available for 

selection by academics. A discussion of how they are perceived by the members of their 

community is important to the understanding of their role in the information-seeking 

process. 

Considerable attention over a long period or time has been given in the literalure to the 

image of librarians. For example, Jackson (2000, p. 9 3 ,  in relation lo academic 

librarians, referred to the concern of librarians about their status, tlieir feelings of being 

undervalued and 'characterized as "passive gatekeepers" and guardians of books'. 



Potentially disturbing, in the light of reports of the image of librarians changing from 

custodian to technologically aware and active partner in the education process (Schmidt 

1999a, 1999b; Missingham and Warne 1999), is Jackson's (2000, p. 95) comment that 

It does not follow that because librarians consider themselves to be in the cutting 
edge of developing and applying new information technologies that the old 
image has automatically changed. 

Biddiscombe (2000, p. 63) suggests that 'on an individual basis the work may be 

appreciated, but the sum total of individual user satisfaction over the centuries has not 

added up to a public perception of a dynamic profession'. Todd, Houghton and Poston- 

Anderson (1997), in a consultancy report to the Australian Library and In~ormalion 

Association on image of library workers and libraries, point to the negative image 

portrayed of them in the literature. They suggest that: 

The literature provides evidence that perceptions of the image are born in 
people's interactions with librarians, whether Lhese experiences are real, 
or vicariously experienced through media and literature portrayals, or 
through social learning (p. 3). 

Rather less attention has been given to the image of libraries, which has been largely 

defined, in general terms, according to what has been seen as their major role, notably 

storage and preservation or access. Nitecki (1993, p. 272-273 cited in Jackson 2000, p. 

96) found that faculty took a 'myopic view of the library as a location, a storehouse 

collecting and preserving information and providing access to information for their own 

research'. The librarians were not found to be visible. Academic librarians have been 

convinced of the need to educate users in the use of the library and the role of the 

librarian in the educative process, I-Iowever it appears that only a minority of academics 

are supportive (Biddiscombe 2000, p. 73). 

Much has been made of the new information technologies as the catalyst for launching 

librarians as knowledge navigators, recasting the academic library from a storehouse 

into a dynamic institution bringing academic and librarian together as essential 

ingredients in an equal education partnership. But Jackson (2000, p. 99) questions 

whether this 'info-tech' model is enough to facilitate this change. Biddiscombe (2000, p. 

70) thinks it is and says: 



The traditional library and information skills were rarely acknowledged 
because of their unimportance economically, but now they have been 
transformed by IT, their value is more evident.. .the stereotypical image 
of dowdy librarians should be set to improve. 

This chapter reports upon the image perceptions of the participants in this study 

regarding libraries and librarians. For all participants interaction or lack of interaction, 

over a lifetime, with libraries and librarians, in addition to other factors, constructed 

their cument image. The extent to which their library or librarian image reflected their 

experience with CSULibrary is impossible to know. The construction of the image is 

complex and the result of a range of experiences, old and new and their interplay. 

Nevertheless from the comments most participants made regarding their use of CSU 

Library, as indicated in this chapter, their current image relating to libraries and 

librarians was strongly influenced by use of CSULibrary. The image of the library as an 

important institution in an academic's information-seeking process remains. 

Taking into account the foregoing there does not appear to be a clear picture as to 

whether the introductio~l of information technology will improve the image of librarians 

in the way they woulcl like to be seen in their new roles, as no longer guardians of 

collections, but providers of 'the interface between the information and those who need 

it' (Schmidt 1999b, p. 20). In this thesis technology is seen as a significant intervening 

influence that affects image creation but it is not Lhe only one. There are several other 

intervening influences at work. 

Tlie construction of the image of a library may be influenced by experience with 

libraries and/or librarians. The affective realm as it interacts with libraryllibrarian 

experience creates new image constructs which in  turn motivate or demotivate 

information-seeking behaviour. The stimulus to image creation may not have been the 

result of direct first-hand contact with a library or a librarian, it may have been 

constructed from a secondary source such as the media, colleagues, and friends. These 

motivating/demotivating experiences help to create an image. They are also likely to be 

linked to library use as it changes over time with each new experience. 



Construction o f  a library image 

Positive or negative experiences of an institution such as a library will influence 

construction of an image of that institution. Experience has a strong effect on creation of 

personal constructs (image formation) and the creation of motivators/demotivators to 

information seeking. However these constructs are forever changing as new experiences 

change and create new personal constructs and alter the personal constructs individuals 

have. This research found that the attitude of academics towards the CSU Library and 

libraries in general was embedded in experiences, both past and present, and that, while 

this was the major motivator in terms of if, how and when the library was used, or the 

path information seeking might take, other motivators also played a part. Personality and 

preferred learning styles of the participants might also influence whether information- 

seeking behnviour was commenced or not. Additionally the strength of the information 

need was important. If i t  was seen as important to satisfy, this may act as the strongest 

motivator overriding any other demotivators. An information need that was seer1 as less 

important to satisfy may not be activated because the demotivators were too strong. Thc 

decision whether or not to activate an information need was influenced by the 

perceptions of the academic of their roles and responsibilities in the University. 

In addition, with change in role expectations of academics, as the University has begun 

to orientate itself towards a more intensive research culture at the same time as declining 

resources and increasing student workloads for staff, there appears to have been a 

change in the intensity of information-seeking behaviour. As one participant 

commented: 

from about 1990 onwards, we had a rrontal lobotomy or something ancl 
off we went doing research and i t  just sort of boomed and to do that 
you've got to gather all this information and the library had to change 
and the data gathering changed and technology came in with all thc 
computers and so on, and it all sta~ted to come together. The last 10 years 
have been absolute mayhem.. .no research was done until I did one paper 
in middle 1983 or 1984, and then nothing through to 1991.. .In that time 
it [has] just blasted off.. .20 something [papers] (Participant 28). 

This change in research culture is not unique to CSU. According to Biddiscombe (2000, 

p. 77): 'The pressures on all academic staff to improve their research performance at a 



time of increasing numbers of students and reduced levels of resources makes further 

reliance on information professionals inevitable'. A whole variety of factors play a part 

including these other factors mentioned above. 

These include many characteristics internal to the participant such as personality 

(Heinstrom, 2000) and prefelred learning styles. Todd (1997, p. 354-355) refers to these 

as 'frames of reference' and talks about them as contributors to information utilisation. 

Included as frames of reference are intetnnl influences such as: 

attitudes, values and norms; goals and commitments; dimensions of the 
information concern; cognitive style; motivations; assumptions; 
conventions, and premises; personalities and dispositions towards certain 
rules such as truth tests and tests of relevance. 

and exlelnal influences 

such as situationalily; qualities of information and characteristics of 
sources of information such as ciedibility of source, authority or 
tradition; and relationship of information to established attitudes and 
situations. 

Some of the motivators and demotivators influencing the path information-seeking 

behaviour may take have already been discussed. In relation to library use various 

factors sometimes appear to combine to motivate or demotivate people to use the 

library. For example, for one participanl, previous experience, technology, time and 

physical location of the library appeared to combine to influence the following attitude: 

The facilities sometimes don't encourage you to seek information. So I 
will try and find a quicker, shorter - a short cut - rather than be exposed 
to having to go all the way down to the library, or I persuade myself that 
it's not terribly important sometimes. ..you think, well have I really got 
an hour to spend. I want to go down there, I want to look up these three 
books and come back. And you get down there and you find that the 
books either aren't there or something happens or that machine doesn't 
work today, or  they're having problems with something else, or 
something happens, and that's 1.ea1ly awful. I hate that. So you try and 
avoid that.. .the rate of technology is off-putting too, because just when 
you think you've got that wrapped up and you can do that, it's changed, 
or they go about it in another way. (Participant 26) 



Library/librarian images 

In an attempt to help understand the motivators/demotivators influencing the use or non- 

use of libraries the participants in this research were prompted during their interviews, if 

their general responses did not cover the area, to discuss their image of libraries andlor 

librarians. Although not specifically identified as a focus, participants generally assumed 

that discussion should centre on CSU Library. The responses represented a wide 

spectrum of experiences, and provided an indication that images, for most participants, 

were not immutable but subject to change based on new experiences. 

In general an image of libraries as places of learning, providers of access to a range of 

material, and helpful staff seems to have been generally acccpted. The image of a library 

as primarily a repository, whlch goes back to ancient times, was very prevalent. As the 

following indicates, formation of this repository image, for some, goes back to PhD 

days. One very self-sufficient information seeker offered the following reflective image 

of libraries: 

as a PhD student back in  the late seventies doing i t  what I now call the 
hard way, which is file cards, going to the library, searching through 
indexes, photocopying books, things like Dissertation Abstracts 
International.. .really spending considerable time doing that, and then 
abstracting information out of that.. .I spent the best part of a year doing 
that for my Doctorate before I could do empirical research assignments. 
And I look back on that now, and it's probably given me an appreciation 
of libraries in the sense that just the repositories that they were and how 
you can garner informalion and how valuable that information was, but 
also an appreciation of how much time.. .you actually spent, where these 
days I could probably do what I did then in the space of two weeks, 
where it took me a whole year. (Participant 18) 

To the same participant, the term library now also conjures up an image of a physical or 

electronic repository where electronic access is available. That repository may take the 

form of a library, a book shop such as Amazon.com, or a place where online joumnls are 

available privately because of personal editorial responsibilities, or through co~ntnercial 

subscriptions, or thro~igh access to a library with its own subscriptions. The 'library' is, 

in the mind of this user, synonymous with the term repository. For some participants the 

CSU Library is just a place to access local or remote collections of material via the 



home page with a 'library', defined as a place, holding details of collections or 

collections themselves. The image of the library as a repository is still a strong one, even 

if this is now in more abstract terms because of the extent of electronic access now 

possible, although 'the weight of the research collections are still measured in tons 

rather than megabytes' (Biddiscombe 2000, p.65). For many, the image of CSU Library 

is seen in a variety of contexts, both electronic and physical, in terms of access to 

resources. It is, however, also seen in other perspectives such as somewhere where help 

can be obtained, browsing can be done and an escape from the office can be achieved. 

For participants, the library is both a repository and an access point to a repository. 

Another participant, who also referred back to the days of his PhD candidacy, said 'I 

don't really have so much of an image of a library per se, rather an image of librarians'. 

As a student 

you could just about get anything you wished . . . there was a librarian thal 
had been there for 25 years and she knew just anything and she could get 
me reprints of journals not even Llie main libraries in the major cities 
would be able to get. .. (Participant 27) 

The image held by this participant seemed to be constructed out of experience with one 

librarian wlio was able to retrieve for him what was wanted. Librarians are still judged, 

by this participant, by 'their ability ... to get the things you want...', although the ability 

of librarians to suggest different search strategies was also considered useful. The image 

seems little changed from the repository idea expressed earlier, even though the focus 

was the person not theinstitution. 

A wide range of views was obtained representing a whole spectrum of altitudes, 

feelings, and beliefs about what a library, in an academic setting, was andlor shoulcl be. 

The following discussion focuses upon those factors identified in the research, which 

assisted in formation of image constructs regarding the library and librarians. The 

experience of technology, in recent years, appeared to be an important influence on 

whether participants formed a curent image of libraries, while other experiences, gained 

especially during a period of study were also significant. In response to a prompt, 'I-Ins 

your image of libraries changed say over the last five years from what it might have 

been?', some participants indicated either no prior images of libraries or  weak images. 



One participant said 'I don't know because I didn't have an image of libraries' 

(Participant 27). But, for those who did have a prior image, perhaps the most obvious 

influence is technology in changing that earlier image of librarians and libraries in the 

minds of users. Sometimes it was not easy to separate images of library from images of 

the librarian. It should be noted that the view of technology is as it is in the 1990s not as 

i t  was in the 1970s and 1980s with OPACS and CD-ROMs. 

Technology and library image transformation 

Libraries, for most participants, appear to have moved from a sometimes inaccessible 

repository, pre-1970s image, to an institution still providing a repository but 

dramatically increased accessibility because of the World Wide Web, and the Intcmet; 

there does not appear to have been an interregnum. For participants the library has 

changed: 

it's changed from what I think of as a much more traditional print based 
place, to one where electronic resources are incorporated and students 
have easy access to online resources and Internet, and certainly as far as 
library staff are concerned and ihe people I have contact with, that change 
has been reflected there too. (Participant 3) 

A perception that the Library now had users searching for information and that i t  was 

recently transformed into a place of activity, was also held: 

the difference between now ancl five years ago, is that there are people 
actually using [the library]. ..There's activity around the computer 
terminals. I mean people are searching. Five years ago. ..the searchers 
just weren't there.. .(Participant 15) 

It was now more than books and journals: 

I think probably when I was an undergraduate student, you sort of tended 
to view libraries as being collections of books and journals.. .and not so 
much on searching, using databases and so on.. .I think wilh the 
increasing use of the Internet.. .I am looking forward to the day when a 
lot more of our journals are accessible online.. .(Participant23) 

But perhaps a more crucial question is: Has this change in image, cither of liblxrians or 

libraries prompted a changc in use of libraries or librarians? One participanl, who was 



not a less frequent library visitor than before, saw the ability to access and identify 

resources from histher offices as an add-on and gave 'more time to trying to identify 

things through the computer' (Participant 3). The same participant saw it as important 

that the liaison librarian keep abreast of technological change, incorporate it into 

supplementary teaching, and give help in identifying valuable resources from Web sites. 

But the fundamental way in which she viewed libraries had not changed: 

There is no great sort of gap between where I think they should be and 
where they are. If that hadn't happened and the library hadn't 
incorporated the technological change then my view might be very 
different. (Participant 3) 

Libraries, for this participant, hadchanged with the times and the positive way in which 

she had always viewed them had not altered, although her means of access had changed. 

'Access' was a key word used in  discussing how libraries had changed, with incrcasing 

use of technology, over the past 5 or more years. One participant in fact talked abo~it the 

'accessing library'. But technology, although facilitating access to resources not 

otherwise obtainable, had not necessarily changed, as one participant said, 'my view of 

libraries per se' (Participant 19). Other participants saw technological developments in  

library services as not especially dramatic; they were seen as 'an additional add-on 

rather than a fundamental change to the nature of libraries' (Participant 4). The library 

was 'still the place with the books and the journals and the newspapers, and Lhe staff to 

help you to find them ...' (Participant 9). The advantages of accessing hard copy were 

especially important for other participants as well and seemed to be considered more 

important than improved technological access by some: 

I have the same amount of respect for libraries and technology has not 
changed my attitude towards the library. The libmry has always been a 
critical source of information to me ... it provides a hard copy.. .which you 
can take home and read while you are lying on the bed, or on Sunday 
afternoon or Saturday afternoon while your kids are playing 
sports.. .(Participant 14) 

It seemed all of the academics interviewed were impressed with the changes tecl~nology 

has made to the provision of information services and resoul.ces. But it scems that for at 

least a half of the participants technology has not played a major role in changing 

personal images of libraries. Technology was perceived as important but not as the sole 



influence in changing their image of a library. The following section discusses the extent 

to which librarians influenced image creation. As with libraries, it was hard to find any 

shared image of librarians amongst the responses. To some extent the traditional image 

of librarians as keepers and controllers of the books remained. 

Librarian images held by participants 

For some participants technology, as discussed in this chapter, has seen improved access 

to resources with improved image of librarians as a concomitant. For others, their image 

of librarians has not changed. The following images of librarians were identified, and 

are discussed in more detail below: 

Librarian as Keeper of the Collection 

Librarian as Creator of Independent User 

Librarian as 'Knowledge Navigator' 

Librarian as Information Technician 

Librarian as Document Deliverer 

Librarian as Educator of Academics 

Librarian as Educator of Students 

Librarian as Interactive Partner - filterers and evaluators 

Librarian as Information Provider 

Images of the librarian as organiser of collections, including facilitator of electronic 

access, and collection developer were hardly mentioned by participants. This s t~~dy did 

not establish whether or not these roles were considered, or whether they were roles that 

were taken for granted. Librarians, however, were seen as responsible for collection 

maintenance, i s ,  as keepers of the collection. 

Librarian as keeper of tl~e collection 

As mentioned above, the academics in this research seemed not to separate easily 

'librarian' and 'library' in the discussion of their perceived image of either. The 

storehouse/keeper images were alive and well in the minds of several participants, as the 

following comments illustrate: 



Basically the problem I have with some librarians is that [they] have the 
view that people coming to libraries is actually just a pain in the neck. 
Libraries are great places to store and catalogue but not necessarily for 
people to use too much, because it messes up their shelves.. . (Participant 
4) 

There is a stereotype alright of a librarian which goes back a long way, 
and so people might still be around who are off putting.. .their primary 
role is just to guard the materials and not let any of those bloody clients 
use them. And they do exist. (Participant 9) 

It's almost like crown land ... where you come and look at the stuff and 
admire it, but for God's sake don't touch it ... it's almost like a sanctuary, 
a shrine, rather than as a place for accessing information.. .a place of 
information and learning. (Participant 19) 

These comments are more surprising when one considers that the academics behind 

them are active users of libraries and their collections, both in person and through 

electronic access. 

Librrrian as crertor ofindependenr user 

Views of libraries and librarians, such as those referred to above, have most likely been 

in some way responsible for demotivating direct physical contact with librarians and 

libraries. However it is obvious that, for many academics, the need Lo physically use a 

library to access resources has been reduced because of a gradual increase in the ability 

to access library resources from their offices. The increased emphasis by librarians on 

becoming more central to the teaching process, e.g, by expanding traditional reader 

education classes, conducting classes on Internet and World Wide Web use, also 

appears to have increased the number of library users. For these, especially those 

working in the science area, improved access is associated with increasing independence 

in accessing resources, and the relegation of more routine activities to non professional 

library staff, perhaps bypassing the professional librarian. The following responses 

reflect an increasing self-reliance on the part of academics and an increasing degree of 

confidence with their own ability as information seekers, without reqniring the input of 

an intermediary such as a librarian. 

The approach of this participant, an older academic working in the science area, has 

changed: 



library would have been the first port of call for information; probably 
your only port of call other than colleagues ... Now it would become 
... the final port of call. There are so many other things, which you try 
first because you can access it faster, more easily sitting at your 
computer. There are many journals now that I can access online, so if I 
know what I am looking for I will go straight to that. If I want to browse, 
and I have less and less time for browsing - it is now much more focused 
and directed - then it will be the library. (Participant 7) 

The following participant, a confident and relatively young academic working in the 

health area, related the following experience: 

I suppose when I was first here at the University I wasn't very 
information literate as far as my ability to find information quickly.. .so I 
used the librarians to help me find, do searches.. .probably a half a dozen 
times. But now I find it relatively easy just to use the Web browsers, to 
use the telnet applications and things.. . that I need to do the searches 
myself, so the only things I really use the library staff for are when I've 
got to check stuff out of the library.. . I mean these days with the 
technology, you just do it yourself, so their role in probably finding 
information for me is not necessary.. . (Participant 23) 

These two participants, working in areas whesc information access is well developed 

and comparatively easy, probably represent the archetypal independent user. 

Librarian as 'ktlowledge navigator' 

The introduction of technology appeared to have influenced some respondents i n  

constructing and reconstructing their image of a librarian and library, and many 

academics viewed librarians as more 'professional'. In the minds of some participants 

technology appeared to have given librarians a new respectability; their reason for 

existence was now thought to be clearer. Technology provided access Lo resources and 

librarians had come to be seen as the facilitators of that access. The following is 

representative of this view: 

I often sort of wondered what they did.. . I  guess it was almosl a matter or 
cataloguing and filing before with a little bit of accessing information. 
Now it's more to my mind, not just cataloguing which sounds pretty 
boring.. .they're much more skilled if you like now, or have to develop 
the skills, in accessing ... information electronically and they know how to 
locate it for you. But there are so many different places you can f~nd  i t  



now ... They can develop those skills and I do rely upon them i f  I can't find 
something. (Participant 28) 

The view of a library as a 'place of  information' seems to have been transformed for 

many into 'sources o f  how to access information' and librarians are seen an important 

link in the process o f  identifying and gathering resources. 

Some participants saw librarians as being much more 'information literate' and 

'technologically literate' than previously; librarians appear to have become useful. The 

following comments are representative o f  that view: 

I have a perception o f  them changing in the sense that they are simply 
much more information literate themselves whereas in the past I suppose 
my impression o f  librarians was basically they were the staff that put the 
books on the shelves .. . Now we have an expectation that they would 
know how to access the information for me. (Participant 15) 

I see librarians as much more expert now than I did once. ..as 
professional people who are technologicnlly literate in ways that I am not 
always technologically literate, so it  increases my sense of  the 
professionalism o f  libraries.. .libraries are changing quite significantly, 
visibly and significantly, in terms o f  providing access to encourage 
greater use of  electronic networks and information retrieval systems.. .I  
think that in the past, I mean it may be five years, this might be a fifteen 
or twenty year perception, I thought o f  librarians as kind o f  custodians 
and largely sort O F  passive, where I am less inclined to [now]. 
(Participant 21) 

Others see librarians as much more 'profcssional' and libraries as being designed for 

people now, although for one participant hislher view o f  libraries and librarians had not 

changed: 

I don't think i t  has changed terribly mucl~. I've always been positive 
around people who were interested in ideas and particularly words, 
books, docu~nents.. . the person. (Participnnl30) 

Another participant put it more succinctly '...I see them more in my eyes now as not 

somcone that I go over and visit, but someone who sort or seems to seek out information 

for me and provides it to me and advises' (Participant 20). 



Librarians are increasingly seen as the creative link between users and the sources of 

information: 

technology's changed that perception.. .they are more professional, or 
they appear to be more professional now than they would have been five 
years, or 10 years ago, which I suppose presumably is what comes of 
librarianship coming into the higher educational arena. (Participant 15) 

I thought librarians were pretty boring people doing very mundane tasks 
but now I realise that their job is quite dynamic.. .They must be at the 
cutting edge in this information revolution ... the culture's changing 
whereby the library itself is being designed more.. .for people.. .the 
librarians seem to look a little bit more friendly at times ... they are trying 
to be more customer focused. (Participant 24) 

On the other hand, among some very independent and experienced electronic searchers 

there appeared to be emerging a preference to consult people with technological skills in 

searching rather than professionals with information-seeking skills: 

It's probably got to the stage now that if  I've got a problem or an issue I 
wouldn't consult a librarian. .. What I would do is try and solve i t  myself 
in terms of either accessing another database.. .or probably accessing 
someone with a kind of info-tech background as opposed to a librarian, 
someone who kind of surfs the net every day sort of thing and says, look, 
have you seen this or that resource. (Participant 18) 

Nevertheless the librarian has been seen to become more of a knowledge navigator, 

identifying, filtering, evaluating and adding value to information for many participants. 

An image of them as assisting wilh technical skills is also prevalent. 

Librarian as infor~nztion tecf~nician 

The improvements in interface design, in conjunction with developments in electronic 

access, could be said to have reduced the need for the librarian to act as an intermediary 

(see 'Librarian as information provider' below). Nevertheless, this sole is still an 

essential one and it has become multi-faceted with librarians now sometimes also seen 

as information technicians, who have 'technical' access to resources as a major ri~nction, 

rather than as a knowledge navigator. The following excerpts from transcripts give some 

insight into these perceptions: 



Now you need so many of these extra skills besides being able to read 
and have an idea of where to go. .. You need so much more than that i f  
you are going to get the amount of information that seems to be  expected 
in a lot of areas. ..they have to spend so much time developing their 
skills, so that they are becoming very skilled at what they d o . .  .the skills 
are about processes of doing rather than necessarily the skilled knowing. 
(Participant 8) 

Perhaps in sympathy with this participant the following participant's view of change 

illustrates how the library has moved, for some, from a place of culture and learning and 

academic dialogue to one where access to information is its primary raison d'elre: 

their lives are very much driven by technology and they tend to rely lnorc 
now on the Internet, contact with other libraries.. . But I think it is very 
much a technology driven system. Probably 5 years ago I think we had 
more time to chat with the librarian and to work through some strategies. 
It was probably more casual, there wasn't the speed, the demand to get 
things done quickly. There's a rush, rush, rush with the current syslem. It 
means now you don't have time to sort of sit down and talk tliro~igh the 
issues in any ways. We just want this done, and I want it done now. I 
think the time's just a big factor. Work pressures have meant that the 
library is rarely used now.. .it's a giant computer, where previously it was 
probably a meeting place for discussion. (Participant 30) 

Librarian as document deliverer 

A strong image of library service for some participants resided in the staff and serviccs 

of document delivery: 

The staff has been so good ancl without the people in inter-library loans 
tracking things down for me, I don't know how I would have f o ~ ~ n d  them. 
(Participant 11) 

The most positive comments regarding librarians were about the librarians in documcnt 

delivery. This high degree of satisfaction seemed to be linked to whal was secn :IS 

'helpful' and 'friendly' staff and satisfaction of requirements, that is delivcry or mntcrial 

into the hands of the academic within a timeframe deemed to be excellent. This high 

degree of satisfaction may also be related to the fact that at times there were low 

expectations of actually being supplied with the required dociilnents in an appropriate 

timeframe. 



Librarian as educator of academics 

In addition to the creation of independent users who may not need the presence of an 

intermediary to access information, many participants discussed what they considered to 

be the role of the CSU Library in information provision and educating users. They were 

also prompted to discuss the ways in which the CSU Library could better serve their 

needs. Instruction on the use of the library and its collections, through workshops, 

providing resources, accessing electronic databases, informing of the existence of 

resources and use of the Internet were all seen as important roles of the library staff. 

I view the librarian as someone who's on top of the service.. .by 
providing resources and helping those who aren't familiar with how a 
library works ... making sure we know how to use it properly and 
efficiently and ... its potential - and I don't think I am probably using i t  to 
its potential - and in providing a service and being there to support our 
information seeking. (Participant17) 

However some participants, whose access to library-based information was intennittent, 

wanted help when they needed it, rather than to be educated in library use. 

When I get into Lhe library I don't want to spend my valuable four hours 
spending an hour and a half on trial and error trying to rind stuff. I would 
go to a librarian and say tell me how to get what I want as quickly as 
possible thanks ... I don't use i t  often enough on a regular basis to know 
the routines and the more sophisticated ways of gelling into dalabases. 
(Participant 4) 

On the other hand about half of the participants saw librarians as part of Llie educative 

process and seemed to appreciate the attempts to 'inform' the users: 

I go lo most of the workshops which are run by the library, pnrticul~~rly 
those involving the Web. ..I think that's one of the good things libraries 
have done.. .I actually see them as part of the education process. 
(Participant 15) 

He or she may inform me. I may not know it's there, but once I know it's 
there, then I can go and do it .  I don't expect solncone else to go and do 
something that I am capable of doing myself. (Participant 19) 



It seems open to conjecture, however, as to whether many academics see the librarian as 

more of a knowledge navigator, as discussed earlier, or 'someone who is probably more 

skilled, more rounded and has that sort of mechanical, technological skill' (Participant 

30). One participant put it this way: 

The role of the librarians [I believe] are new technologies and to provide 
concrete ways in which the new technologies have relevance for the 
disciplines.. .there's a very clear educative role now because technology 
is changing so rapidly, that part of the information sharing is not just of 
the resources, but thc processes for retrieval and ways in which things 
can be done in that sense.. .(Participant 21) 

Another participant who was motivated to seek assistance from someone with a 

knowledge of technology first rather than a knowledge of library science first, said: 

I have conridence in going to people who've got a good grasp on the 
technology because that's where my queries usually are, but it 's not a 
kind of technical issue in terms of how to work the computer; il's really 
saying people who've got a background in knowing what is available in 
relation to say, access of things from information technology. (Participant 
18) 

This participant, very much an independent user and a voracio~~s information seeker, 

viewed the technological knowledge of librarians as inadequate. But a more prevalent 

view was the one where technology in libraries was seen by many users to be the 

catalyst for needing assistance with information provision and education in library use: 

'maybe it makes me less reliant on them and I can bypass them more effectively, but I 

still need them because with changing technology I need somebody that knows' 

(Participant 26). 

Librarian as edlrcator of stlrde~lts 

Almost a quarter of participants saw the use or the library primarily in terms of wllat 

their students needed to know and their formation of library image was influenced by 

how the library was perceived to be servicing students. The technological expertise of 

the librarians was seen to be crucial in teaching students how to use the library as the 

following indicates: 



The information is now mostly electronic and I don't have the expertise 
to teach my students how to use that nearly as well as what the library 
does. S o  it is better if the library does it. ..(Participant 22) 
with the development of information technology, a librarian should be 
central to the teaching process.. .librarians should essentially be involved 
in the whole process of encouraging, creating information literate 
students. It's not just simply an academic's job. (Participant 15) 

I found myself turning into an instructor on how to get information, and 
that is  not my expertise.. .students who did have problems with that 
particular technology or information searching area, she [the librarian] 
took over for me.. . that was good from a teaching point of 
view.. .(Participant 20) 

Interestingly the way students were treated by the library staff influenced the view o l  

academics towards the library. The following is representative of some of the views of 

the academics in this study: 

students have often found librarians very impatient and ~lnapproachable 
and that I find disappointing because I am always encouraging them to go 
to the library and I am always saying how helpful the librarians have 
been and how helpful they are, and that is not the feedback that comes 
back from students ... That is disappointing because we are trying to 
encourage information seeking i n  students and make it a positive 
experience, and if it's not a positive experience then I can't really blame 
them. And I think student support is probably just as, if not more, 
important than staff support in the library ... Probably the stadents that 
have struck me as not using the library, have been sort of uncomfortable 
with using the libmry.. . when I've asked someone who didn't know me 
[in the library], I assumed they thought I was a student, I didn't get the 
same sort of treatment, no. (Participant 17) 

Librarian as intcractivepermer - filtercrs and evaluators 

There was a mood among several participants that the library/librarian had moved from 

'a passive resource that I went to get information for my teaching and my research' to 'a 

much more active partner in that process' (Participant22). The  following is an excellent 

example of this 'interactive partnership' embodying the essential responsibilities of a 

librarian towards their users, as seen by users. 

They are always giving me - sending out information to me, which is  
great, about how I can connect things online [or my students. I seem to be 
working a lot closer with them now.. .not necessarily just giving me 
some inter-library loans for my research ... I see their role not as sort of a 



separate distinct thing that I will go to when I feel I have the need to. It's 
more of an interactive partnership where they push out.. .information to 
me.. .they are making me aware of new services and things that are 
available, and teaching me, giving me some instruction on how to 
access.. .and also being a bit of a sorter of information for 
me.. .(Participant 20) 

Others referred to the role the librarians played in filtering information on the Internet: 

That would be an important role for the librarian because there's so  much 
information, so much knowledge out there, that no one person could be 
expected to hold or have access to it all. You've got to be able to 
circulate it, disseminate it. (Participant 19) 

Another participant considered that 'The more time they can give to that [filtering 

information] and provide me with appropriate material, the better' (Participant 3). But 

perhaps more telling is the recognition given to library staff 'they have just nlore of that 

systematic expertise in processing information which I don't think I have..  .' (Participant 

20). It was also accepted that academics have to filter information themselves: 'I 

suppose in some degree1 have to end up systematically processing information to 

achieve my ultimate goals. ..'. Nevertheless, there was also an acknowledgment that 

librarians did it better (Participant 20). 

Librarian a s  information provider 

When participants were asked what they thought the information role of the library was 

most were unclear and had only a very vague perception. An examination of the Mission 

Statement of the Charles Sturt University Library provides little direclion other than 

some general goals (Charles Sturt University, 1999~). Jackson (2000, p. 93-94) i n  an 

article on the image and status of academic librarians, refers to this lack of role 

definition and suggests that if 'academic librarians do not define their profession and 

mission, others - university administrators, politicians, public interest groups - most 

assuredly will do the work for us'. 

The view of the role of a librarian as a proactive partner, mentioned earlier, in the 

teaching process is  not a universally held one. A majority of participants could not agree 

on the extent of assistance that should be provided to users. The following view was 

held by about a third of particiapnts: 'the librarian is there to open the door, not 



necessarily to hold the person by the hand and walk them through all the shelves' 

(Participant 19). Perhaps this lack of role definition can best be illustrated in the range 

of opinions expressed by academics relating to the nature and extent that information 

searching should be provided to them. Several participants would like the library staff to 

undertake their literature research for them, but there was a feeling that Iibrary staff were 

too busy and that it was not their job. Two responses indicate this: 

I probably have the impression they're too busy to do that specialised job 
for an individual person. It wasn't really part of their job. They were 
there to facilitate.. .not carry out the task for the person. Well that might 
be wrong, i t  might not be the policy for that library. (Participant 1G) 

I don't use the librarians a lot.. .I expect mainly I suppose that they are 
always busy.. .with students. I think they are a bigger client of the 
students rather than to people like me who ought to know better 
anyway.. .I don't particularly see librarians as research 
assistants.. .(Participant 15) 

About a quarter of participants would welcome the library of the future becoming more 

of an information provider rather than just identifying sources of information, their 

availability and provision of thcm through document delivery services. As the following 

participants put i t :  

that's one of the things not defined in this place. What is the role of the 
librarians in the library? ... I don't know that I would get a very brilliant 
reception from the librarians down here if I asked them to do sort of, 
essentially do a literature search on something that I was wanting to wrile 
about. They would see that as my role. Well I actually see that as their 
role because they have better skills at thai than I have. (Participant 4) 

I feel more that I should be the one doing research but they should be 
guiding me on how to do it. I would love it if  they would, but I don't reel 
I have really got the right to ask them to. ..So actual searches would be 
fantastic.. .because.. . we can access all this from our desk.. . but the 
message I am getting is that we're supposed to do that ourselves. 
(Participant 22) 

Persuasive arguments were put forward regarding the advantages to academic slaTf of 

development of library services in literature searching. These are summed up most 

eloquently by this participant: 



It would be really terrific to be able to go to a librarian whose got all the 
skills of finding the stuff and probably do jt four times as fast as I 
can.. . and she would save me.. .the leg time where I can read the 
important stuff because for me sometimes the leg time takes longer than 
the reading really, and that's a waste to me. ..with the explosion of 
information, what is actually happening, is you can spend more and more 
of your time actually finding the information and less and less time 
actually interacting with it and making sense of it. What I would love is 
someone who can actually do that leg time for me so that I can do the 
reading and thinking. (Participant 4) 

Academics would like to be relieved of some of their increased responsibilities, with 

literature searching perhaps being one. The extent to which academics find this task 

onerous, difficult, or confusing, appears to relate inversely to their desire to find 

someone else to undertake it. The range of skills, tasks and responsibilities that 

academic starf are expected to have, within, and additional to, an academic's teaching 

and research roles, gave rise to some frustration. About one third of participants Telt 

especially strongly about confronting many roles on a day to day basis to point to 

increasing role conflict. This occurs in the guise of multiskilling but because of 

decreasing expertise in specific roles because of multiskilling there was not enough time 

to become expert in anything. One participant put the dilemma this way: 

one thing we need to debate and discuss and really come to terms with, is 
the notion of multi-skilling versus specialisation with referenced 
information because there is so much information, and I believe that if 
you are a specialist person, very focused, then I think retrieval of 
information, developing expertise will be easier. But if you are a multi- 
skilled person, and that's the way universities are going, then to what 
extent can you be an expert in  a number of skills? That is the big 
question you have to ask. (Participant 12) 

In a discussion on the roles of academics and those of librarians another participant was 

very concerned about maximising efficiencies in role tasks: 

This is what traditionally academics have done.. .they rind the 
information that other people have written as well as their own and they 
put it together. But given the increasing complexities and the increasing 
volume of information, is that the efficient model of doing it? If the 
librar~an has a traditional job, and the academic has a traditional job, 
what is the bridge in between? I think that's not been sorted out. 
(Participant 4) 



This point is further developed by the participant below, and is symptomatic of the role- 

definition problems that have been discussed earlier. The question is also raised of the 

extent to which the librarian can be an educator in a world of increasing access to 

information, more rapid access, and decreasing time to find it. One participant talked of 

the kind of answer he received when he asked librarians the following question: 

well what is your role? And they really say well you know our role is to 
maintain the library and maintain the sources of information, let people 
know what is there, provide training where people don't know how to get 
something, but . . . we haven't got the time or the resources to actually do 
it for people. (Participant 4) 

When prompted with the 'If you teach academics how to do it then they will be able to 

do it?' he was rather sceptical, as shown by the following response: 

That's if you are sort of saying wliat I access is relatively contained, but 
that is  less and less tlie case.. .that's a view that [was appropriate] when 
disciplines were pretty narrow things. We are increasingly into multi- 
disciplinary research, I mean I'm in that area where you are 
synthesising.. .and. .., trying to bring all that together.. .But w e  have to 
change the way in which information is coming to us and tlie breadth to 
which it is coming to us. That and tlie rate at which it is coming to us. 
And yet we are still saying, well teach an academic how to do it and they 
will be able to fossick around their discipline and so on, but in the long 
haul that's a very inefficient way of looking at it. (Participant 4) 

Westbrook has sympathy with the plight of those involved in undertaking research that 

moves over more than one discipline area. In research on interdisciplinary information 

seeking in women's studies she found that 'such scl~olars face substantial barriers and 

obstacles in their information seeking' (1999, p. 2). Conducting such research creates 

special difficulties for researchers and presents problems and complexities i n  designing 

service helps for information providers, such as librarians, in areas like user education. 

The role of the library has been defined in the past and for many parlicipants use of the 

word 'library' was synonymous with that of librarian. The use of technology gave a new 

raison d'gtre for the use of the library and librarians; technology seems to have 

prompted a new perception of the library by some academics and perhaps provided a 

way forward lor future use and direction. But wliat happens for academics when a 



certain level of knowledge of libraries and sophistication in library use is reached; what 

then is the role of the librarian? Does the library's main role become one of collection 

maintenance and current awareness advice or a place for academics t o  gather when they 

need a change of scene, to bol~ow or to browse the newspapers and serials and new 

books? Some of course may ask: 'Will a point be reached whereupon the user of a 

library and its resources reaches an appropriate level of sophistication and knowledge?'. 

There are many questions relevant here regarding the likely future pace of change in 

libraries and need for increased access to more and more information; we simply do not 

know the answers. The Following section takes up this issue of image of library as place 

and discusses its relevance to the participants in this study. 

Library as a place 

Images of the library as a place to go were also raised by some participants as important 

determinants of using them in person. For some, libraries were a haven from the office; 

for others they were alienating places to be avoided; reasons were many and varied as 

the following illustrates: 

going down there imparts a pleasant escape and interlude. It's a quiet 
place wherc you can actually go and do that whereas if I am here, this 
thing is going to ring every 2 minutes, someone is going to be a my door 
every 5 minutes. (Participant 4) 

compared with 

I think parlly through tradition, libraries for me in terms of just their 
current design and layout.. .are now somewhat alienating sorl of 
places.. .(Participant 18) 

This last participant, an experienced remote user of electronically available resources, 

who defined virtual libraries in terms of databases, libraries, bookshops, institulions that 

he could access from his clesktop, proffered a further view OF how libraries should be 

developed in the future: 

[There can be]. . .a  continuum from having the traditional conservative 
book, serials library that you check in and check out through to a kind of 
cafeteria type thing, where you might go and have a cup of coffee, mix 
with colleagues, in a kind of unstructured sort of way. But while you are 



there you might be accessing resources, you might be meeting, and as 
part of that meeting process, access resources electronically.. .I  can 
understand the kind of strictures in relation to buildings we call libraries 
has taken, because they were never designed for those sorts of interactive 
purposes. (Participant 18) 

In response to questions about the role of the library in educating users and providing 

information, this same participant saw potential in breaking down what he identified as: 

an uslthem mentality where we have most or all of the librarians located in 
the library and all the academic staff located in the academic offices, but it 
just begs the question as to whether that's a facilitating way to do it. I think 
there may be a better way in fact to have some of the librarians located 
working alongside and next to academic staff to appreciate what they bring 
in relation to them, in relation to their academic roles. (Participant 18) 

This was a sentiment echoed by other participants, one of whom reflected on he1 

experience with another academic library: 

they were in our School one morning a week, actually in our School in 
the office so that they were sort of more attached to us than up here [at 
CSU] ... there was also a weekly newsletter that was over and above the 
general information that was coming out of the library. They highlighted 
things that they thought that we might be interested in, that were 
particularly pertinent. ..new books, just with an educational 
context ...[ There were questions such as] Did you know that and I've 
found this beaut way to do this.. . i t  gave me a feeling that there was 
someone there who might actually be interested in education ... who 
would help me in that particular field. (Participant 26) 

This concept of personal contact between librarian and staff mean1 a lot to this 

participant and the value of such feelings, attitudes generated by such contact were 

important to her in the construction of an image of a library ancl librarians. This is also 

obvious in the following comment, even though the sentiments expressed are initially 

negative: 

communication is sometimes a little bit glum that we have been given 
this contact person but that contact person is so busy with other things 
that it's not rcally acontact at all ... either they have lo think about having 
these contact people and give them time available to discuss things with 
us or then do away with them.. . (Participant 27) 



The changing image of the library - from a storehouse to more of an 'access' institution 

-emerged clearly in this research. But the storehouse library of the past was associated 

with being less accessible whereas it seemed to most of the participants in this study that 

the library was still a storehouse but more accessible because of remote access. Despite 

this, the importance of the library as a 'place' remains as indicated in the following: 

I think of libraries as it were having changed from being reading rooms 
and kind of museums of information in a way, to providers of access and a 
place where access is opened up. And I don't think that takes away at all 
from the traditional function of the library as a place where a whole range 
of knowledges and discourses are opened up to people.. . I think in many 
ways a library is a place whose value and meaning is defined by the users 
and whatever it might want to be, whether it's used in a certain way, a 
library is stiIl a meeting place, it's still a stepping off place into other 
things. (Participant 21) 

Conclusion 

A number of factors are converging to reposition the role of the library in the 

information chain and to influence changes in  the information-seeking behaviour of 

academics. Central issues include: changes in scholarly publishing with the increasing 

availability of online material often instead of hard copy; the impact of the Internet and 

its end-user searching facilities; changes in user expectations; new roles for information 

professionals; and changes in database publishing (Missingham and Warne 1999, p. 

266). 

Immediate gratificalion, often at the expense of waiting Tor what may be more 

appropriate material, is certainly important to many participants as the following 

illustrates: 

What I need now is the library to be able to acccss everything I need as 
rapidly as possible, and that might mean me saying, I need this journal 
articIe, get it for me quickly.. . I think it is very much a psychological 
thing. We are now attuned to the fact that things happen quickly. 
(Participant 7) 

The role of the librarian as eleclronic, technical navigator rather than as knowledge 

navigator may well become the image in the minds of most academics. The evidence 

from this study shows that this has already started to occur. 



In the research canied out, there is not a general picture of a confident, all-knowing 

information or library user; the picture is much more complicated. There are many 

typical library users. A complex mix of motivators and demotlvators influencing 

information-seeking behaviour was found. Each of these factors comblned intricately 

and differently for each participant, and resulted in different information-seeking 

behaviour. These motivatorsldemotivators are labelled differently by different 

researchers, e.g. Todd (1997) who spoke of frames of reference, Kuhlthau (1991), 

whose focus is the information-seeking process and affective aspects influencing its 

progress, Westbrook (1997) who spoke of internal and external factors and Wilson 

(1981) and Wilson and Walsh (1996) who mention barrierslintervening variables. When 

the context of incormation-seeking behaviour is taken into account, the work 

environment of the academic, an additional set of motivating and demotivating factors 

affecting information-seeking behaviour is introduced. Perceptions of role, duties and 

responsibilities relating to role and actual information-seeking experience are f~~rlher  

complicating factors. 

Unlike the examination of more structured information-seeking behaviour, as with 

Kuhlthau (1991, 1993) i n  her study of school students and assignment prepamtion, this 

research did not focus upon any specific and individual information-gathering exercise. 

Participants were asked to speak generally about their information-seeking behaviour 

and specific searches for information were on the whole not recalled. In this way a 

different picture of the motivators and demotivators affecting their behaviour and the 

image of libraries on which they were based was obtained. Image was examined in 

context as participants were constructing it through their interviews. It was not the result 
" of one specific information-seeking exercise but the result of an amalgnmritjon of 

information-seeking experiences, their experiences to date. 

Todcl, Houghton and Poston-Anderson (1997, p. 1) suggest that the 'importance of 

image, rightly or wrongly, as a factor in identifying a profession or an organisation 

cannot be underestimated'. Interestingly for librarians it seems that there is some belief 

that the problem of image is a problem of self-esteem (Fleck and Bawden 1995). As 

outlined in Chapter 6 self-esteem is also a problem for the user and this is discussed in 



addition to a consideration of the influence of affect in image creation of libraries and 

librarians. 



CHAPTER 6 

MOTIVATORS/DEMOTIVATORS INFLUENCING INFORMATION- 
SEEKING BEHAVIOUR: AFFECT 

You could always go and get your infortllation, but it wasn't a stressf~ll 
thing to do, whereas now you need so many of these extra skills besides 
being able to read and have an idea of where to go.. .You need so much 
more than if you are going to get tlie alnour~t of infonnation that seems to 
be expected in a lot of areas (Participant 8). 

Introduction 

A niajor concern o r  this research was to investigate the role played by the affective 

realm in influencing and driving inforniation-seeking behaviour, with the contribution 

of several investigators in this arca, Dervi~i (1973), Derviti & Nilan (1986), Wilson 

(1981), Wilson and Walsh (1996), Kul~ltlia~~ (1991), Westbrook (1997) and Julien 

(1999~) identified in Chal~ter 2. The affective real111 or 'dolllain' is seen as pulling 

together 'into one powerful category tlie entire tnotivational ancl ernotiotlal involvement 

of searchers' (Nalil and Tenopir 1996, p. 277) and recognition that 'cn~cial to system 

efficacy is a willing~iess on the part of formal helpers to offer concern, support, and 

respect to the help-seeker' (I-Iarris and Dewdney 1994, p. 13 1-1 32). 

Sonle of thc findings ofthis study, as they rclatc to the influence of the arfective realm, 

are presented in this chapter. Accorcling to 1-Iarris and Dewdtlcy (1994, 13. 22): 

Given a choice, people tend to prefer to find a solution easily, without a 
great expenditure of titlie or effort ant1 without loss of self-esteem or 
other emotiollal costs. This might explain, then, why people so~netitlles 
accept infortnation fro111 more convenient, although possibly less 
reliable, sources, and why they inay abandon the search if it becomes too 
costly in terms of time or trouble. 

Self-esteem, inforniation overload, geographical and i~itellectuaI isolaliol~ and browsing 

and their connection to tlie affective rcalm and illlage creation are cotlsidered in this 



chapter. Information overload, geographical and intellectual isolation are closely related 

to personal constructs and the ability to cope while browsing is important to consider 

because it is a primarily self-directed activity in the control of the information seelter. 

Harris and Dewdney (1994, p. 22) also point out that this principle of 'least effort', 

enshrined in Mooers' (1960) law: 'An information retrieval system will tend not to be 

used whenever it is more painful and troublesome for a customer to have inforniatio~l 

than for him not to have it', does not account for the Inany situations in which there is 

considerable persistence in searching for information. 'This type of persistence . . .may 

depend on factors such as the perceived importance of that inforn~ation, the urgency 

with which it is needed, or the perceived severity of the consequences or  not having that 

inforniation' (Harris and Dewdney, 1994, p, 23). An expansion of Mooers' Law to three 

laws has recently been proposed by Austin (2001, p. 609) and addresses some of the 

concerns of Harris and Dewdney. Mooers' original law remains but is joined by: 

In an ellvironnient in which it is absolutely critical for a customer to have 
information an IR system, no matter how poorly designed, will tend to be 
used. 

and 

In an environlnent in wliicli the trouble of having inforn1ation vs t11al of 
not having it are fairly evcnly balanced, system design and perforlnance 
tend Lo be the deciding factors in whether or not an IR systenl will be 
used. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the catalysts for a 'least effort' or 'most cffort' search lic in 

the influence of~notivators and demolivators on behaviour. 

In this chapter the influence of the affective real111 on niotivation for information- 

seeking behaviour is focused upon, althougl~ terms used to describe the 'afCective 

realm' and what it represents in a practical sense arc difficult to identify. For tlic 

purposes of this research, Julien's (1999c, p. 588) definition, which is clcfincd in 

Chapter 1, is perhaps the nlost useful where 'affective' covers all of those terms that 

refer to feelings, enlotions and beliefs. Participants in Lliis study expressed antl/or 

indicated a variety of preferences, evaluations and emotions. 



One of the most conimon affective responses, evident in the interviews with participants 

with regard to seeking help in their information-seeking behaviour, was that of a desire 

not to show what they considered was their incompetence, by asking for help in 

libraries. Most people do not like to ask for help (Broll et al. 1974 cited in Baron and 

Byrne 1984, p. 302) and feel that they will be viewed as less competent if they accept it 

(DePaulo and Fisher 1980 cited in Baron and Byrne, 1984, p. 302). Additionally il has 

bee11 found that 'feelings of enibarrassment and incompete~lce probably explain why 

help is more likely to be sought when the problem has an external source ('It's not 111y 

fault') than when it is internally attributed' (La Morto-Corse and Carver 1980 cited in 

Baron and Byrne, 1984, p. 302). 

In this study views such as the above appear to arise fiom the context of thc work 

environment, the work role of a11 individual and how the individual perceives t h~s  role, 

in addition to their feelings aboul asking for help, as in the case of the professor who 

resl~onded, when discussing use of the library: 

I guess you do not like to ask For help, you Lry and solve it yourself 
before you ask for llelp.. .as Professor you are expected to know these 
things, and you are probably looking around to see who is looking, and 
you pretend that you know what you are doing. (Participant 2) 

In the work environment of the acatle~liic, this reluctance to ask for help may be Inore 

pronounced given the 'knowledge' status often afforded to academics in society ant1 in 

an academic community such as a library. This view is reflected in Barry's study, 

carried out in at1 academic environment, which found that: 'Those used to tlleir 

academic status and positions as experts li~ld it difficult to reveal lack of knowledge or 

difficulties it1 learning systems' (Barry 1995, p. 117-1 18). In the case of an acatlemic, 

the role forms (the written or ~111written expectations of that role), shapes (by 

experience) and patterns (there are ways of doing tliitlgs) their daily life (Berger 1966, 

p. 115). The professor, in the above exa~nple, has an idea of the expectations of his role 

(he should know how to use the technology in the library), shapes it (by acquiring 

sufficient k~lowledge of the technology in the library to feel confident enough about 

using it) and creates or provides a pattern ibr carrying out tlle task (or tloes not). It is no1 

see11 as appropriate for the professor, who does not perceive 11imself/herself as 

competent in ways of using the library, to ask for help i l l  this context; 'the role provides 
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the pattern according to which the individual is to act in the particular situation' (Berger 

1966, p. 1 12-1 13). Asking for help may threaten his self-esteem. 

Perceived loss of self-esteem in information seeking can be a very powerful 

demotivator when considering source choice and can lead to changing sources used in 

information-seeking behaviour, especially when faced with having to use the same 

sources again. 

Tlie affect on all individual's self-esteem of asking for help is difficult to measure but it 

becomes self-evident through action, or the lack of it. It niay not be the sole factor 

affecting action. Self-esteem may act in concert with, and be acted upon by, a range of 

othcr factors. In the following pages the influence of self-esteem as 

motivatorldemotivator in infomation-seekii~g behaviour will be investigated. 

Role of self-esteem as a motivator/demotivator 

The potential loss of self-esteem, 'a belief about one's own worth based on an overall 

self evaluation' (Wood et al. 1998, p. 127) was too great for the professor, cliscussed 

above, to seek help (Berger 1966, p. 112). Althougl~ he knew wllat 11ad to be done, for 

some reason, maybe Lillie pressures, he was not able to get hi~nself into a situatioll to do 

it. Additio~~ally Bnndura's (1977) concept of self-efficacy, a more specific version of 

self-esteem, is useful to co~isider here: 'it is an individual's belief about the likelihood 

of successfully coinpleting a specific task' (Wood et al. 1998, p. 127). Someone could 

be high in self-esteem yet have a low self-efficacy about performing certain tasks. The 

role, the ma1111er in which the individual perceives that role, the s i t~~a t io l~  and the 

context provide the motivation for action or inaction, or whether an inforlnatio~~ need is 

going to be resolved. At times the performance of a particular task may be perceived as 

sucl~ a threat to self-esteem as to delay, postpone or abort the task. This task lnay be 

seen as i~eedi~lg to be done, but intervention of a motivator or demotivator, such as a 

perception that an infornlatio~i provider is unsyml~athetic, may see ii~formation seekers 

change their minds about continuing. 

As mentioned above, this concept of self-esteem is linked to help seeking and, i11t is 

perceived to be threatened, it can be a powerful den~olivalor to engaging in informntion- 

seeking behaviour. The work of social psychologists is useful to collsider in this 

cliscussion as it provides a framework with which to explorc the reluctance of 



academics to seek help with their information seeking. Fisher, Nadler & Whitcher- 

Algana (1982 cited in Baron and Byrne 1984, p. 302) suggest that: 

When self-esteem is threatened by aid, tlie victim responds with negative 
feelings and dislikes the helper as well as the aid, but there is a strong 
motive to help oneself in tlie future. When self-esteem is not threatened, 
the victim has positive feelings and likes the helper and the aid, but 
future self-help becomes unlikely. 

Once help has bee11 sought it may or may not be sought again from the same source, 

depending upon the initial response; tlie origi~~al source may be displaced by another 

source or the information need may be tucked away. There is some evidence in this 

research that academics, drawing upon every experience, had inter~~alised their 

information-seeking behaviour. As part of this internalisatioli (Berger 196G, p. 140) the 

ways of doing things may change. As reported in Chapter 4, Barry (1995, p. 130), 

suggests that once academics have an established pattern of infon11atior1-seeking 

behaviour their inforniation seeking stops resembling the simple niodel (e.g. checking 

catalogues, seeking the help of intermediaries). They know how to find what they want 

to fincl and they use their established niethods of information seeking to do it. 

Established method may meall contacts with other researchers may be the primary 

mctliod in which they find new information. For example some participants, when 

questioned about barriers to their information-seeking behaviour suggested that they 

had inter~~alised whatever barriers had existed and now n1ereIy found ways around 

them; they were in fact oblivious to the existence of barriers because of this. This was 

also mentioned in Chapter 4. 

It appears possible, although difficult to prove, that the past has very 11111ch influenced 

the current infon-11lation-seeking behaviour of academics. I-Iowever, motivators and 

de~liotivators influe~lcing past behaviour cannot always bc co~~sciously recalled; they 

remain latent. 

As in the case of the professor, discussed above, many acaden~ics in the present study 

saw the a c t i o ~ ~  of seeking help as cla~naging Lo their self-esteem. There is a reluctance Lo 

go and seek assistance. This ~nanifests itself in a range of feelings, fro111 concern about 

displaying ignorance, discomfort about asking for assistance and waiting for a friendly 

face. There were numerous examples in the current study: 



I mean I get concerned about displaying my ignorance.. .and what the 
rights and entitlements are.. .but mostly not quite knowing what is 
available.. .(Participant 5) 

I am not always cornfortable in the library. I take that on as something 
that I've been inadequate in keeping up with. ..I don't think libraries are 
probably the most helpful institutions.. .a lot ofcomnlents slip out of 
students' mouths now fro111 time to time.. .there is a lot of this emotion in 
terms of not being con~fortable.. . you do get put off.. .(Participant 13) 

it being an academic library, most of the staff would assume that you 
already know how to search effectively for what you want and I go there 
and find it a bit difficult to get somebody to help me. If there's somebody 
thcre I know.. .I  don't mind asking but sonle of them sort of look you up 
and down as if well, you're an academic, you should know.. .sonle 
people have been incredibly helpf~~l. .  .some people who arc just a bit 
forbidding so you don't just ask.. .you hang around until you find 
someone who looks a bit Inore frienclly. (Participant 25) 

One participant said that she felt quite inti~llidated using tllc library in relation to 

searching electronically and commented: 

I thought I should know. I really thougllt I should know, and I kept 
putting off thinking I will do that.. .but there were always other things 
ant1 I never got arou~lcl to it. I thought I had the [conficlencc to search 
electronically] problem, so I sl~oulcl clo something to overcome it.. . I  felt 
in terms of going to the library that really they are pretty stupid questions 
to be asking, but I would hear the librarians say things like, stuclents have 
to have this, they have to be able to do these searches, and I would think, 
God, how can I expect the students to do it and I can't, and, how can I go 
and ask this [question] and the students [get this treatment], what lnust 
they think of me? (Participant 8) 

For this participant her inforlnation-scekitlg behaviour was displaced by these 'otlier 

things'; her nlotivation to fiud out was not strong enough 'when you rcally need lo do 

something, that's when you learn best. ..' and the strength of ller demotivating feelings 

was strong enough to prevent her from trying. The perceived threat to her self-esteem 

was too great for her to try. This is supported by Mellon (1986) in her research on 

students and their informatioti seeking. 

Perceived lack of threat to self-esteem, which may be linked to sucll activities as 

academics attending user education classes in the confines of their own office or general 

environment rather than in a library environment, can also be relevant in influencing thc 



path future information-seeking beliaviour may take. For example some schools within 

faculties in the University have bee11 proactive in seeking help from the library 

regarding electronic access. Library staff were asked to present workshops on electronic 

access in all of the Schools on the Wagga Wagga Campus, to which they agreed. This 

approach to user education, in the working environment of the academic, was 

considered preferable by several participants to: 

sitting in on big classes in the libra~y ... I would think there's a lot of 
people hiding behind doors that aren't altogether comfortable with ihe 
expectations of how lo access, in  a vely efficient way, all of tlie 
information that they may requirc. And it's far less inti~nidating in doing 
it that way. [ is ,  in the School environment rather than in the Libraty] 
(Participant 8) 

Also referred to in Chapter 5, Participant 18 rcferred lo an uslthem lnentality between 

librarians and academic staff: 

where we have all of the librarians located it1 the library and all the 
academic staff located in the academic offices ... I t11i1ik there niay be a 
better way to have some of the librarians located, working alongside and 
next to academic staff to appreciate what they bring in relation to them in 
their academic roles. 

Library buildings were variously described as not user friendly, overwlielming, 

inaccessible, with facilities poorly signposted and access to computer terminals 

difficult. 

There was a strong view ainong many participa~iis that the library was there primarily 

for the students and that academics should know how to use i t .  For example: 

I think they are a bigger clie~lt of the students rather than Lo people like 
me who ought to know better anyway. The barriers arc not from othcr 
people or things, it's me. I would say it would be nly re l~~ctat~ce to go 
and seek tlie assistance.. .But I wouldn't say they're barriers, 
they're.. .not a conscious sort of thing. (Participant 15) 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the views and colnlnents of stude~lts regarding ihc library 

also contribute to formation of a lecturer's image of a library. When lecturers perceive 



that their students find librarians 'impatient' and 'unapproachable', it also may affect a 

lecturer's own feelings as the following indicates: 

we are trying to encourage infortnation seeking in students and make it a 
positive experience, and if it's not a positive experience. ..that's q ~ ~ i t e  
frustrating because I think I am doing a good job in trying to get then1 to 
go there. (Participant 17) 

In addition to consideration of research in the social psycliology and libraiy and 

information science areas, it is useful to draw on the management literature relating to 

motivation. Shamir, for example, in research related to self-esteem, draws attention to 

the influence of self concept and product cl~oice. Beliaviour is not always considered to 

be 'goal-oriented, instrumental and calculative but is also expressive o f  feelings, 

attitudes and self-concepts' (Sliamir 1991,p. 41 1). This links into Julien's (1999c, 11. 

588) belief tliat affect is a major driving force in infom~ation-seeking behaviour. 

Additionally Bandura (1986, cited in Sliamir 1991 p. 412) distinguishes 'between self- 

esteem stetnming from evaluations based on competence, and self-esteem based on the 

possession of attributes that have been culturally invested with positive or negative 

value'. A driving force for motivating behaviour is then these internalised standarcls 

'and self-evaluative reactions to their own actions'. 

In considering this, and in the light of this research, an individual's self-esteem can be 

affected, firstly, by feelings or fear of looking incompetent in undertaking a task or 

action and, secondly, by internalised attributes attached to positive or negative values. It 

is this latter perception of self-esteetn tliat may illfor111 attitudes and feelings towards 

teclinology as tnuch as the linking of self-esteem with feelings of incompetence. On tlie 

one hand, individuals luay react to perceptions that they might look incompetent 

seeking assistance or help. On the other hand, intertialised 'statidards', attributes or 

views towards a source used in informati011 seeking lnay influence whether tlie source is 

chosen and approached. An individual may feel that their self-esteem coultl be affected 

if they asked how to use tec11noIogy to look up databases because tliey do not feel 

competent using teclinology. They may also feel this threat to self-esteem because of  

their inter~~alised views towards a source because of some prior experience with it. New 

images are constantly being created and personal constructs are being clia~lged. 



But self-esteem is only one aspect of the affective realm, a range of other aspects can be 

considered as linking to motivating and demotivating behaviour. This is done in 

following paragraphs, using technology as the focus. 

Role of affect and technology as a motivator/demotivator 

Information providers need to be aware of the various ways that affect infl~lences and 

drives inforn~ation-seeking behaviour, including source choice, as well as prevents its 

genesis. A key concern for participants in this research was tlieir perception of their 

ability to use technology and to use it to gain access to information. Using the 

technology and using it to obtain access to information are two different things but were 

often cornbilled in the minds of participants. 

The challenge of technology, of keeping up-to-date, of knowing as much as one's 

colleagues, was as much a catalyst for motivatitlg inforn~ation-seeking behaviour for 

sonie participants as for demotivating infortnation-seekil~g behaviour for others. 

Confidence and conlpetence in use of technology varied among participants. For several 

i t  was not yet fi~lly integrated into their 'established' pattern of infortilation-seeking 

behaviour or their associated constructs. This could relate to a disturbance of their sense 

of meaning which had been derived frotii 'a sense of unity of their self-concept, from 

continuity between the past, the present and the projected futllre .. . and from the 

correspondence between their behaviour and self-concept' (Shaniir 1991, p. 412). 

Sever (1994) in an interesting article entitled 'Electronic infomati011 retrieval as 

cultural shock: an anthropological exploration' suggests that the concept of 'the 

electronic library is so diffeerent for people without computer knowledge that i t  is like 

encountering a totally new culture wlicre norms and custosiis are not understood' (11. 

336). The way to approach this problem, according to Sever, is to allow people to grow 

into the electronic library environn~ent through socialisation (internalising information) 

and education over a period of time. 

It is possible that somc end users of computers cantlot become proficient 
unless they internalize the use of the new technology, asid their eclucaiio~~ 
and training will have to occur over a considerable period oftirne.. . 
Infornlatioll retrieval, even when the program is user Mendly, is much 
more comnplex, as it expects the user to make knowledgeable 
choices.. .Faulty decision making resulting Cram incomplete illforniation 



is not likely to be successful. The result is that the user, through 
incomplete n ~ a s t e ~ y  of the process and the information necessary for 
selection, ends up either doing much less than is possible or retrieving 
the wrong items (p. 340). 

Although Sever wrote this in 1994, there is still sonle truth in her argument, and in the 

present study technology was a problem, to varying degrees, for Inany participants. 

Approaching inforlnation providers such as librarians was not seen as a threat to self- 

esteem for sonle participants who relied upon library staff nlembers to help them 

through the technotogy 'hump': 

I much prefer to do a search with an expert there who I call call on when 
I get stuck as I invariably do.. .I will go to advanced search strategy type 
workshops and then I will actually lose it out ofmy head and have to go 
back and look it up and practise and practise it. If I don't do it for a 
couple of n~onths, I am back to square one and I've iilnlost got to 
ring.. .in the library and say, look I am really etnbarrassed about this but 
what was that? I don't have the sort of ~nelnory for detail in that area that 
I think would bc very 11andy to have. (Participant 22) 

As already indicated, Tor others teclinology also added to insecurity about their 

knowledge, as thc following comn~cnts indicate: 

Technology is always an issue.. .there's the means, the avenues, faxes, 
and data can always change a little bit, so that you just sometinles feel 
that you have to get through a little hump to get through stuff 
quickly.. .(Participant 5) 

and 

that's also a bit of a hindrance, changing tecl~nology.. .unless you arc 
using information seeking very regularly, if you leave it for a few weeks 
you can be sure it's going to be clifSereerent. You can never be confide~it in 
what you already know. (Participant 26) 

Lack of confidence in approaclling and using technology was also identified in Barry's 

research (1995, p. 127) where it was found that: 

academics have tended not to expect to go through a learning process, 
but to be able to use the systems immediately, and so they haven't niacle 
allowances in terms of tlle time, commitment, and patience required to 



leain. Often not knowing what they do not know, they have been unable 
to account for their feelings o f  frustration and inadequacy. Their limited 
information about systems, coupled with failure to expect a learning 
process, has resulted in some o f  the academics rejecting systems based 
on poor perceptions o f  their usefulness.. .There is a reluctance b y  the 
academics to admit to a lack o f  knowledge about IT, as they all assume 
their peers know better how to handle the system. This situation seems to 
have led to strong feelings o f  inadequacy.. . 

In discussing bibliograpllic and user instruction Biggs (1995 cited in Todd,  I-Ioughton & 

Poston-Anderson 1997, p.  22) suggests that much o f  it is isolated from meaningful 

application which may be connected to the confidence o f  users in information seeking. 

I t  is: 

presented as accommodating rather than assertive, supplicant rather than 
collegial, reactive rather than proactive; and too much instr~rctio~l begins 
and ends with the tecl~nicalities o f  using reference works, electronic or 
print, rather than actually helping people create their own nieaniiig. 
There is a mismatch bclween lnission statements o f  meeting users 
infor~nation needs and the day-to-day actions in libraries. 

Affect and interaction with information providers 

Perceived negative interaction witli inlorruation providers also resulted in participants' 

information seeking being altered. At times tlle process o f  infor~nation seelti~lg appeared 

to come to a halt due to 'unpleasant' experiences with information providers; this is 

defined by Julie11 (1999c, 1). 588) as the 'preferences aspect o f  affect'. Several 

participants reported positive experiences witli library staff only to 'run into' unl~leasant 

experiences at a later time. 

They came here and introduced tl~emselves, they would tnaintain regular 
contact.. . I f  the librarian was really keen and enthusiastic and working in 
with us and sort o f  discussing with us what we thought was best for the 
students and what we would like Lliern to do. That was really quite an 
enjoyable task and then I came across one that was a little bit stroppy or 
felt that we were imposing too much work I felt ... that that wasn't such a 
pleasant experience. ..because o f  that I probably don't ring that person as 
often i f  I would have another Iibrarian to ask for something.. .I always 
had the feeling that that person would much rather not be 
involved ... several experiences like that would cause me to not ring up in 
the future; I'd try and find another way to get the information. 
(Participant 17) 



The effect of geographical and intellectual isolation on motivation 

Rather demoralising and frustrati~ig for many academics was geographical isolation. It 

was most evident with regard to physical isolation from major city universities, their 

academic staff and their library collections. The potential i~ltellectl~al isolation that 

resulted was also perceived as damagingtdetrimental. While geographical isolation is 

relative and each academic perceives it differently, it is likely that the academic in a 

non-metropolitan university may feel this isolation more than their capital city 

counterparts. 

Geographical isolation was perceived by Illany participants to be a problem that affects 

their research and teaching. Working at a rural university nearly three hours drive from 

the closest metropolitan universities in Canberra, and five to six hours away fro111 large 

metropolitan campuses in Melbourne and Sydney respectively, should not present, one 

would think, many difficulties given the widespread availability of, and academics' use 

of, electronic communication. A number of factors, however, when combined, appear to 

suggest that there are many difficulties. University budgets are falling thereby 

influencing such things as availability of library resources and ability of universities to 

f~111d staff t o  attend conferenccs. 

As mentioned above many participants saw the journal collection available to them, 

especially a t  the Wagga Wagga Caml~us, compared to Charles Stu1.t University's other 

campuses, as not very good and had resorted to travelling to other caliipuses to browse 

collections and seek out specific material. The cost in terms of stress, accoru~nodation, 

travelling costs and time of using libraries in the cal~ital cities to copy niaterial was 

considered less stressful and financially cheaper than applying for inter-libraly loans or 

copies, waiting for them to arrive and paying for them. Basically choice was reduced Tor 

acadenlics in this study. As one participant said: 'If you were in Sydney, 

Melbourne. ..you have several libraries you can go to, but we can't do that here. That's 

a particular problem of being in the country' (Participant 28). Inter-library loan did 

provide some relief from the need to travel but was not considered a substitute. 

Geographical isolation, whether this is caused by distance from large city-bascd 

universities, or  distance from colleagues on otlier campuses in the same university, or 

by a reduced ability to fund attendance at conferenccs and meetings, can give rise lo 



intellectual isolation. The need for academics to be creative, to engage in social 

interaction at work is accepted as necessary by Bar~y & Squires (1995, p. 181), and by 

niore than three-quarters o f  the academics in this study. As  one participant said ' in  any 

form o f  learning, we  have to have interaction and reflective thinking and critical 

thinking' (Participant 12). 

Another participant was especially concerned at what he perceived as a reduction in 

academic interaction 011 a face-to-face basis: 

peer review.. . peer interaction before information seeking.. .and also.. . 
after the information seeking activity has taken place. W e  don't have 
enough ofthat.  (Participant 12) 

For many academics it is immediacy o f  contact and geographical proxi~nity to 

colleagues they can com~nunicate with that reduces feelings o f  intellectual isolation. 

The following words illustrate this: 

Occasionally they [other acadetuics] niigl~t elnail !lie wit11 a question or a 
comment and vice versa. I niight use them, or [we niight] telepl~one each 
otlier occasio~ially a b o ~ ~ t  certain issues in the discipline. And in the 
course o f  the conversation they lnay say, have yo11 read that paper.. .if 
you haven't, you say, no, can you give nie the reference, and I will go 
and get it. And sometimes i f  they are really nice, they will actually 
photocopy it for you ant1 send it to you in the post and vice versa.. .I 
think that's a part o f  nor~ual acaden~ic discourse. In that case that's a 
sense o f  isolation at CSU-Riverina. I f  you were in a metropolitan 
university you could probably walk to the office next door and speak to 
the same colleague ant1 have a broad tliscussion.. .being the 
only.. .academic on this campus [ I  cannot do that and].. .I don't realIy 
work with any o f  my colleagues. ..at other campuses in this institution. 
(Participant 24) 

These sentiments were also echoed by other parlicipants who were the o ~ i l y  full-time 

persons in a subject area whicli made them 'often feel quite isolated.. .I  wish I had 

someone to ~xni ideas by, and I often don't liave ...' and 

I don't have a lot o f  contact with otlier colleagues.. . I  really love it when 
I arn doing my research and I am up at [University oE] NSW, because I 
can talk to a whole cross section o f  people that liave similar interests and, 
just even over a cup o f  coffee, sometimes it is amazing what you 
get.. .like resolve issues, or points in another direction, or give you a 



contact, and I think that's really important. We don't have a very active 
seminar series in our School.. .(Participant 20) 

The fact that there were too few academics to provide support, for example in 

exchanging ideas, clarifying thoughts and using colleagues' resources, was a powerful 

motivator to seek sources outside the University. The following comment is 

representative of many academics in this study: 

in the sense that not many people are doing research in my field or not 
many people are teaching the discipline which I teach.. .therefore I have 
no interaction, but I do speak to colleagues from other 
universities.. .(Participant 14) 

This situation can also act as a stimulus to finding other sources but such activity may 

contribute to feelings of inadequacy about their own institution's ability to service what 

might be considered normal teaching and research information needs. It is not easy for 

many acadelilics to simply substitute a personal for11 of interaction witli colleag~~es with 

an electronic form. 

An additional contributing factor to the availability of kindred acadetnics witli whonl 

one can interact has been the reduction in the 11~111iber of academlc staff in some subject 

areas. Staff numbers in terms oC stafflstudcnt ratios, are cleclining, especially in some 

discipline areas. As one participant said: 'These days it is very common to be the only 

full time academic involved in a subject.. . ' (Participant 23). 

The problem of resource deprivation, caused either by lack of A~nds for the university 

library collection or  by geographical isolation fro111 other large library collections, and 

the resulta~lt il~tellectual isolation was of major concern to nearly all participants in this 

study. But ratller irot~ically too ~ I U C I I  information, or infoonnation overload, was also a 

concerti. Toffler (1970) refers to this 'infornlation overload' as causing cognitive 

overstitnulatio~i and affecting our ability to think. To some extent this perceived 

problem of information overload refers mainly to the large anlounts of  information 

coining fro111 membership of listservs a ~ l d  disc~~ssioll groups a11d to filtering required 

material from Web resources and database searches. There seems to be less time to seek 

information and, althougli there is improved access to information, there is 1nuc11 more 

infor~l~ation. 



Information Overload 

In modern society just about everything seems to be required without a wait; we need 

Inore information to cope with more information, greater amounts of computerisation 

and competition. At the same time tlie means for accessing information have 

dramatically inlproved. This research suggests that obtaining access to infor~nation is 

not a problem but that there are motivators/den~otivators affecting certain methods of 

access, as discussed tliroughout this study. At times the amount of information accessed 

is overwliel~ni~~g leading academics, who rely on colleagues for a quick response and 

who generally spend time in extensive filtering (e.g. for currency, authority) of 

inforniation once it has been obtained. This situation often leads to demotivation to 

access, for example 'I've got a particularly heavy load this senlester in terms of doing 

the email, voice mail, conimitment to students.. .I really don't have a lot of time to just 

sit at tlie computer ...' (Participant 8). There is considerable support for tliis complaint 

fro111 the literature. 

Since Toffler wrote his bestseller Future Shock in 1970, inibrmatioii supply has 

increased dramatically and infor~iiation overload is more prevalent. Most probably: 

the real problem for most people is that they are inundated with 
information ancl they have little chance of getting through it. Infor~nation 
is no longer difficult to come by. Rather than providing users with 
information maybe we should actually be sheltering them fro111 it 
(Jourrznlism and llze Internet, 2000, p. 4). 

Lancaster (1999,p. 49) points to tlie problem ofnot enough filtering of informalion in 

tliis age of increasing access to information rather than to Llic neecl for better physical 

access: 

librarians have little justification for claiming that technology has greatly 
improved access to inlbrniation.. .it has produced huge i~nprove~llents in 
physical access to published text and graphics. EIowever, intellectual 
access to the contents ofthis text has improved very little, if at all. 

In the landmark study Dying for inforrlzcrlioiz, conducted by Reuters Business 

Information (1996), on the effects of inibr~iiation overload, the resultant generation of 

stress was collsidered a major problem. The report's findings are relevant to research on 
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information-seeking behaviour in a number of ways. For example, the creation of stress 

caused by information overload was especially insidious. Major factors here include: 

threat of being oveswhelmed by the sheer quantities of information that 
must be mastered if we are to do our jobs efficiently.. .not knowing 
whether crucial infor~nation exists or if it exists, of  not being sure where 
and how to locate it ... frustration stress caused when we know where 
some essential information is located but are not sure how to access it 
(Reuters Business Information 1996, p. 2). 

A factor underlying and intensifying this infortnation stress, the study found, were time 

pressures where the 'more information there is, the less effectively we take it in' (p. 2). 

For the participants in this s t ~ ~ d y  vely active listse~vs, discussion lists and routine 

university-generated emails, whose benefit was often considered dubious by 

participants, and by Barry and Squires (1995, p. 185), were key triggers of feelings of 

i~lformation overload. For sollie it related to information coming from everywhere and 

an inability to control it. One academic, for example, said: 'I actually delisted myself 

because I was getting swarnped with so tnany hundreds of e-mails that I just coulclu't 

keep up' (Particil~ant 22). Pressure of time was a key reason for deleting listserv 

subscriptions with a participant saying: 'I have never f o ~ ~ n d  a lack of  itlfonnation to be a 

problem, i t  is always a proble~n getting the time to make use of the information' 

(Participant 6). Others found the infortnation on listservs repetitive and often 

comprising low interest laaterial and gave this as a reason for lack of use. 

Many participants found lhe amount of inforn~atio~~ available on the Internet 

overwhelming, were frustrated in identifying relevant material, and were concerned 

about the refereeing processes. Discussio~l on listservs was seen as often irrelevanl or 

marginally relevant to main areas of research and leaching. 

One participant reporting on use of email and listservs, as an exanlple, found that: 

it.. .stresses me out just to have to read all the information. ..it is 
probably too convenient, people overuse it and I don't want to be 
overloaded that way.. .You had too much information that was irrelevant 
and I don't consider it worthwhile at the moment to be on one, to have 
information, get stressed having to read it all.. .(Participant 17) 



The Internet was a major contributor to participants feeling a sense of information 

overload, of having yet another access point for contact and information. But 'us~ng the 

net' was now a necessary part of their every-day working life; the University required it 

for teaching and research; and it had the potential to be a remarkable resource. The 

question could be asked, however, if the initial impetus for becoming Internet literate 

came from the academic or from a con~bination of pressures from the University 

administration, introductory classes offered by the library or students in class. For 

example by putting into place several online initiatives, such as the use of forums in 

teaching, the University adnlinistration forced academics to post messages to and read 

messages from students on the forum. Failure to do so would reflect poorly on the 

academic's teaching practices. Library classes, especially for new students and research 

students, have become dorninated by instruction in using the Internet to access 

catalogues, databases and tl~e World Wide Wcb. With pressure from students, who 

incorporate material from the World Widc Web into assigi~ment and class discussion 

presentations, the academic must at least become more aware. Obviously tnany of these 

initiatives are necessary to keep up-to-date and relcvant but some stresses are attached 

to them. 

Waddington (1 998) suggests that: 

Technologies for tnanaging information are often the problem, not the 
solution.. .more lanes just means nlore traffic. People create and 
distribute because they can, not because it's useful. Intranets can become 
like the internet - full of hoinenlade pages and dead links. 

Information overload created stress for many academics in the present. study with 

reactions often personal perceptions of inability to cope. The following types of 

coln~uents were made: 'I need to reduce the amount of infortnation coming to me. How 

do I know what is important? How do I manage all of1~1y other duties i f1  reacl all of 

this?' 

Althougl~ the amount of information is more difficult to control with listservs and 

discussion lists, a discussion of all of the potential contributors to information overload 

must include all o f  the sources of information to which an academic has access. 

Academics discriminate between sources depending npon the type of iufosn~ation 

required and their relative levels of t~~otivationldemotivatio~~ towards different sources. 

When there are pressures, such as time constraints acaclenlics are iilrther encouraged Lo 



discriminate. Perhaps because of the relatively recent nature of communication 

exchange through listservs, and subsequent lack of familiarity with this source, 

demotivation is stronger as appeared in the present study and tliis source is more likely 

to be bypassed or not used. It may be that in times of information-seeking stress, there is 

an automatic reversal to more familiar and therefore personally justifiable means of 

information seeking. 

While access to a greater range of material was welconied solnetimes, such access also 

led to frustration. For example, even though one participant was delighted to liave 

access to online versions of international daily newspapers, for personal as well as work 

reasons, lie considered it was a lot easier when he didn't have access to it. 

Now you've got it you think you should be using it. If you are not using 
it every day there's son~etl~ing wrong. Those things build up and then if 
you are not looking at that newspaper, you are not looking at this 
newspaper and so that builds up a level of expectation on yourself and 
you just liave to say, just forget about it. (Participant 9) 

Other inlportant sources that were seen to lead to information overload were databases. 

They have been especially valuable in providing some sort of control for acadenlics 

over the vast aniourits of infor~nation with wllic11 they have been faced bul: at the same 

time they can present a problern of information overload and monitoring of continually 

new infor~nation falls behind (Barry and Squires 1995, p. 179). Sometitnes time 

pressures and the expectation of having to undergo a potentially non-productive search 

on databases acted together to denlotivate infor~i~ation-seeki~lg. 

I might liave only two hours to prepare a lecture and I need to be able to 
go straight to thc source of what I want at tlie library. ..if1 am just 
mucking around with key words in  the CD-ROM I am lucky to get 
... 3000 articles on this or even 250. [It] is just too Inally for 
me.. .(Participanl22) 

This is what Bandura (1977) refers Lo as self efficacy (or sense of personal mastery), 

discussed earlier in tliis thesis, where: 

The strength of people's convictions in their own effectiveness is likely 
to affcct whether they will even try to cope will1 given siluations. At this 
initial level, perceived self-efficacy influences choice of behavioral 



settings. People fear and tend to avoid threatening situations they believe 
exceed their coping skills, whereas they get involved in activities and 
behave assuredly when they judge themselves capable of handling 
situations that would other wise be intimidating.. .Efficacy expectations 
determine how much effort people will expend and how long they will 
persist in the face of obstacles and aversive experiences. (p. 193-194) 

The increasing pressure on an academic's time, referred to in Chapter 4, created by 

administrative duties, has seen the amount of time devoted to information seeking for 

research, especially, but also for teaching, decline (Barry and Squires 1995, p. 183). Just 

at a time wlie~l there is much morc information that is accessible, there is decreasing 

time to access it and undertake research. The result is increasing feelings of information 

overload, For some acade~uics it was found that this situation created frustration and 

time: 

to pursue my own scholarly interests and those things seem to be getting 
less and less ...' and 'time is consuliied by too many committees and other 
administrative duties ... that tloes prevent me from doing research. 
(Participant 8) 

For those involved in interdisciplinary rescnrch there were further pressures to narrow 

down thc area or  expertise lest tlie amount of inforrnalion coming from liiany different 

subject areas became too overwhelming (Westbrook 1999). 

One method of information sceking, fir~lily in control of the informatioll seeker, which 

has always been used by academics, is browsing; this is discussed in  the tiexl section. 

Browsing 

Nearly all information-seeking bchaviour, whether purposive or passive, involves 

browsing at the least - a physical activity suc11 as looking through Web sites, or 

checking book shelves. Browsing can be considered a search strategy. It is essentially 

looking for something - in the context of this research, looking for infor~nation. 

Because it involves unstn~ctured searching it is usually non-threatening to self-esteem 

and it can give rise to unexpected finds and stiniulate creativity and ideas, triggering 

further exploration. Results can be perceived as a personal achievement and 

i~istanta~leous. All searching can do this but the 'cost' seelns less with browsing than 



other more structured searching methods. Browsing can of course be tedious and 

unfruitf~~l but this can be considered more the user's fault than the system's. 

With browsing academics have freedom to choose what they will look at and for how 

long they will look at it. Because academics have less time available for searching, 

especially because of increased marking loads and administrative responsibilities, 

browsing in libraries is one activity that appears to have declined in frequency over 

recent years. To some extent the ability to browse the World Wide Web, although 

specifically mentioned by only a few respondents, has also probably had an influence 

on reducing the need to browse in libraries. But it remains an important and desirable 

information-seeking activity. Browsing remains a relatively independent, non-directcd 

and non-co~ifrontational activity. It is measured by participants by what it achieves in 

terms of obtaining the 'ideal' article, the 'book that one has been waiting for', or by 

being an 'idea crcator' allowing a higher sense of satisfaction to the browser than Inore 

directed information-seeking. For the infoullation seeker browsing often acts as the 

  no ti vat or or dernotivator of more directed information-seeking behaviour. 

Westbrook (1997, p. 3 19) says, 'Individuals who consider or act up011 a consideration of 

identifying or locatiilg that which has the potential to modify their internal knowledge 

structures are engaged in information seeking'. Browsi~lg for inforn~ation is one method 

of inforniation seeking and is common amongst academics; it is 110 less important a 

method for finding information than using a highly structured search strategy. 

I-Iildreth (1982 cited in Poulter 1998, p. 56) identifies the following levels of browsing: 

Directed/Structured in which the desired goal and its location are known. 

Seniidirected which is 'a loosely structured periodic activity i~lvolving repeatedly 

visiting locations and sources because they lnay contain new material oTinterestl. 

Undirectcd/unstructured and 'almost ra~ldoill activity, in which there is no goal or 

known location, but rather a vague wish for such'. 

Even the most purposive infornlation seeking i~lvolves looki~ig through or glancing at 

what one has identified in a database, on the Web or on one's own bookshelf, esl~ccially 

in the early stages of a search. Poulter (1998, p. 55) sees browsing as almost 



synonymous with searching. Its essential features involve interactivity and lack of 

consciously structured queries or explicit goals (Toms 1999, p. 191). However Poulter 

(1998, p. 56), suggests confidence in the user's ability to consciously know what lic/she 

is doing when he says that it is not necessary 'that a query must be formulated in 

advance by the library user ...' to recog~iise relevant material. Users may have trouble 

formulating exactly what they want, 'lack the specific vocabulary to articulate their 

need or may not have a need to articulate, but can recognize something relevant as soon 

as they see it'. The information seeker interacts with the information, sums up its 

potential and immediate usefulness and takes a physical copy or mental note of it. Each 

part of the browsing process may inform the next, alter the direction of the search until 

some conclusion to tlle information-seeking occurs. 

Toms (1999, p. 204) paints a picture of typical browsers as 'passive gatherers of 

information who opportunistically respo~id to the cues presented by the environment 

and accumulate infornlation as they are exposed to it' and people who: 

inimerse themselves in a topic of interest ancl meander from topic to 
topic while concurrently recognising interesting ancl informative 
information on the way. They seem to seek and gather informalion in a 
pur~ioselcss, illogical and indiscri~ninate manner.. .Often the result is the 
acquisition of new ini'or~nation, tlie rejection or confirniation of an idea, 
or the genesis of ncw, perlial~s not-wliolly formed thoughts about a topic 
( p  191). 

Aclditionally Toms (1999, p. 204) suggests that browsing can simply be information 

gathering and exploring that is 'more connccted to satisfying l~uman curiosity than to 

resolving a predetermined inCorn~ation gap or infomiation necd'. 

The type of browsing activity represented in this research does not closely parallel the 

concepts of TOIIIS (1999). The participants interviewed for this study, in lllany cases, 

deliberately chose to browse because of tlie likelihood that they would be successful in 

meeting their information need. Altliough, in Wilson and Walsh's terms (1996), their 

information seeking was not purposive, it was oftell a planned activity to answer their 

inforniation need, Browsing does present possibilities for interacting with information 

in creative and active ways (Barry and Squires 1995,p. 180). 



Browsing, in the context of this research, is often planned, not as directionless as Toms 

(1999) indicates and regularly takes the place of more directed searching on databases, 

catalogues, especially when the informati011 need is not clearly formulated in the 

searcher's mind. 

For the majority of participants off-line browsing was confined mainly to physical use 

of Llie CSU Library or other libraries. Browsing online appeared to be confined to the 

Web or databases. This is understandable as currently browsing across networks and on 

OPACs is difficult (Poulter 1998, p. 55). A number of reasons for the browsitlg 

behaviour of academics were idenlified: 

Current Awareness 

Browsing journal articles on tlie new journal/book display in the library was tlie 1110st 

popular forni of browsing among academics in this study. According to one: 'Wilh the 

selection ofjournals, and there's not many, most of them come in monthly or quarterly 

and 1 go over to the library and just have a look through their indexes [table of contents] 

and if there's anything that takes my eye, I photocopy' (Participant 1 I). Apart fro111 tlie 

obvious potential of finding usef~11 articles, the bibliographies attached to the articles 

were considered i~ivaluable. Dealing with actual books and jourtlais allowed a Inore 

creativc type of thi~lking than looking at inforliiation on the screen (Barry and Squires 

1995, p. 181). Unfortunately the perceived lack ofjournal titles available in tlie Library 

was seen to reduce the effectiveness and extent of browsing, with one participant 

conl~nenting that the Library was not worth browsing in. To solne extent browsing of 

material available on the Inlcrl~et replaced the need for some to physically visit Lhe 

Library. However academics do appear to discriminate between browsing for specific 

topics where the I~lternet is used and Illore broad range 'grazing' where the Library is 

preferred. 

Finding a specific title on library shelves, for many academics, involved bypassing t l~e  

catalogue and going directly to the shelves where yo11 thought the 'item' was going to 

be because 'sometimes you find other things you dicln't know were there' (Participant 

2). The act of browsing ofien occurred as an additional activity to purposive inforniatio~l 

seeking. The Library was visited for a specific purpose and the11 the opportu~lity to do 

some other things was taken. 



Pre-Purposive Search Initiation 

For researching new areas and preparing distance education material, browsing was 

often chosen as the preferred starting point: 

I would probably browse in journals looking for material that was related 
and then I would start to get a feel for who the authors were and where 
the information was based ... find out what the most recent books were in 
the library and usually browse the shelves in  the right area. (Participant 
5 )  

and 

I do like to browse along the shelves and I know this probably isn't a 
recommended way of doing things but often just by browsing into 
different areas I will find books, chapters . ..jo~urnals which I probably 
wouldn't come across if I'd jjusl been t~ying to look on the databases of 
the library.. .that's a real action thing, browsing. I know I an1 not 
supposcd to browse, I've been told that by librarians. But I do find it 
quite efficient really. (Participant 28) 

Other catalysts to more purliosive information seeking were obtaining guideposts from 

catalogue searches, newspapers and eleclronic media. Once potentially relevalit nlalerial 

had been identified in catalogues, newspapers and the electronic media, t l~e  next step 

was to revert to more purposive incormation seeking. 

Persol~al Control of Infonllation Seeking 

Browsing for infortnation represented for academics more self conlrol over their 

information seeking than going through an intermediary or searching purposively for 

information fro111 databases themselves. As Poulter (1998, p. 55) says: 'In browsing, 

feedback is incremental and inlder the user's control in that the user delertnines what 

individual item should be examined a1 any one time'. The words of Shamir (1991,p. 

41 I), referred to and quoted earlier in this chapter, are also relevant here: behaviour is 

not always considered to be 'goal-oriented, instrulnental and calculative but is also 

expressive of feelings, attit~~des and self-concepts'. 

For some participants there werc some cognitive advantages in browsing for 

information. They fou~ld searching for them was more focusecl and they were able to 



identify potentially useful material that could be used in the future and the breadth of 

what they were exposed to was wider than would be the case with more purposive 

information seeking. Purposive it~formation seeking, often defined by participants as 

searching using keywords, was seen as more limiting, less interactive, stimulating and 

rewarding than generally browsing. One participant reported that physical browsing in a 

library was more likely to lead into other avenues than browsing electronically. 

Browsing for some, especially when conducted at a more resource rich library than the 

CSU Wagga Wagga Campus Library, was also considered to be faster in retrieving 

infor~nation when compared to retrieving information from databases. 

Additionally browsing was seen to be linked with a range of other activities such as the 

physical activity ofwalking to the library to escape email and telephone calls and other 

interruptions, to clear andlor refresh the mind, to relax with colleagues by browsing 

through shared journals in the tearoorn and to be rnentally stimulated. The ease of 

access to multi-cliscil~linary journals, lying on a table in a tearoom, appeared to be seen 

as exposing one to potentially relevant material that would not be obtaitled by more 

purposive, directed searching. Because such infon~~lation-seekitlg activity was away 

From the office it was often seen as a good use of time and was able to take place 

between meetings and lectures. This was co~npared to Inore purposive seeking requiring 

more preparation and organisation, use of computers, which may or may not be 

available, and directing a search with a limited time frame. 

As discussed earlier in this scction browsing is a non-threatening for11 of information 

seeking; self-csieem, feelings and emotion are not threatened because the only 

participant is the browser. Comparcd to Inore structured searching, the outcome of 

browsing was, at best, seen as succcssf~~l and stimulating and, at worst, a decision by 

the browser that lllc browsing was a poor choice. Because browsing is often conduclctl 

in conju~lction with other activilics, there nlay not be such a heavy reliance on a 

successful outcome. 

Serendipity 

Perhaps more so than browsing on the World Wide Web, browsing in libraries was seen 

as likely to be serendipitous. It enabled material to be found that nor~nally would not be 

found. 



Part of my serendipitous way in which I acquire information, I don't 
know whether it is going to interest me until I've actually seen it, every 
now and again [I] work through the journals and pull sonlething out- 
libra~y journals, bioscience journals. I will look at the headings just to 
see if there's something there that is related to something I am interested 
in. I like the environment of a library. There are a lot of intangibles there 
that I would be bitterly disappointed if they took it away. (Participant 15) 

Schmidt (1999a, p. 93) also found this in research carried out at the University of 

Queensland: 'resources discovely for all is still serendipitous in many instances and 

does not use all of the structured approaches available'; browsing is slill a significant 

component of tlie search process. 

The participant above saw tlic Web, in comparison, as controlling, organized and 

directing tlie user through pre-defined pathways: 

So while there are a lot of possibilities with tlie Web you do not have the 
same sort of control as you do when you go into a paper based 
environment., .I feel directed sometillles.. .I don't feel that in the 
library.. .there are certain choices that have already been made by 
librarians about what material is there, but it is not so overt. It 's very 
different control over what you access. (Participant 15) 

For a few participants browsing, either in the Library or on the Web, was seldoni done, 

usually because of time pressures or because searching was directed rnorc towards 

specific subject areas. B L I ~  browsing in the Library was bccolni~lg a less freq~ie~ll 

activity for IIIOS~ participants wit11 less tinle available because of extra administrative 

activities, lack of relevant material available Lo browse, and Lhe increasing potential of 

browsing the databases available onlinc and the Internet. Browsing 011 the Web also 

suited browsers who were able to follow one Link to another link. 

Browsing and the connection with specific subject areas 

Some subject areas seem more suited to browsing than others and browsing in thcse 

areas seems quite purl~osive. For example for the literary bibliographer looking through 

hundreds of references, the search is not looking for specific itelus but looking for 

anything that could be potentially useful where 'you are not quite sure until you see it, 

whether it's going to be of any use or not' (Participant 9). 



But for the academic working a more defined area, such as chemistry, the identification 

of the usefulness of a reference is probably easier. 

Conclusion 

Affect strongly influences niotivatiotl, and motivation drives behaviour. The idea of 

motivation illfluenced by affecl and a range of other influences can be seen in the work 

of social psychologists such as Fiske and Taylor (1991), whose ideas were introduced in 

Chapter 2. Thc discussion in this chapter on self-esteem, geographical and intellectual 

isolation, information overload and browsing is related to the concept of affect. It is a 

persuasive influence helping to direct the path infor~nation seeking will take. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In some cases IT-assisted literature access is seen as a more efficient way 
to operate. I-Iowever efficiency is not the only parameter. Academics still 
want to have access with people, libraries atid books.. .an academic is 
somcoi~e who reads, goes to libraries and interacts face to face with other 
colleagues in the field ... academics still need to interact with 
people. ..creativity is relevant (Barry 1995, p. 180-181). 

The major ailns of this research, to explore the infbrmatio~l-seeki~~g beliaviour of 

university academics in a changing tecl~nological environtnent and to identify the role 

~iiotivators and clemotivators played in influe~icing this behaviour, were realised. The 

study was very much focused on examining the information needs of acadelliics at a 

rural university in a variety of disciplines. 

The niajor findings, discussed below, may be e~lcapsulated in the following statements: 

1nfo1.1uation-seeki~lg behaviour is very intlivitlual. 

Technological change was a strong underlying theme in this research, but it was iiot 

the sole change agent. 

Affect associated with personal co~lstructs strongly itifl~~e~lced source selectio~i. 

From persotla1 constructs a range of motivators and de~notivators in a dynamic 

interplay became associated with sources. 

Attached to library and librarian image are motivators/cie~~~otivators and these act as 

major influences on source selectioll and use. 

Images of self are important influences in information-seekiilg beliaviour. 

The role of the invisible college in illtellect~lal discourse has changed but re~nai~ls 

important. 



Information-seeking behaviour 

The following figure (see Figure 2) represents the information-seeking behaviour of 

university academics as identified in this study. While the results of the study cannol be 

generalised, the steps in the figure represent what each academic who decides to engage 

in information-seeking behaviour experiences. It diffcrs from existing models of 

Information Seeking Behaviour (ISB) ill its emphasis up011 the dynamic nature of 

lnotivators and demotivators influencing whether or not thc process will comme~ice and, 

once it has commenced, what direction it will take. 
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Tlie figure represents academics finding themselves in a work situation where 

information was needed to solve or address what became an information need. The 

combination of an academic in a work situation and the need to know (cognition) is the 

catalyst for creation of an information need. As reported in Chapter 2 cognitions provide 

interpretations of the situation (Fiske and Taylor 1991), but motivations decide if 

beliaviour is going to occur. An inforniation need luay be consciously activated by the 

formulation of an i~ifonnatio~i-seeking question or it may remain at a conscious or 

subconscious level until i t  is activated. Motivators and demotivators relating to the neecl 

for infonliation deter~nine if an inforn~ation need will be formulated and then activated, 

that is an infornlation seeking question activated. Motivators and demotivators will 

again i~ifluence whether, and which source is chosen to continue the behaviour. The 

remaining step in tlie 1SB is selection of source. The selection of source was determined 

by perceptions of t in~e,  image of source, source cllaracteristics and feelings, attitudes, 

emotions towards the source (ic, motivators/de~notivators). 

In practice ISB in this study secnled to often involve a con~bination of sources as 

experience with each source during ISB infornied the information seeker about tlie 

direction ofthe next step in the process and the next source selection. 

Individuality 

Tlie strategies used by academics in their infortnation-seeki~lg behaviour in each case 

are unique and indivicl~~al. The results oftliis research closely follows that of Reneker, 

Jacobson & Spink (2000) who found 'analysis slid understanding o f .  .. needs and 

barriers to successf~~l inforniation searclles can inform an organization of methods of 

improving the infonnalion environment' (p. 13). Their research results indicated: 

The importance of the context of the i~ifon~iation search, the 
fu~~dan~ental  role of the environmcnl in shaping Lhe informatio~l needs of 
the seeker, and the perception of the information seeker of his or her 
information cnvironmenl' (p. 14). 

The quotes below made by participants in this research point to tlie individuality and 

uniqueness of inforn~atioti seekers who participated in this study. The first quote 

indicates how the pressures of everyday work and learning new ways to LLSC thc library 

are forcing a reappraisal of wliat it is possible to achieve and how, when the 

infor~i~atioti-seeking task becomes too 'hard', the established way of i~~fonnation 



seeking takes over. The second exaniple represents a confident user wl~ose information- 

seeking needs are greater than they used to be and who recognises the role of the library 

as vely much one of providing access and rapidity of satisfaction of information need. 

The third example represents the confident seeker of information who probably uses tlie 

library little as his information needs are largely satisfied through his perso~ial networks. 

the changes that the library is being forced to accommodate are forcing 
me to change my habits of information retrieval and attitudes to what's 
possible, and on a given day, if life is very full and busy as it is almost 
every day, I feel that I can go back to my own resources more, or as 
I ~ I U C ~  as I used to. (P articipant 2 1) 

a library now Lo me would be that final thing that I go to when I get 
stuck, so library staff have to be much more skilled I think, because I am 
going to come and say, I'm stuck. You solve the problem. You tcll me 
where to go from here. Whereas once where you would probably have 
gone to a library with much simpler questions, we are now going in with 
muc11 more complex issucs we want solved.. .I  do want rapid access to 
information. ..rapidity is the thitlg wliich has cliangecl so much in the last 
decade. (Participant 7) 

I'm just in tliis little niche now where I am looking for similar sorts oSthings all 
the tin1c. Maybe I am cutting myself off from other areas but I don't think so. I 
think I've got pretty good access to what I want. Yes, that's probably a good 
point. I got rid of all the peripherals and I now know the area I want and how to 
get what I want very efficiently and that's it, you know. 1 don't need to do niuch 
niore. (Participant 28) 

Many more examples from the research could be used to indicate the individuality oS 

itiformatio~l seeking beliaviour. Recognitioll of tliis individuality is the first step in 

attempting to improve infornnalion services to academics. It cannot bc assulned by 

information providers, sucli as librarians, that the acadeniic as an inhrliiation-seelw is 

confident about library use, computer literate in ternis of electronic access to 

infor~iiation and does not need to niove outside hisllier office environment to find the 

answers to questions. Acadeliiic information seekers lnove between sources until their 

needs are met (Cllen & I-Iernon 1983). Tlicre is onen no allegiance to a particular sourcc 

but rather a use of the sources most likely to provide the answer; each information- 

seeking experience requires a different strategy. There is a challenge, especially for the 

providers of information services, to present a service to users that goes beyond a 

simple linking of question with answers in the for111 of World Wide Web sites or 

references f r o n ~  a database. The information service provider needs to engage wit11 the 

user and be a partner in the infortnatiol~-seekil~g process. Not all users will require this, 



some users see themselves as independent and competent seekers. But to all users an 

opportunity must be given by their information providers to assist them personally in 

their informatioti seeking in a more proactive way. 

Technology and information-seeking behaviour 

The role of technology in influencing inforlliation-seeki~lg behaviour was found to be 

inlportant as a change agent. But, in this increasing tecl~nological environment in wliich 

academics werc finding themselves, other change agents or drivers of change were also 

observed. These included the following: 

pressure on acadeniics to become more involved in research and intensive 

competition for reducctl amounts of ft~~iding 

decline in u~iivcrsity budgets and resulta~lt rcduced funding for conference 

attendance 

decreasing numbers of academics in sotile discipline areas 

reduced library budgets and cancellation of serial titles and reduced monogmph 

spending 

higher student/staff ratios 

increasecl administrative loads 

increasing req~~irements for acatletnic staff to be tuultiskilled, for exaniple to teach, 

to research, to administer, to participate in committees, to be active in their 

acade~nic community. 

It is extrenlely difficult to separate cause and cffect ill considering the influence 

technology has played in changing thc information-seeki~~g behaviour of acaclemlcs in 

this study. One could ask, for instance, what canie first at CSU? : At1 inlperative lo 

undertake more rcsearch and publish results? Or tecl~nology making available grcalcr 

access to infornlation? 

Affect, personal constructs and motivation 

The role of affecl in infor~l~ation-seeki~ig bchaviour was found to be more persuasive 

than first t l ~ o ~ ~ g h t .  Kuhlthau (1991, 1993), for example, ernl>hasisecl its role in stages of 

inforn~ation seeking relating to an inlposed query as the seeker traveled through a series 

of11100d, altitude, enlotiorla1 cl~atlgcs in their infor~nalion search. Wilson (1981, p. 9) 



acknowledged its role in motivating inforniation-seeking bellaviour as the seeker in a 

situation 'coupled with the individual's personality structure' created affective needs 

such as the need for achievement, self expression and self-actualisation. In Wilson's 

view 'the individual would be perceived not merely as driven to seek information for 

cognitive ends, but as living and working in social settings which create their own 

motivations to seek information to help satisfy largely affective needs' (p. 10). 

The research for this thesis indicates that the affective realm is often at the root of 

choice of source and determines if the cognitive need will or will not be met. 

Information-seeking behavioor is very individual and has been personally constructed 

through a combination of motivating and demotivating influences. Academics in this 

research have their ow11 unique approaches to their infor~~iatiou-seeking behaviour fixed 

in their personal constnrcts. Eac11 approacd~ llas been co~~slructecl and is in a continual 

state of reco~~struction. The affective real111 has bee11 shown in this research to be a 

powerfill influence on personal constructs relating to an academic's role in seeking 

information for researcll and teaching. It plays a major role in creation of attitudes, 

feelings, beliefs, perceptions about technology, choice of source and image formation 

relating to source. For exatuple, as mcntionecl in Chapter 6, Participant 25 round some 

peol~le in the library a 'bit forbidding' so qoestions wcre not asked of them. The 

affective realm lies at the root of motivation to engage in information-seekit~g behaviour 

and is largely based in experience. 

As cliscussed in Chapter 2 experience is e~nbeclded in 1)ersonal construct formation and 

is the single n~ost  110werfi11 tleterminant ofthe direction infor~uation seeking will take. 

Each acadenlic has been exl~osed to a variety of experiences that make up individual 

information-seeking experiences and influence the direction inforn~ation seeking will 

take in the future. It is too si~nplistic to suggest that recent experience with technology is 

responsible for nlost of the changes to an acaclemic's itifomation-seeking behaviour 

over the past five years. Technology may have changed personal constructs relating to 

source selectio~l but other change agents, discussed in earlier chapters, have also playeel 

a role. An acaden~ic's subject discipline is another powerful predictor of what sources 

will be selected in infor~llation seeking. TIlere are nunlerous studies documenting the 

different approaches of subject disciplines to information seeking and, within these 

disciplines, there are different approaches relating to specific subjects. Tllere are other 

complicating factors such as the complexities of source selection in ~nultidiscipli~lary 



studies, as Westbrook's (1999) work illustrates. The work situation of the academic 

itlteracts with the need to know, cognition, and n~otivatiotl to initiate information- 

seeking behaviour. But without motivation there can be no behaviour. The strength of 

niotivation is shaped by tlie balance between motivators and demotivators that are 

attached to personal constructs. Motivators and demotivators are vital ingredients in 

understanding tlie reasons for source selection towards the satisfaction of an infor~iiation 

need arid a successf~~l approach to infor~nation-seeking behaviour. 

Typically an academic in this research had pre-existing personal constructs relating to 

information seeking, built up  over years ofexperience and changed by new extcmal 

influences such as source use. I~lternal itlfluetlces such as feelings, eniotions, attitudes 

towards these new experiences acted on existing personal constructs. The resultant 

personal constructs fornled, for example, about use of databases, give rise to motivators 

and demotivators. For exalllple Participant 22, as reported in Chapter 6, round 

technology a problem. She was lllolivated to underlakc database and other online 

searclics with experts because as an independent searcher she thought slie would 

invariably get stuck. 

Electronic source selection 

Electro~iic sources of il~lormatio~l are also very important in inlormation seeking. When 

electronic source selection is considered, experience also is a strong influence and there 

is a range of motivators/de~nolivalofi influc~~cing ~vl~ich clloice is made. Choicc of 

electronic sources is again made depending u11on prior experience with it and up011 thc 

informalion need. This is cotifirmecl by Kuhlthau (1998) in that: 

Users predict fro111 constructs formed through prior cxpcrie~ice what will 
be useft11 and expedient in infor~l~ation seeking. The prediclions 
detennitie the sources that are uscd, the sequence in which thcy are used, 
and the i~lformation that is selected as relevatlt fiom within the sourccs. 
Conversely, users' predictions cleter~~iine sources, informatio~l, and ideas 
that remain unused or arc discarded (11. 365). 

New sources, not previously experienced, are also chosen at tirnes although the 

tendency is for continuation of prior habits of i~~fo rma t io~~  seeking and lietlce use orthe 

sanle sources. Sometimes new sources are chosen but the pattern ~Tsearcliing remaitis 

the same. New methods are gradually incorllorated into existing patterns rather than 

exchanged for the established methods of itlfor~llatiotl seeking. 



Electronic source availability has increased dramatically over the past decade. Sources 

previously only available in print form, and difficult to access, are now available 

electronically. Considerable amounts of full text government information, information 

from international organisations, not available previously, are now available through tlie 

World Wide Web. Electronic availability for acade~ilics from the CSU Library and from 

the libraries of the world from their own offices has reduced tlie necessity for many 

academics to visit the Library in person. Even with problems regarding packaging of 

some of this material reported by academics, electrol~ic access has been welcornecl. 

This research found that, while academics' information-seeking behaviour had 

changed, the change had taken place overa very long period. Currently, and [nost likely 

to a greater extent in the future, academics with an illformation need satisfy 1110rc of 

tliat need by direct interface with computers. Librarians are increasingly answering 

questions electronically without any face to face reference interview, and users are 

becoming more independent and answering questions by use of the World Wick Web 

and databases. Nevertheless the extent of reliance upon electronic sources of 

informatio~~ in information-seeking behaviour is very I I I L I C ~  dependent upon discipline 

and subject stutlied within that discipline. Academics interested in the health or 

business arens, for example, are well served by a s~iiall number ofspecialised 

databases. Those acadeniics involved in the liutnanities areas generally have access Lo 

lcss well-developed databases and have to rely upon a wicler range of sources to satisCy 

their inforniation needs. Recent qualitative research into attitudes to, and use of, 

electronic resources also suggests different responses depending upon discipline studied 

and libra~y used (Australian Libraly Collections Task Force 2001a; Australian Library 

Collections Task Force 2001b). This is supported by Prank et al. (2001, p. 95) who 

suggest 'Scholars fall into a number of  variecl research disciplines, cultures, and 

generations that require distinct informatio~~ services delivered in a variety of formats'. 

The perceived quality and availability of electronic access to sources can nlotivate or 

clenlotivate infor~~~ation-seeki~ig behaviour and it did for acaclemics in this research. 

Only a snlall number of participants indicated little contact with the library and 

librarians. Of these academics some had well-defined approaches to inforrnatio~l 

seeking which may have involved using resources onlitle which had bee11 subscribed Lo 

by tlie library while others did not seem to engage in any information seeking using the 

library. It is thought tliat for these participants the library was often not co~~sciously 



recalled as the source of resources online. Part of the reason for this may be the 

increased availability of resources via the World Wide Web which participants did not 

distinguish from resources provided by the libraty. 

Images of library and librarian 

Images of the libraty and librarian were created by Inany experiences atid acted as 

motivatorslde~~~otivators influelici~ig inforn~ation-seeking behaviour. There was no one 

image identitied of libraries or librarians. Images were often based on prior experiences 

and perceptions of resources availability and accessibility, which were particularly 

found to be iniportallt in irnage collstruction and the resultant tnotivators/de~i~otivators 

to using libra~y services. 

The vast majority of acade~nics held positive iniages about the role of the librarian and 

library. There was 110 suggestion of the librarian as a 'frump with a bun' as often 

portrayed in the literature. Importantly, participants identified a number of roles, 

sunimarised below and outlined in Chapter 5. This is iniportant because these roles 

enconipass fu~lctions the librarians are generally thought to perform or which acade~liics 

would like to see performed. They could be used as nlotivators relating to library use. 

Librarian as keeper of the collection 

Librarian as creator of independent user 

Librarian as 'knowledge navigator' 

Librarian as itiformatioti technician 

Librarian as document delivercr 

Librarian as educator of acade~llics 

Librarian as educator of students 

Librarian as interactive partner 

Librarian as inforniation provider 

There was far from ulliversal acceptance anlong participatlts about the degree of 

itliportance that they would ascribe to each role. There were also varying degrees of 

success attributed to the librarian's ability to perfor111 each role. Some roles attracted 

positive and negative feelings, as well as a diversity of views as to what should be the 

role as conlpared to what it was. It was a positive sign that participants identified key 



roles for librarians in this tecl~~~ological age. There needs to be more research carried out 

into ways of linking the roles of libsariatis as defined by library users to the roles that 

librarians define for themselves. There are also many types of library users, with 

different approaches to inforniation-seeking behaviour that need to be recognised; no 

one type of service fits all. As Barry (1995) says: 

So often, training and support is offered from the perspective that 
everyone has a need and is motivated to find out about the tools and 
learn how to use them. It would seem that only if training and support 
call be targeted in response to meeting tlie perceived needs of the user, 
will they be successful (11. 186). 

Tlie dilemma for the service provider is how to tailor services to suit dirferent types of 

information-seeking behaviours, information needs and perceptions of librarian rolc. 

While academics still need to interact with each other to exchange ideas ancl to stirnulate 

ideas it could be asked: Does tlie academic still need a librarian to ask for assistruice in 

satisfying their information needs? For the acade~nics in this research, the roles 

identified above suggest that some degree of intel~ersonal interaction between librarian 

and user is a given and is necessary, In the paper by Frank et al, an increase in this 

interpersonal interaction was proposed as a way to increase the ~lleani~lg and relevance 

of the library. For example: 

While traditional in-person visits to libraries co~lti~luc and electronic 
idormation resources provide libraries and their respective clientele 
with i~inovative and effective access tnechanisms, libraries cannot ignore 
the possibility, and in sollie cases reality, of beco~ni~ig passive providers 
of information. The net result is that librarians need, and must embrace 
the ol~portunity, to engage scliolars with innovative and effective 
services that stretch bcyond traditional library bou~idaries. Essentially, 
the move to electro~iic services and informatio~i provision reduces the 
physical role of the central academic library ancl drives librarians to 
adapt libra~y-bound services, transcend traditio~lal boundaries, and lnove 
from reactive lo proactive service ~liodels (Frank el al. 2001, p. 91). 

Nevertheless it is difiicult to assume that the degree to which librarians and librar~es 

have been relied upon in the past to satisfy iillfor~nation needs is the salile toclay, 

especially with the potential for a higher degree of independent infor~nation seeking. 

Tlie extent of librarian-user interaclion in the past, however, is difficult to assess. We 

si~l~ply do not know what it was beyoild state~nents about the central role of the library 



in a university. In terms of this research there seems little reason to question Taylor's 

(1968, p. 82) comments in his classic paper on information seeking, and referred to in 

Chapter 2. He concluded that whether or not a librarian is asked for assistance is based 

upon factors such as 'the inquirer's image of the personnel, their effectiveness, and his 

previous experience with this or any other library or librarian'. 

Librarians will need to find out more about what their users think of their roles and how 

they perform them. It is not enough to expect resources availability, i~~formation 

filtering and user education to be the catalyst for libra~y use, in person or remotely. It 

may be that too lllatly assumptions have been made regardillg the needs of users and the 

services users demand. 

The power of the acade~nic to obtain inore inlor~l~atiol~ Inore rapidly, with little help 

From internlediaries, cannot be disputed. But acadelnics need to be creative and a part of 

the developtllent of this creativity is the lieecl to be i~lfor~nation seekers and to interact 

with those who provide infornlation, including colleag~~es and librarians. Ifonc reflects 

upon these scenarios then i t  could possibly be deduccd that the academic library lor 

academics, rilay 

8 exist outside of the library's walls in the academic's place of work 

continue to serve a more limitcd, book-seeking clientele 

c o ~ i t i ~ i ~ ~ c  to act as a doculllent delivel-y and suliply agency, and maintain 

electronic databases for access 

0 continue to provide uscr education classes and play a proaclive role in 

filtering and evaluatio~l of resources 

0 becotne largely inelevant for some acacleti~ics as they use their own sources 

for infor~~~ation seeking 

Recent literature focuses upon the increasing need for librariatls to play a role in 

interpreting, analysing, selecting relevant information for their users. For exaniple 

Griffiths (2000) suggests that 'The creation of validated collections of digital materials 

and their relationship to validated non-digital materials will offer a significant value-add 

to the serious jnfon~~ation seeker'. Others, s11c11 as Tenopir (2001), refer to the 

illcreasing need to provide illstructiotl in digital library and World Wide Web use to 

users. Herring (2001, p. 217), on the other lland, suggests that academics 'do not 



consider the W e b  to be sufficient as a sole source to deliver the type or quantity o f  

research information they need.. .'. But i f  these tasks are to be carried out then there is a 

need for human interaction with users i f  the best use is to be made o f  the increasingly 

sophisticated and numerous means o f  access to information that are available. Many 

participants had feelings o f  inadequacy about searching and wanted assistance, for 

example Participant 22 said: ' I  much prefer to do a search with an expert who  I can call 

on when I get stuck as I invariably do.. .'. Participant 26 felt changing technology was a 

problem for him in undertaking his infor~nation seeking: 

that's also a bit o f  a hindrance.. .unless you are using information seeking 
very regularly, i f  you leave it for a few weeks you can be sure it's going to 
be different. Y o u  can never be confident in what you already know. 

This researcher believes that there is a real challenge for the library profession here. The 

inforn~ation professions have a human services orienlation and we know that peoplc 

prefer to get their infor~nation frorn other people. But at the san~e  time library serviccs 

to users, especially to academics, are increasingly being seen in terms o f  re~iiotc access, 

often with potential for o~ili~le user education rather than face to face instruction. 

The acaclenlic library will need to more carefully define who its core users are and what 

its core role is. It nlay be that, apart fro111 sollie general key roles that it l i~ust perfom1 

such as supply o f  databases, that it can target user populations who are in 111ost nced o f  

assistance and concentrate on services to those user populations. One way to do this is 

to bec0111e more proactive and take the image o f  the library via the librarian out into 

user populations. 

Images of self 

At least one third o f  acatlemics interviewed indicated that they were coticemed that they 

might appear to library staffas being unable to use, or having difficulty in using, the 

library. Some participants avoided library staff so as to not appear out-of-date or unable 

to navigate the OPAC or databases. This avoidance behaviour took nlany t ~ r n s ;  Tor 

example browsing 011 the shelves was seen as non-threatening and potentially 

rewarding, and was engaged in in preference to seeking advice fuom librarians about 

using the catalogues, especially i f  changes to the interface had occurred since the last 

time it was used. A s  Palmer (I996 cited in Spanner 2001, p. 359) noted 'The  potential 



for discove~y was great enough to make browsing worthwhile. Browsi~ig was essential 

to the gathering o f  information and the probing o f  new and peripheral areas'. 

The negative image some participants held o f  librarians and/or libraries and the 

potential threat to their self-esteem when asking a question is another example. 

Perceptions o f  being faced with itifor~nation overload i f  library staff  were approaclled 

for assistance also led to browsing or oflei1 frustrating searches for in for~l~at ion  through 

the World W i d e  W e b  and databases. Whether or not library staff  were approached for 

assistance aIso depended upon concepts o f  self efficacy held b y  respondents. In some 

cases, i f  self-esteem was not considered to be threatened b y  asking for help then i t  was 

requested, but protection o f  self-esteem was a powerful deterrent to infort~~ation-seeki~~g 

behaviour in the use o f  libraries. Research by I-Iull(2000) on  experience o f  users 111 

academic libraries in the U K  corroborates tllese findings. Academics, while generally 

adept at finding what they want, nevertheless experience a range o f  problems when 

using libraries, the importa~ice o f  which lnay well be uuclerestimated b y  library staff. 

According to Dougherly (200 1,p. 266) ' a  disconnect is developing between what 

libraries offer and what custoniers want'. Further investigation o f  user needs should 

occur in order to identify service priorities. In this research there seems to have been all 

assumption o n  tlie part o f  information professionals that the services they were 

providing were tlie services participatlts in this research wantecl; this was not always 

fo~ound to be correct. There may well need to be a complete rel~ositio~ling o f  'imniecliate, 

interactive point-of-iicecl service to remotc users - whether they are in or out o f  the 

library, whether the library is open or closed' (Lipow 1999, 17. 8). I f  the service 

expectations o f  iiifor~nation proressio~lals coulcl be matched with what users believe 

should be provided, in further research, this may lead to better understanding between 

tlie two groups and improvecl services. A typical acadenlic library user was not found to 

exist in this study. TI~ere are many types o f  users with varying degrees o f  information- 

seeking confidence. Supporting this finding Marie-Jose Griffiths (I-Ioffinan 1999, p. 

196) asks a question in a discussion on users and their use o f  information: 'Given 

different information seeking patterns, can end users be spoken o f  as one category? 

I-Iow does one design illforrilation products that will be used b y  a wide range o f  

people?' Ass~~mpt ions  for service should not be made based upon a belief that there is  a 

knowing, collfident, experienced itifor~nation seeker. 



As discussed in Chapter 5 some participants saw potential for librarians and academic 

staff to work closely together for mutual appreciation of their respective roles. Many 

participants saw the potential for librarians to be 'central to the teaching process' 

(Participant 22) and part of an 'i~iteractive partnership' (Participant 20). In the words of 

Participant 18, cited in Chapter 5, there needs to be better ways of facilitating the 

librarian and user relationship. There is: 

an us/theni mentality where we have most or all of the librarians located 
in the libraly and all tlie academic staff located in the academic offices, 
but it just begs tlie question to whether that's a facilitating way to do it. I 
think there may be a better way in fact to have some of the librarians 
located working alongside and next to academic staff to appreciate what 
they bring in relation to them, in relation to their academic roles. 

On a diffcrcnt nole Participant 21 thouglit a library needs to be seen as 'a place whose 

valuc and ~iicaning is defined by the users'. 

Illvisible college 

I~ifor~i~ation-seekitig beliaviour, as mentioned above, is individually constructed and the 

influcncc by othcr individuals upon it has been seen in this research to be  of prima~y 

imporliincc. Pcople prefer to go to other people for information. This is not a new 

lintling (Clicn ant1 I-Icr~lon, 1983; Grosser, 1989) but it has become liiore significant 

with the trcnd to non-nied~ated electronic access to inforniation. To the academics in 

this rcscarch thcse poi~its are still as relevant today as in 1989 when Grosser carried out 

licr rcscarch. Scrcntlipitous illforlnation gathering often needs casual, personal 

intcraction. In the academic comniunity it is the invisible college and its special feature 

of pcrsonal interaction and exchange that plays a dynamic motivating role in 

inlbrmation scckitlg and tlie exchange of ideas. 

The role of tile illvisible college in promoti~ig academic discourse remains extremely 

importa~it. In this highly technological environment academics still talk to other 

acatle~l~ics and use their personal libraries and share journal subscriptions. Much 

information seeking though, as Bar~y (1995, p.112) points out, may not be seen as 

information seeki~ig because 



much information acquisition is informal, like chats over lunch with 
colleagues.. .or leafing through papers on their desks, and is not seen as 
"information gathering" but as an everyday part of their working life. 

Many academics have been doing research for several years and their recollections of 

their information activity 'is not necessarily easily retrievable to consciousness' for 

discussion in an interview situation or not seen by the participant as information-seeking 

behaviour (Barry 1995,p. 112). Nevertheless in this research academics were still found 

to attend cotiferences, although generally less frequently, and the personal contacts 

made through attendance were still considered the most valuable aspect of attending. 

Due perhaps to the decreasing financial ability of acade~nics to personally attend 

conferences, and in some cases, reductions in nu~nbers of their discipline group, the 

function of conferences as an opportunity to network appears to have grown in 

importance. For acadenlics in this research virtual conferences had not yet beconie a 

substitute for personal attendance at conferences. At the same time as fi~iancial 

restrictio~ls may have reduced ability to attend co~iferences there has been an increase in 

what might be called electronic substitutes for personah conference attendance. There 

has been a dramatic increase in contact between acade~nics using electronic 

colnrnunicatio~l such as discussio~l groups, listservs and email. The overall result for 

liiany academics may have seen an increase in personal interaction with other 

academics. This has assisted in reducing feelings of geogral~liical ant1 intellectual 

isolation, although this is still a problem. Additionally the exchange of pre-prints fro111 

conferences has been facilitated by electronic access and has gone sonle way to 

satisfying concerns about inability to attend conferences. 

Even with this dramatic increase in access to electronic means of con~municalion rnany 

academics indicated that they felt increasingly isolatecl fro111 their fellow academics. 

This situation may be unique to acadetllics in regional universities such as CSU where 

academics felt physically isolated from colleagues working on another calnpus or in 

larger cities. More than half of the academics in this research felt intellect~~ally isolatecl 

at times, concerned that there was 110 one to turn to for advice or with whom to engage 

in creative dialogue. There is a natural desire of 11~11nan beings to comtuunicate with 

each other and traditionally, personal interaction has been the most cornmon chnl?r~el 

chosen by academics. It seems natural, for the reasons outlined above, that many still 

prefer this channel to others. It is prematore to indicate the effects electronic means of 

communication might be ]laving on this natural desire for personal communicalion. 



Once again, personal constructs, as formed through experience, provide the template for 

action. It may be that an academic's experience with electronic means of 

communication is not yet at the stage where the templates have been dramatically 

altered to reflect the recent technological changes. 

Methodological problems and study limitations 

The research findings need to be considered in the light of the following li~nitations 

This was qualitative, exploratory research and as such used a relatively 

small llu~nber of participants limited to only one campus of Cliarles Sturt 

University. The number interviewed, when those academics working in the 

same school as the researcher are excluded from thc total number 

interviewed, was approximately one in seven academics on campus. 

Altl~ougl~ it was considered that inforrnalioll redundancy occurred towards 

the end of the ititerviewing of thirty participants the results are limited to 

this sample and cannot be generaliscd to other catupuses of the University or 

to otlicr settings. Nevertheless many of the findings confirm those of other 

research reported in the literature. 

Tllere was pote~ltial bias in selection ofparticipanls, althougll objectivity 

was striven for. The researcher has been an acadelnic at the University for 

over twenty years and most respondents were known to him, even though 

immediate colleag~~es were not included. Selection was based upon ability to 

gather ~ ~ s e f ~ ~ l  data from a cross section of the acaclenlic population. This 

so~netinles meant approaching academics who were likely to be willing to 

be interviewed and provide useful information. It was disappointing that 

scveral acadeniics identified as potentially user111 to the researcher, and not 

 know^^ to thc researcl~er, declined to be interviewed. It seems that for 111any 

academics knowing or knowing of the interviewer was a deciding factor in 

agreeing to be interviewed, 1-Iowever i t  is unlikely that if a higher proportion 

of those interviewed had not been known to the interviewer the results 

would have been very different. 

Not unexpectedly the research revealed differences between academics 

employed in the five faculties of the university - Arts, Sc i e~~ce  ant1 



Agriculture, Humanities and Social Sciences, Business and Health - who 

were interviewed. There are differences between faculties and within 

faculties in approaches to information seeking. Because of the diversity in 

subject background of participants interviewed, clear patterns of say 

historians, or agricultural scientists, could not be identified. Restricting the 

research to interviewilig a few carefully selected subject or discipline groups 

may have realised more definite patterns of information-seeking behaviour. 

The results represent the overall patterns of informatio~~-seeking beliaviour 

identified through participant responses. 

I 
The terni 'barrier' created considerable problems in trying to understand 

influences on inforn~ation-seeking beliaviour and yet it was a key term used 

in the literature and in tlie study. Participants were asked about any barriers 

they had identified in their information seeking atid initial data analysis used 

the terln. Examples of some of the categories identified were 'barriers- 

physical', 'barriers-psycliological'. As the analysis progressed, and 

remaining participants were interviewed, the researcher became co~icerned 

about tlie use ofthe tern]. As is typical in an etlinograpliic s t ~ ~ d y  

interviewing, data analysis, furtlier interviewing and a~ialysis took place in 

an iterative way (See Chapter 3 of /he text). The literature usecI the terni 

'barrier' exclusively to represent some obstacle in the path of trying LO 

achieve something and yet in this study this meaning did not seem to 

represent clearly what the participants meant. As wcll as discussing a range 

of barriers tliat prevented or hincleretl information seeking participaots also 

pointed out positive influences tliat facilitated information seeking. 

Motivation was considered a more appropriate ~ ~ n ~ b r e l l a  term allowing use 

of ~notivators and delnotivators to represent opposing forces. Tlie use of 

lnotivators and de~notivators in the literature of psychology, social 

psychology and nlallagelnent and related areas was exa~nined. Also 

interviews with acadenlics (Connors 2000; Fro~nholtz 2000) with 

qualifications in the psychology and management areas were held and their 

views were sought on the use of the terms related to motivation. As with the 

term 'barrier', little was found discussing use of tllesc t e r m  in tlie literature 



but the academics consulted did not have concerns with the researcher's use 

of the terms. 

* Use of open-ended questions assumed that participants had an accurate view 

of their information-seeking behaviour. However some participants 

experienced problems in recalling their information-seeking behaviour, with 

one responding to a question relating to barriers in his information seeking 

that he did not have any barriers because he probably now s~~bconsciously 

found his way round any that n~ight have existed. Many participants 

identified several information-seeking behaviours depending upon their 

information question. Generally speaking it was thought that most 

respondents did have a clear idea of their infor~nation-seeking activities. 

* The primary method of data collectio~l was interview although this was 

supported by data from diaries kept by the researcher ofthe interviews, 

innnediate post-interview discussions, comments ~nacle on interview drafts 

by participants and some enzails relating to initial participant commentary. 

Although some A~rther triang~~lation of data collection methods was 

considered apart fro111 use of the literature, such as a closed ql~estio~i survey, 

it was rejected because of its potential to confuse results in what was an 

attempt to ren~ain as close as possible to the requirements for an 

ethnographic study. 

Key issues I 
A number of key issues emerged from the study: 

Technology will continue to play a key role in influencing the direction information- 

seeking behaviour will take. However it appears that even in an environment such as a 

university where staff could be considered to be knowledgeable and conficlent about its 

use, there are significant nunibers of staffwho feel their self-esteem is threatened when 

faced with needing to find information. For many academics in this study there was 

considerable lack of confidence in their own ability to find inibrnmntion, to use and 

access databases, to approach library staffwith questions without feeling a threat to 

their self esteem, to generally use tecl~nology. Perceived negative experiences with 

sources produced a reluctance to approach the same source in the future. Mellon's 



(1986, p. 160) research on students i s  applicable to many o f  the participants in this 

study. She focused on the feelings o f  students about using the libraly for research and 

tlie librarian-user relationship and found that '...students generally feel that their own 

library-use skills are inadequate while the skills o f  other students are adequate.. .the 

inadequacy is shameful and should be hidden, and. ..the inadequacy would be revealed 

by asking questions'. Tliis threat to self-esteem was especially applicable to participants 

when advice had to be sought f i . 01~1  librarians for help in using the catalogue, databases 

and the World Wide Web, either in formal user education classes or in one to one 

situations in tlie library. It limy be that i f  user education classes covering access to 

library nmounted resources and the World Wide Web could be held in more familiar 

surroundings, either with peers or in a one-on one situation in an academic's office, then 

such classes would be nlore successfuul. Although already a trend in some university 

libraries (O'Connor 2001), the practice o f  actively taking the library to the users is not 

universal and is not the case at CSU at the time o f  writing. Given the range o f  users and 

their differing infornlation needs, it is unlikely tliat all users would avail tl~cmselves o f  

personal assistance. Nevertlielcss, it may be that a more personal approach by library 

s t a f f  to users seeking infornlation may create sonme of  those personal creative 

interchanges considered an essential part of  academic interaction. Just as the modern 

library is said to go beyond four walls, it may be that the library can best interpret users' 

needs by taking the library to them and idetltifying what it is tliat they need. 

Electronic communication has reduced the tyranny o f  distance for acadeniics at CSU, 

although some users still consiclered themselves physically and hence intellectually 

separated from the library. In some cases this was because o f  physical distance requiring 

a drive or a long walk but in other cases it was created by lack o f  in-person access to 

print and an inability to access databases rernotcly, perhaps because o f  CSU Library 

policy or funding. O f  greater importance was the feeling that as acaclemics on a calnpus 

o f  a regional university they were geographically and i~~~ellectually isolated from 

colleagues on otlier campuses, s t a f f  in otlier universities and their resources. Tliis divide 

has not yet been bridged by such initiatives as digitisation o f  serial titles and it i s  

unlikely to be so in the near future (O'Contior 2001). This, conibined with lack o f  

contact with other academics and professionals in some disciplines, was also considered 

a deterrent to creative thinking so necessary in an academic institution. 



The role of the librarian and user working niore as partners in the learning process was 

considered important by some participants in this study and it is also a suggestion found 

in the literature. Frank et al. (2001, p. 93) envisage an information professional working 

on many levels - research partner, information provider and valuable resource. 

Recommendations for further research 

Information-seeking behaviour is both situatiotl - and context based - and it is 

recommelided that university libraries consider more user-ccntred eval~latioll of services 

focusing upon reasolls for image creation. This may i~lvolve more situation based 

research such as develop~nent of subject orientated focus groups of users. Tliere is a 

danger that, as academic libraries beconle accusto~ned lo remote electronic servicc and 

there continues to be a decline in personal visits, the library may lose sight of the riecds 

of its users. 

Further research into tlle use of the terms ~notivators and denlotivotors in user-centred 

research needs is warranted. It is recon~niended that co~~sideratio~l of information- 

seeking bel~aviour in ternis of a dy~latllic interplay between nlotivators and cle~notivators 

driving behaviour would be useful. We need to understand the relative iniportance of 

~notivators and demotivators of information-secking beliaviour. If focus groups and case 

studies, for example, could be designed with these ter1ns it might be easier to understantl 

the relative significance of each ~notivator/demotivator. 

The role of affect in influenc~ng selectio~i of so~~rces may have been underestimated. 

Motivators and denlotivators to i~ifonnation-seeki~lg behaviour emerge from personal 

constructs and closely influence sourcc selection. Further s l~~cly is recomnlended lo 

examine the role of affect in  i~ilonnation-seeking beliaviour and whether there is a need 

for professional training o r  librarians in this arca. 

Research into uscr perceptions of the role of librnrians and libraries and con~paring 

these with librarians' perceptions of their roles niay assist in crealing greater 

understanding between the two. Such research would be most useful in silltation 

specific environments. There niay be potential investigating solne of the trends 

identified in this research regarding active partnerships in teaching and learning 

between acade~nic and librarian. 



Information-seeking futures 

Case (2000), in applying consumer research to infotmation-seeking research, suggests 

that the focus must shift 'away from viewing the consunler as a conscious, ratio~~al 

"decision maker" and towards the customer as an emotional, unfocused, lear~ling human 

(p. 4)'. It may well be that librarians have overestimated the ease with which their 

average users seek information. In the words of Frank et al. (2001, p. 95): 

Infor~nation professiotials cannot assume that students and scholars will 
view libraries as viable information options. A strategic integration of 
librarians and libraries into the scholarly cornmn~nnity contributes 
significantly to itistitutio~lal success at colleges and universities. 

This can best be facilitated by human-to-human interaction, between a user and a hunien 

source where 'meaning is shared more directly w~th littlc mediation or finictional 

li~nitatio~is inhercnt in current autotnated interactiotis' (Yoon & Nilan 1999,p. 872). 

Librarians ~ilust engage themselves illore proactively and perso~lally in thc infortnation- 

seeking lives of their users and seek feedback from ~lscrs to better understnnd Lhcir 

concerns and needs. If they do this they will be in a much better positio~t to forgc n 

partnership towards providing a desired service. 
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APPENDIX 1 

GRAND TOUR QUESTIONS 



INFORMATION SEEKING 
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1". GRAND TOUR QUESTION- Information Seeking 

Could you just give me a little bit of information about your information 
seeking behaviour.. .how you might go about seeking information, as you 
define it. 

2". GRAND TOUR QUESTION- Barriers 

Are their any specific barriers that affect your information seeking? 

Can you tell me how you have dealt with these? 

31d. GRAND TOUR QUESTION- Image 

Has your image of libraries changed over, say, the past five years? 

Do you have an image of libraries that you could share with me? 

Does your image of libraries affect your information seeking behaviour? 

4Ih. GRAND TOUR QUESTION- Information Behaviour 

Has your information-seeking behaviour changed over, say, the past five 
years? 



5'h. GRAND TOUR QUESTION- Technology 

Has technology changed the way you view libraries and librarians? 

Has technology changed the way you access information, your 
information-seeking behaviour? 

Are you on any list servs? 

6Ih. GRAND TOUR QUESTION- Future 

Are there ways in which the CSU Library might better serve your needs 
in the future? 
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CONSENT FORM 



CHARLES STURT 
U N I V E R S I T Y  

Building 5 
Boomma Street WaggaWagga NSW 

Concspondencc Locked Bag 675 
Wagga Wagga NSW 2678 Australia 

Telephone 02 6933 2584 
International 4 1  2 6933 2584 
Facsimile 02 6933 2733 
International +61 2 6933 2733 

FACULTY OF SCIENCE & AGRICUL- 
School of lnformation SLudics 

CONSENT FORM 

Name of Research Project Information seeking behaviour of  University 
academics 

Name, Address and Phone No of John..Mills. 
Principal Investigator(s) School .. of. ..hfornation..Studics 

CSU-Riverina 
Waggd-Wagga 2678 
(02) 69332416 

Purpose of the Research: 

The proposed study, my PhD research, will investigate the information-seeking 
behaviour of academics at CSU-Riverina The focus will be on the information 
needs of academics for their research and teaching and the barriers which prevent 
information needs being met. The literature suggests that many information needs 
are not met andlor not articulated because of problems that lie in the affective 
realm. Reasons for the selection of, or the non-stlection of, particular information 
resources will be' identified. Ways of overcoming barriers will also be 
investigated. 

Methodology: 
Using ethnognphic research techniques respondents will be interviewed by the 
asking of general questions regarding their information-seeking behaviour. The 
answers to these general questions will be used to initiate further questions in an 
attempt to identify richer, more detailed data than available using other research 
techniques such as surveys. 



Requirements of research participants: 

Participate as interviewees in an initial taped interview with the possibility of a 
further interview. Interviews may last approximately one hour. 

Data collection: 

Taped interviews will be transcribed and interviewees asked to check transcripts. 

To comply with research protocol please read the following statements and 
provide your signature in the space indicated bel6w. 

. . I. I consent to my participation in the PhD research project titled Information- 
seeking behaviour of university academics. - 

2. 1 understand that I am free to withdraw my participation any time and I will not 
be subjected to any penalty or discriminatory treatment. 
3 The purpose of the research has been explained to m e  and I have read and 
i~ndet.stood the information statement given to me. 
4. I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research and 
received satisfactory answers. 
5. 1 permit the investigator to tape record my intervidw as part of this project. 
6. I understand that any information o r  personal details gathered in the course of 
this research about me are confidential and that neither my name nor any other 
identifying information will be used o r  published without my written permission. 

This study has been approved by Charles Sturt University's Ethics in Human 
Research Committee. 
I understand that if I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can 
contact: 

Mr Barry Yau 
Executive Officer 
Ethics in Human Research Cornmiltee 
The Grange 
Charles Sturt University 
Balhurst NSW 2795 

Phone: (02) 63384 187 
Fax: (02) 63384 833 

Signed by: 

....,........... . ...... . ...... . ..............q....,,.,. 

Date ...... ......... .. ....... ...... . . ............,.....- 
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INFORMATION STATEMENT RELATING TO PhD 
RESEARCH 

Sole Investigator: John JosephMils 

Host Mitution: School of Information Studies, Charles S M  University 

Namc d t h e  Project: Information-seeking behaviour of University academics 

Purpose of the  Rexarcb: 

The proposed study, my PhD research, will investigate the inforrnation-ueeking bchaviour of 
academics at CSU-Riverim The focus will be on the informalion needs of academics fo r  U~eir  
research and teaching and thc barriers which prevent information n e d s  being met. The literature 
suggests that many information needs are not met andlor not articulated because of problems that  lie 
in the affective realm. Rcasoos for the selection of, ,or the non-selection of, particular infomation 
resources will be identified. Ways of overcoming barriers will also be investigated. 

Methodology: 

Using ethnographic research techniques respondents will be interviewed by the asking d 
genwal questions regarding their information-seerking behaviour. Thc answers to these general 
questions will be used to initiate hrrthcr questions in an attempt to identify richer, mom detailed 
data than available using other research techniques such as suwq%. 

Requlmmcntr of research participants: 

Paaicipalc as i n t e r v i m  in an initial taped interview wilhthe possibility of a furlher 
interview. Interviews may last appmximatcly one hour. 

Taped intavinvr; wiU be transuibed and intervinves asked to check mmaipts 
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REVISED TRANSCRIPT LETTER 



CHARLES STURT 
U N I V E R S I T Y  

Building 5 
Bwrwma Street WaggaWagga NSW 

Correspondence Locked Bag 675 
Wagga Wagga NSW 2678 Australia 

Telephone 02 6933 2584 
lntemational+6~ 2 6933 2584 
Facsimile 02 6933 2733 

FACULTY OF SCIENCE & AGRICULTURE 
School of Information Studies 

29 September 1999 

Dear 

Please find enclosed a'transcript of my interview with you plus a short survey which 
focuses upon demographic data, which may prove useful in my data analysis. 

It would be especially helphl for my research if you were able to return the survey as 
soon as possible in the envelope supplied. Additionally if you were able to read through 
the transcript and make comments/changedadditions to the text and return it to me in the 
near future it would enhance the existing interview transcript. 

The transcript represents what I think you said, after listening to the taped interview. It 
has some difficult t o  understand text and is not grammatically correct, which is to be 
expected. 

I am happy to talk to you about any aspect of the research; my current telephone number 
is 692 17982 or you can e-mail me. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Regards 

John Mills 




